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THE CHAMPLAIN VALLEY

HERITAGE CORRIDOR PROJECT

This report has been prepared to provide Congress and
the public with information about the resources in the
Champlain Valley Study Area and to evaluate those resources using the National Park Service (interim) criteria

for establishment of national heritage corridors. The report
presents a broad summary of the character and history of
the Champlain Valley, based on material compiled from
secondary references and information solicited from appropriate agencies and qualified individuals. It is not intended
to represent original investigations or research, present a

comprehensive history of the region, provide a detailed inventory of the multitude of historic sites and tourist attractions, or
replace other planning initiatives.

Publication and transmittal of this report should not be considered an endorsement or a commitment by the National
Par!< Service to seek or support either specific legislative

authorization· for the project or appropriations for its implementation. Authorization and funding for any new commitments by the National Park Service must take into account
competing priorities for existing units of the National Park
System and other programs.
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Boston, MA 02109
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Fort Ticonderoga as partially restored, circa 1909.

On July 6, 1909, during the Champlain tercentenary celebration, President William
Howard Taft spoke at restored Fort Ticonderoga. This speech was given exactly
13 2 years after the Americans abandoned the fort to British General John Burgoyne,
within days of the anniversary of a disastrous British repulse in 1758 and in the
same month that the British finally captured Ticonderoga in 1759. Mindful of
this accumulated history, Taft summed up the importance of the Champlain Valley,
saying: "This was the passageway, and here were fought the battles contended
for two hundred years, and as we may now say, never to recur."
These battles encompassed the Seven Years (or French and

immigrant groups, and construction of the Champlain Canal

Indian) War, the Revolutionary War, the War of 1812, and,

and the Chambly Canal, industry, commerce, and farming

even briefly, the Civil War-as well as the early territorial

expanded. Tourism originated early and has grown into

battles of Native Americans. The conflicts left behind a

the region's most visible economic activity.

physical record in the great fortifications and earthworks-

In recognition of this legacy, Senator James Jeffords of

most notably at Fort Ticonderoga and Mount lndepen-

Vermont requested that the National Park Service (NPS)

dence-and in the exceptional collection of historic

assess the suitability and feasibility of Congress designating

shipwrecks found in the cold waters of Lake Champlain

a heritage corridor in the Champlain Valley. A team of plan-

and Lake George. More than two centuries of conflict and

ners from the National Park Service Boston Support Office

nation building in the valley finally came to an end in 1815.

worked in consultation with local citizens, government

With the influx of New England Yankees, followed by other

representatives, scholars, resource specialists, and consult-

The Champlain Valley clearly merits designation of
a national, or arguably, international heritage corridor.

ants to evaluate whether the preservation and interpretation

Service involvement may be warranted here, since tllere is

of the resources of the Champlain Valley merit additional

no Park Service unit or national heritage corridor that of-

National Park-Service involvement. This Special Resource

fers as complete a portrait of the struggles fOr dominion

Study uses National Park Service guidelines and· (interim)

that led to the formation of two modern world powers,

criteria to determ·lne whetr1er a nat'1onal heritage corridor

Canada and .the Un'1ted States.

or some other option would best serve the needs of the

The establishment of a new National Park Service unit-

-Champlain Valley. The purpose is not to convince Congress

such as a national park or national recreation area-is not

or Champlain Valley residents that a heritage corridor or

feasible due to the size and configuratiOn of the valley, the

some other option should be pursued. Rather, the goal is

dispersion of its resources, the diverse pattern of land owner-

to prov'1de Congress and interested c'it'1zens w'1th the intor-

ship, and the multitude of jurisdict'1ons. However, there are

mation they need to consider vyhat role the National Park

other options that would enable the National Park Service

Service should have in shaping the futu~e of the Champlain

to provide recognition and assistance to the valley without

Valley heritage resources.

becoming a primary landowner or manager. One option

A group of 40 scholars, government representatives,

is federal designation of a heritage corridor;, another is

resource special'1sts, and local adv·lsors. identified three

tederal support of efforts to commemorate the 400th ann·l-

interpretive themes that distinguish the valley from other

versary of Samuel de Champlain's .arrival in the valley. A

areas of Hle United States. These themes are cohesive in

third approach, provincial/state designation of a heritage

that each tells one clear, easily understandable story and

corridor, would also benefit the Cham plain Valley, but with-

pervasive in that they represent as much of the region as

out the recognition and direct involvement of the National

poss'1ble. The first theme, "Makmg of Nations,"

emp~as'rzes

ParK Service.

the immense strategic importance of Lake Champlain and

The Champlain Valley clearly merits designation of

its connecting waterways when the only practical means

a national, or arguably, international heritage corridor. Such

of moving large armies was by water. The second theme,

a designation~ could best be accomplished with a

"Corridor of Commerce," focuses on the critical importance

groundswell of local sUpport, a willingness to reach across

of transportation on the lakes and rivers ·In the develop- .- jur'1sd'rct'ions, adequate funding, and the necessary legisment of industry. The third theme, "Magnet for Tourism,"

ration. The quadricentennial (4d0th anniversary) com-

encompasses the valley's long history of tourism and its

m~moration

diverse vacation areas. "Making of NatiOns," is represented

mechanisms for multijurisdictional collaboration, demon-

by an existing national park and by numerous resources

strating success, and even building a foundation for a fed-

that have been designated as National Historic Landmarks

erally des·lgnated her'1tage corridor.

due to their national significance. Additional National Park

could De an effective first step in developing
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PART ONE: BACKGROUND
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Speakers at the tercentenary celebration included President William Howard Taft and New York Governor Charles Evans Hughes.

OVERVIEW

flict and nation building in the valley finally came to
an end in 1815. »'ith the influx of New England Yankee

On July 6, 1909, during the Champlain tercentenary eel-

settlers, followed by other immigrant groups, and construe-

ebration, President William Howard Taft spoke at restored

tion of the Champlain Canal and the Chambly Canal, indus-

Fort Ticonderoga. This speech W?S given exactly 132 years

try, commerce, and farming expanded. Tourism originated

after the Americans abandoned the fort to British General

early and has grown into the region's most visible economic

John Burgoyne, within days of the anniversary of a disas-

activity.

trous British repulse in 1758, and in the same month that

In recognition of this legacy, Senator James Jeffords

the British finally captured Ticonderoga in 1759. Mindful of

{R-Vermont) requested that the National Park Service

this accumulated history, Taft summed up the importance

assess the suitability and feasibility of Congress designat-

of the Champlain Valley, saying: "This was the passage-

ing a heritage corridor in the Champlain Valley. A team of

way, and here were fought the battles contended for two

Planners from the Boston Support Office worked in con-

hundred years, and as we may now say, never to recur."

sultation with local citizens, scholars, and resource

These battles encompassed the Seven Years (or French

specialists to evaluate whether the preservation and inter-

and Indian) War, the Revolutionary War, the War of 1812,

pretation of the resources of the Champlain Valley merit

and even, briefly, the Civil War-as well as the early terri-

additional National Park Service involvement. This Special

torial battles of Native Americans. The conflicts left

Resource Study uses National Park Service guidelines and

behind a physical record in the great fortifications and

(interim) criteria to determine what would best serve the

earthworks-most notably at Fort Ticonderoga and Mount. · needs of the Champlain Valley-a national heritage corrilndependence-and in the exceptional collection of

dar or some other option. The purpose is not to convince

historic shipwrecks found in the cold waters of Lakes

Congress or Champlain Valley residents that a heritage

Champlain and George. More than two centuries of con-

corridor or some other option shourd be pursued. Rather,

.•• a heritage corridor is more than a geographic area, and more than the stories it
embr.3ces. It is a process of recognition, a vehicle for enhancing a region through
public-private support for preservation and investment.

2

it is to provide Congress and interested citizens with the

public-private support for preservation and investment. The

information they need to consider what role the National

process involves building partnershfps that educate resi-

Park Service should have in shaping the future of the

dents and visitors about the region, protect its natural and

Champlain Valley heritage resources.

cultural heritage, and enhance the economy through business investment, job expansion, and tourism. Its purpose

ROUTES OF HERITAGE

is not just to preserve what is t~ere, but to engender new

Portions of this section are drawn from "International

possibilities.

Corridors of Culture: Working Toward a Heritage Corridor
in the Champiain!Richeiieu Valley," prepared by Anne

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

Drost. See Appendix E for summary of report.

In 1995, Senator Jeffords introduced a bill, S. 1225, the
"Champlain Valley Heritage Corridor Inventory Act."

Throughout history, people have created routes that they

"'

Although no legislation was passed, during negotiations

have used to explore new territories, move goods between

on the Omnibus Parks and Public Lands Management Act

different trading regions, cOnduct military expeditions, and

of 1996, the executive branch made a commitment to the

settle communities. Some famous examples of such routes

committee Chairman, Senator Frank Murkowski (R-Aiaska)

include the Silk Road of the Far East, Roman roads such

to support Senator Jeffords's initiative. The administration

as the Appian Way, the pilgrimage route from Rome to

agreed to have the National Park Service fund a study of

Lourdes, and the Mayan trail through Central America.

the Champlain Valley. At the end of Fiscal Year 1997 the

River and lake systems provide ready means of transport

National Park Service made funds available for adminis-

in and across many countries. The Nile, the Jordan River

tration of the study, and the Boston Support Office initi-

tothe Dead Sea, the Ganges, and the Danube are examples

,a ted the project.

of water routes that play a central role in the history qnd
culture of societies.

THE STUDY APPROACH

In recent years, there has been a growing interest in

The-National Park Service has not adopted formal guide-

recognizing and preserving the natural and cultural values

lines for evaluating the potential of an area such as the

of these linear landscapes and in linking together events ·. Champlain Valley tor national heritage designation.
and sites to better understand history as a dynamic and

In the absence of such guidelines, the Champlain Valley

interrelated process. This interest is manifested in the

project addressed four key questions that arise in consid-

increasing numbers of heritage corridors that are being

ering legislative proposals for heritage designation and

established in many parts ot the world, particularly in North

National Park Service involvement:

America.
A heritage corridor is a place with its own distinctive

~

What are the distinctive stories this region has to tell?

history and geography, its own nationally important

D Whataretheprimaryresourcesthatreflectthesestories?

resources, and its own story of broad interest to tell. \t brings

D How are these resources currently being protected?

coherence and meaning to the complex history of a region

D How might the National Park Service help preserve and

and makes it more accessible.

interpret these resources?

But a heritage corridor is more than a geographic area,
and more than the stories it embraces. It is a process of

To answer these questions the team took the following five

recognition, a vehicle for enhancing a region through

steps:

BACKGROUND

1. Understanding the Champlain Valley: The team con-

The tearn also developed two options in addition to

tracted with a planning consultant to compile- a data-

federal designation of a her1tage corridor: a provincial/

base of information on the Champlain Valley and to cre-

state heritage corridor. and a quadricentennial com-

ate a working base map. The database included a list-

memoration.

ing of National Register properties, National Historic
Landmarks. National Natural Landmarks, and numer-

5. Considering the National Park Service Role: The team

ous other data layers {water features, trails, political

addressed the feasibility of each heritage preservation

boundaries, population, etc.)

option by·examlning precedents and by discussing the
potential consequences of eactl option. For the federally-

2.1dentifying the Distinctive Stories: The team hosted a

designated heritage corridor option, the team evaluated

workshop, convening 40 subject matter experts, re-

the eligibility of resources based on the national heritage

source specialists, and local advisors to identify the most

corridor criteria set out in Section 105 {c) of H.R. 1301,

important stories to be told in the Champlain Valley. The

dated March 22, 1995, which are considered interim

workshop participants identified three mterprctive

until formal criteria can be finalized

themes that are cohesive and pervasive throughout the
valley and distinctive from other areas of the U.S

THE STUDY AREA
The extent of the so-called "Champlain Valley" is open.to

3. Comparing the Champlain Valley with other Heritage

question. For example, it may be defined legitimately as

Corridors: The team compared the Champlain Valley

encompassing the towns that abut the historic waterway,

study area with other heritage corridors for two reasons:

the drainage bas1n of the lake, the valley floor, and even

1) to examine possible models, and 2) to determine if

the full extent of glac1al Lake Vermont. For the purposes of

the tllree interpretive themes and/or the opportunities

this project, however, the team restricted the study area to

for public enjoyment in the Champlain Valley were

the count1es in New York and Vermont where the majority

redundant with other heritage corridors. The results

of resources embodying the major interpretive theme

showed that the character, quantity, combination of re-

"Making of Nations" are located. Resources in five coun~

sources, and opportunities for public enjoyment in the

ties in New York are mcluded (Clinton, Essex, Warren,

Champlain Valley differ greatly from the areas used in

Saratoga, and Washington) and in five counties in Vermont

the comparison.

(Grand Isle. Franklm, Chittenden, Addison, and Rutland).
The distribution of the resources reflects their organic

4. Preserving and Interpreting Resources: WiH1 assistance

relationship to the waterway that connects thern. The

from subject matter experts and local advisors, the team

waterway-composed of the upper Hudson River, Lake

developed four heritage preservation options that range

Champlain, Lake George, and the Champlain Canal-forms

from no additional federal involvement to federal desig-

the spine of the study area.
)

nation of a heritage corridor. Based on reconnaissance

During the course of the study, the team discovered that

activities, the team determined that federal designation

there are themat1cally related resources in the Richelieu

of the Champlain Valley ~sa unit of tile national park

Valley in Quebec. These related resources, located in four

system, such aS a national park, or a national recreation

Reg1onal Municipal Counties or MRCs (MuniCipalites

area, was neither suitable nor feasible. Therefore. the

regionales de comte) ·-··le Bas-Richelieu, La VaiiCe-du-

maximum level of federal involvement outlined 1n this

Richelieu, Rouville, and Le Haut-Richelieu--are described

r·eport 1s the federal designation of a heritage corridor.

in the study Although the team d1scussed the north of the

3
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4

STUDY AREA

It is important to note that the study area chosen by the team

should not be considered a recommended "boundary" for any of the
heritage preservation options described Later in the report.

border resources with parties in Quebec, the area of study

Champlain lay at the center of the creation myth of the

for any potential designation is confined to the United

Abenaki, who occupied much of the region at the time

States, and no commitments are assumed on behalf of

Europeans arrived. Later, events which took place on and

any parties in Quebec or Canada. Clearly, neither the United

near the lake were critical in the formation of two modern

States Congress nor the National Park Service can deter-

nations. Russell Bellico, the latest in a long line of histori-

mine policy in Quebec.

ans who have described the conflicts, summarizes these

The team considered using the Lake Champlain Basin

events by saying that Samuel de Champlain encountered:

watershed as the study area, but found that it extends too

"a route that would probably be the most contested water-

far mto the Adirondacks and the Green Mountains, reach-

way in North America during the wars that would span the

ing beyond the thematically related resources. On the other

17th, the 18th, and the early 19th centuries."

hand, the basin did not extend far enough north or south

Although it is the sixth-largest freshwater lake in the

to cover key resources that express the continuity of the

United States, the 120 mile-long Champlain is not the same

historic waterway.

order of magnitude as the Great Lakes. Nevertheless, it is

The team chose to delineate the study area by county,

large enough to contain some striking paradoxes. Often

rather than by municipality, because the county is a strong

restful amid stunningly beautiful surroundings, it can turn

governmental unit in New York. Although this is not the

suddenly stormy and dangerous. Similarly, this lake, famed

case in Vermont, its counties do retain political functions.

for its pastoral charm, has been the scene of a multitude

For consistency, counties are used to delineate the study

of dark and bloody episodes. Later, the exceptional beauty

area in both states, and MRCs are delineated in discus-

of the lake, so appealing to travelers and writers, coexisted

sions of resources within Quebec.

with the industrial character of the waterfronts in places

It is important to note that the study area chosen by the

like Crown Point and Port Henry, New Yor!<. People who

team should not be considered a recommended "bound-

worked in these industries endured a harsh existence in

ary" for any of the heritage preservation options described

order to establish themselves and their descendants in a

later in the report. The actual "boundary" (if any) of a heri-

new land.

tage corridor or other.option, wciuld be determined during
the legislative process, should legislation be pursued.

Natural History and Resources
This section is summarized from "Champlain Valley Heri-

THE CHAMPLAIN VALLEY

tage Corridor Inventory," prepared by Associates in Rural

Anyone taking even a brief glance at a map of the north-

Development.

eastern United States is sure to be struck by the distinctive,
irregular form of Lake Champlain, with Lake George hang-

The study area extends across three ecoregions (large

ingfrom it like a jeweled pendant. If this person knew nothing

areas of similar geography and vegetation).

at all of history, he or she might still suspect that this elongated body of water, extended by man-made improvements
to link two of the great river systems of eastern North
America, has figured prominently in the history of the nations
u-lat border it.

D Great Lakes Ecoregion-Lake Champlain and the
Richelieu River and their valleys;
D Northern Appalachian/Boreal Forest Ecoregion-Adiron-

dacks and Green Mountains;

The historical record would amply justify this intuitive

t> Lower New England/Northern Piedmont-southwest

surmise, as these waterways have always had a profound

corner of Vermont, including the Taconic Mountains, and

irnpact on the people who lived along them. Lake

the Hudson River Valley.
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Vegetative Communities

red squirrels in the coniferous portions) in the transition

With the exception of high elevation areas in the

forest. White-tailed deer are the most common leaf con-

Adirondacks and the Green Mountains, the study area lies

sumer. Moose and beaver populations are expanding as

within the "transition forest" between the coniferous wood-

forest cover returns to the region. Porcupine, raccoon, skunk,

norttl and tile mixed

and red fox are common, and the coyote population is in-

deciduous forests to the south. This transition forest contains

creasing. Other predators are black bear, fisher, and bobcat.

species that are characteristic of each of the adjacent

Grosbeaks, finches, buntings, towhees, siskins, juncos,

lands of the boreal forests to the

forest types. Species composition varies with altitude, slope,

and sparrows are important avian seed consumers. Cedar

aspect, moisture, and soil type. Almost no virgin forest re-

waxwings and ruffed grouse feed" on fruits and buds.

mains, and the current species composition undoubtedly

lets, chickadees, warblers, nuthatches, and woodpeckers

differs from the mix that existed prior to widespread cutting

feed on insects. Broadwinged and redtailed hawks are

m the 1700s and 1800s.

King~

common avian predators, as are barred and great horned

Characteristic canopy species of the transition forest are

owls. The population of wild turkey is increasing. Common

yellow birch, American beech, and sugar maple, with an

waterfowl include mallard ducks, mergansers, Canada and

understory of service berry, hobb\ebush, eastern hemlock,

snow geese, cormorants, Great Blue Heron, and several

hop hornbeam, and striped maple. lichens, mosses, ferns,

species of gulls and terns. The valley is part of the Atlantic

mushrooms, and maple and hemlock seedlings abound

flyway~a

on the forest floor. In the Champlain Valley, red and white

land birds. HawkS. and other raptors avail themselves of

migratory corridor for waterfowl and other wet-

oak are common, along with hickories and white pine. White

favorable wind patterns in the valley, particularly during

cedar is characteristic of the calcareous soils of the

the fall migration.

Champlain islands and along the shoreline of the lake. Red

Species associated with the Richelieu River and .i_ts wet-

spruce, balsam fir, and white birch characterize the upper

lands include the endemic fish: the copper red horse and

flanks of the Adirondacks and the Green Mountains. Alpine

freshwater drum; northern pike, largemouth bass, and bow-

tundra vegetatiori is found on a few of the highest peaks.

fin; eel; the mud puppy; the map and spiny softshell turtles;

The low elevation (practically sea level) of the Champlain
Valley relative to the surrounding hills and mountains makes
it relatively warm with a longer growing season. The lake
itself has a modifying effect on the climate, giving off stored

the least bittern, black

tern, mallard, blue-winged teal,

osprey; mink and coyotes.
Eight species found wiH1in the study area are on the
federal list of threatened or endangered species.

summer heat, which keeps adjacent areas warm and frostfree late into the fall. For this reason, species that are usu-

Aquatic Life

ally associated with more southern latitudes, such as'· Lake Champlain hosts, a diverse community of organisms
h"1ckory and oaks, flourish near the lake.

whose main components are phytoplankton, zooplankton,

The National Park Service has designated eight National

forage fish, and predatory fish. The lake trout and other

Natural Landmarks in the study area. (See Appendix C for

stocked safmoriids and walleye--are the dominant preda-

listing.)

tory species. Population levels shift in response to shifts in
nutrient inputs and other abiotic and biotic conditions. Sea

Fauna

lamprey are a significant cause of lake trout mortality, and

There are approximately 500 vertebrate sPecies in the Lake

control efforts have been ongoing for a number of years.

Champlain Basin. Squirrels and chipmunks are typical seed

Rainbow smelt are the primary forage fish, along with

gatherers (gray squirrels in the deciduous portions and

sculpin, cisco, yellow perch, white perch, and bluegill.

BACKGROUND

Walleye populations have been declining over many years.

Levels of toxic substances are generally low in Lake

Other Important game fish are largemouth bass, northern

Champlain compared with bodies of water in more indus-

pike, rainbow trout, and brown trout.

trialized areas such as the Great Lakes. However, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and mercury are a primary

Water Quality

concern, and arsenic, cadmium, chromium, dioxins/furans,

Water quality within Lake Champlain varies significantly

lead, nickel, polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs),

from section to section and from season to season. Primary

silver, and zinc are a secondary concern because they are

water quality threats for the lake are excessive nutrients

found in the lake's water·, sediment, and/or biota at levels

(primarily phosphorus), nuisance aquatic species, pathogens,

that are a potential threat to human health, wildlife, or

and localized heavy concentrations of toxic substances.

aquatic biota. Both Vermont and New York have issued

The nutrient phosphorus poses the greatest threat to

health advisories regarding consumption of fish species

clear, nuisance-free water in the lake. High concentrations

with elevated levels of mercury and PCBs. Remediation

of phosphorus cause excessive growth of algae and other

efforts are now focused on three sites where high concen-

aquatic plants, particularly the non-natives. Eurasian mil-

trations of heavy metals and other toxic substances have

foil and water chestnut. Algae blooms and proliferation of

been identified: Inner Burlington Harbor, Cumberland Bay,

non-native species adversely affect fish and wildlife habitat,

and Outer Mal letts Bay.

diminish scenic views, reduce recreational appeal, impair

Water quality within the Riche!ieu River ranges from

drinking· water supplies, and, as a r.esult, tend to reduce

nearly pristine where it exits Lake Champlain to severely

the attractiveness and value of shoreline properties.

compromised near its confluence with the St. Lawrence.

Exotic aquatic species such as Eurasian milfoil, water
chestnut, sea lamprey, and zebra mussels have had

Geology: Shaping the Land that Shaped the Culture

significant ecological and economic effects on Lake

In the story of its origins, Lake Champlain presents another

Champlain. Both Eurasian milfoil and water chestnut can

of its many paradoxes: the lake as we see it today is-the

form dense mats, which choke out beneficial native species

product of both very ancient and very recent geological

and preclude recreational activities in bays and along the

processes. The bedrock of the present Adirondacks, though

shoreline. Zebra mussels, which entered Lake Champlain in

repeatedly metamorphosed. is the remnant of once tower-

1993, have now been found in many sections of the lake,

ing mountains raised in Precambrian times well over a

colonizing any hard surface in its shallower portions. Not

bill1'on years ago. About 450 million years ago another

only are these exotic colonies a problem for boat owners

episode of mountain buflding formed the Green Mountains

and those who withdraw drinking water directly from the

as part of the Appalachian chain.

Between these cataclys-

lake, but they are also an immediate and serious threat to

mic events a rift occurred approximately along the axis of

the continued identification and scholarship of underwater

Lake Champlain. The common perception of the lake as

cultural resources.

sheltered or threatened by the looming mountain ranges,

Pathogens, including bacteria. viruses, and other mi-

depending on mood, thus has a basis in geological fact.

era-organisms enter th~ lake mainly from human and ani-

The present distinctive form of lakes Chafnplain and

mal waste. Sources include faulty septic systems, munici-

George was shaped in recent (Pleistocene) times by glacial

pal sewer overflows, discharges from boat holding tanks,

action. Beginning about two-and-one-half million years ago,

agricultural run-off, and urban and suburban run-off.

a series of glaciers scoured the softer rocks lying between

Pathogens in the water have periodically cau~ed localized

the two mountainous zones. The most recent glacier extended

public beach closings.

southward to the latitude of New York City, covering New
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Retreating Glacier
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G!acfal Lake Vermont

England and greatly altering the coastline because so much
of the earth's water was captured in

the-ice sheet.

As the last glacier began to recede, it set in motion a
series of catastrophic changes in the Lake Champlain area,

created Lake George almost capriciously by gougi}lg out
and then blocking a former river valley.
Lake Vermont was itself a temporary, unstable feature, constantly changing in size; but a

more dramatic upheaval

was

extraordinary because they occurred in such a brief time,

in store. The immense weight of an ice mass a mile thick had

geologically speaking. Sediments released by the glacier

depressed land in the Champlain Valley. As the glacier con-

blocked the southern outlet of the lake, while the glacier

tinued to retreat, it opened a connection with the ocean, now

itself impeded drainage to the north. The result was the.

rising as a result of glacial melting. Salt water poured into the

formation of a cold freshwater lake, known as glacial Lake

?t. Lawrence Valley, covering most of Lake Champlain as well.

Vermont. Far larger than today's lake, it lapped ag~Jnst

This immense but shallow saltwater bay, known as the

the foothills of the Adirondack and Green Mountains. The

Champlain Sea, formed about 13,000 years ago, as evidenced

seventy or so present-day islands in Lake Champlain were

by the discovery of oceanic fossils in present-day pastures.

covered by water, but what are now isolated hills were

This saltwater episode, again, was transitory. Relieved

once islands in this glacial sea. Meanwhile, the ice mass

of its burden of ice, the land continued to rebound. As this

BACKGROUND
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happened, the Champlain Sea retreated, leaving behind
the lake in apProximately ·1ts present form. Sea creatures
that were capable of adapting survived, while others, if they
could not escape to the ocean, died out. Today the lake
drains northward, but it has been calculated that only a
small continuing rebound will tilt the land and change the
drainage to the south. In a curious way, this geological indecision parallels the socioeconomic history of the region;
it has always been uncertain whether the or'1entation would
be to the north or south.
E_arly residents of the valley would have witnessed some
of the startling changes in geography, which would have
given them a much different sense of the lake's stability. In
historic times the configuration of the lake has not changed
perceptibly, so we view it as deceptively secure and permanent. In this present form, Lake Champlain ·Is 120 miles
long and covers an area of 415 square miles. The watershed, extending beyond Lake Placid and Montpelier to the
summit of the Adirondack and Green Mountains, is much
larger, embracing 8,234 square miles. Of this total_, 56%
lies in Vermont; 37% in New York; and 7%, mainly in the
Missisquoi watershed, in Quebec.
As a remnant of a larger body, Lake Champlain lies on
the land in diverse ways~ and the various portions of the
lake have a noticeably different character. The recent teachers' handbook This Lake Alive.1 divides the l;ke into five

Ftve regions of Lake Champ/am

regions, each with distinct water quality and vegetation:
depths here, the average depth of the entire lake is only

D The South Lake is the long narrow part of the lake that

64 feet.

starts at the mouth of the Poultney River and runs north to
the Champlain Bridge connecting Crown Point, New York,

D Mal letts Bay lies southeast of Grand Isle and is sepa-

with Chimney Point, Vermont. Looking more like a river-

rated from the Main Lake by an abandoned railroad

relatively unspoiled and with marshy vegetation on its

causeway.

shores-it is very different from the rest of the lake.

D The "Inland Sea" or Northeast Arm is east of Grand Isle,

D The Main Lake extends north from the Champlain Bridge

extending to the mouth of Missisquoi Bay.

until it again narrows to form the Richelieu River. This is
the deepest and widest section of the lake, 12 miles across

D Missisquoi Bay is located largely in Canada. Isolated from

and reaching a maximum depth of 400 feet. This section

the northward water flow in the rest of the lake, it is

contains 81% of the water in the lake. Despite the great

shallow and warm.
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Human History and Cultural Resources

Prehistory and History: Years of Conflict
Archeological evidence indicates that humans arrived in

the valley not far behind the glaciers, living in a tundra-like
environment still influenced by the nearness of the ice

sheet. Thereafter, native peoples' passed through the stages
of development characteristic of eastern North America,
so that the Woodland culture prevaifed when Europeans
-arrived early in the 17th century. At that time the eastern

side of the lake was inhabited largely by Western Abenakis,
while Mohawks, members oft he Iroquois Confederacy, lived
across the Jake, and Mahicans inhabited the southern portion of the region. There were exceptions to this pattern,
but generally the lake acted as a barrier between peoples.
The Abenaki name for the lake, which translates as "the
wate_rs between," suggests that this was a long-standing
situation. This division, with its resultant insecurity, may

SAMUEL DE CHArlPLAIN

expfain why the valley was not inhabited as densefy as its
resource potential would suggest. In some respects the
lake formed the core of the Abenaki wdrldview, but it was

When the Europeans arrived, N'ative Americans attempted

not the center of their population.

to absorb the Europeans into the complex existing diplo-

The initial European contact was catastrophic and had

matic structure while preserving their own autonomy and

enduring consequences. French explorer Samuel de

culture. How_ever, their growing reliance on European trade

Champlain, coming down from his country's older settle-

goods, especially guns, threatened the inde·pendence of

ments on the St. Lawrence, reached Lake Champlain in

all native groups. lncre3singly far-ranging hostilities oc-

1609. He gave the lake both a name and a -political orien-

curred as Native Americans battled to acquire the furs

tation whose effects still remain. A party of Algonquin

EurOpeans demanded. During much of the 17th century

allies from Canada was with him, seeking his aid in their

the Iroquois warred against the French directly, but per-

age-old conflict With the Iroquois. As anticipated, the

haps more importantly, they warred against the

Champlain party encountered a force of Iroquois and pre~

western Indians who supported the French fur trade.

pared for combat. Instead of the melee style of fighting

111 a striking coincidence, Henry Hudson, exploring on

the Iroquois expected; Champlain and his men promptly

behalf of the Dutch, reached the river named for him in

opened fire with their arquebuses. Though primitive, these

the same year Champlain entered the lake that bears his

firearms killed several Iroquois chiefs in the first discharges.

name. The Dutch soon set up a post at what is now Albany

Apparently, the common perception in the history texts

and began competing in the fur trade. Since they were

is correct in stating that this encounter ~nfluenced French/

less interested in converting the Iroquois or seizing their

Iroquois relations for the next century and a half. As a

lands, the Dutch generally maintained good relations with

result of the incident, the Iroquois adjusted their style of

the powerful federation. For reaso)ls largely related to this

fighting and remained generally hostile or suspicious of

trade, the Mohawks crushed and dispersed the Mahicans

the French, although there were long intervals of peace.

in a conflict ending in 1628.

By the period 1690-1780, a Lake Champlain campaign was usually the main element in
strategical planning for attacks, feints, and full-scale invasions in either direction.

To protect their settlements against the Iroquois animasity, Louis XIV sent the Carignan-Salieres regiment to build

to be almost t_he norm. with periods of peace little more
than intervals of recuperation and preparation

a series of forts exten,ding down the Richelieu Valley to

In 1689 a series of four wars between the two European

Lake Champlain. In 1665, they rebuilt Fort Richel1eu on

nations began; Lake Champlain became one of the promi-

H1e site of present Sorel and constructed wooden Fort

nent theaters of action in North America. Although only

Chambly in the same year. A year later they built Fort Ste

the last of these wars ( 1754-63) is commonly called the

Anne on Isle La Motte, the first European outpost on Lake

French and Indian War, all pitted the British against the

Champlain. During intervals of peace, French missionaries

French and their Native American allies. The British, how-

gained influence among the Iroquois, causing a split within

ever, had their own native supporters, predominantly

the tnbes. especially the Mohawks. Some Iroquois converted

among the Iroquois, so the mime of the wars would apply

to Catholicism and even relocated to the vicinity of Montreal

cq_ually well in reverse. These conflicts were really Euro-

to l1ve under French protection

pean wars. Their primary objective was territorial gains in

The French campaign of fortification, though intended

Europe and the West Indies; North America was a second-

as preparation for war against the Mohawks. coincided with

ary concern. During the first three wars, distance and the

the British takeover of New Netherland. The victorious

resultant difficulty of projecting their military power pre-

British. although they competed in the fur trade, did not at

vented both sides from carrying out grandiose plans to

first attempt to expand beyond the Dutch settlements.

conquer the enemy heartland. With armies fighting beyond

Through rnost of the remainder of the 17th century the

the capabilities of their supply system, the annals are filled

French battled with tr1e Iroquois, not directfy against the

witl1 accounts of tel"l'ible hardship, with soldiers dying of

English, though increasingly they began to blame the

starvation and cold. These early wars deepened animosity

British for incrting the natives. The reverse was also true.

between the powers and inten.sified the process of build-

as the Abenakis, while pursuing their policy of blocking

ing forts and outposts along (or across) the frontier, creating

English expansion, generally were allies of the French.

a cycle of mistrust and hostility. Most of the Iroquois remained

The military importance of the Champlain corridor is an
expression and a consequence of the most fundamental

on the British side, despite frequent disappointment with
British military performance.

aspects of colonial history. When Great Britain and France

In these first wars the French more often took the often-

transferred their longstanding rivalry to North America, their

sive desp1te a smaller base of settlers in New Franee. The

territonal advances were divergent and incompatible. The

British built a small Jort at Chimney Point in 1690, their

French entered the St. Lawrence, which, by leading to the

first foothold on the lake, but they occupied it only briefly.

Great Lakes, opened the center of the continent. fn contrast, the British colonists (who became far more numerous)

advanced slowly inland from a long seaboard frontier on
the Atlantic. The Champlain corridor did not so much block
either power as offer a convenient and inevitable path of
attack when war broke out. As summarized in the recently
published encyclopedia, Colonia! Wars of North America,
1512~1763,

"By the perrod 1690~1780, a Lake Champlarn

campa1gn was usually the main element in strategical planning for attacks, feints. and full-scale invasions in either
direction." During this era warfare seemed so frequent as

Unsuccessful British attack on Fort Carilfon, 1758
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Warfare on Lake Champlain had been a major factor in determining which European
culture would prevail over vast areas of eastern North America.
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A treaty ending the second war in 1713 established a boundary at Split Rock (located north of present day Westport,
New York), which had also been a traditional boundary between native tribes. Nevertheless, the French built a stockade fort at Chimney Point, well south of the supposed frontier, in 1731. In the same decade they began a stronger fort
called Fort St. Frederic across the lake at Crown Point. Substantial settlements arose around these military posts.
Three inconclusive wars had prepared the scene for a
final showdown. It was certain that Lake Champlain would

Modem interpreters in Revolutionary War costume demonstrate

be a decisive setting for the ultimate conflict between the

military activities at Saratoga National Historical Park.

two rivals. Although this_ worldwide struggle began in Europe in 1756, hostilities had commenced two years earlier

For the first time in recorded history-and probably for

in North America. The two sides maneuvered in 1755 to

ages before that-artificial boundaries that did not relate to

close the remaining gap between them. The British built

phYsical features were erased, and the entire waterway from

Fort Edward and, at the southern end of Lake George, Fort

the St. Lawrence River to New Yor-k harbor came under a

William Henry, while the French constructed the powerful

single control. In this brief interval ot peace after long years of

stone Fort Carillon (present Ticonderoga). Whatever military

danger and uncertainty, settlers poured into the Champlain

resources the tvvo nations brought from Europe, the British

Valley. Deprived of French support, the Abenakls could no

enjoyed an enormous advantage in that the population of

longer stem the rush of settlement. Although they did not

their colonies was vastly larger than the French, prov.lding

formally transfer most ot their territory, they became

a massive military and economic reserve. ln.the early years

marginalized in their former homeland. Vermont, attracting

of the war the British suffered a series of disastrous and

land-hungry New Englanders, received the ~eaviest influx of

humiliating defeats until William Pitt was put in charge of

white settlers, while entrepreneurs such as William Gilliland

the war effort. ln 1758, under competent and energetic

established communities on the New York side of Lake

commanders, the course of the war in North America

Champlain.

turned in favor of the British. The one conspicuous excep-

The interlude of calm lasted only 15 years, for in 1775 the

tion was the Champlain Valley theatre, where the British

dispute between the American colonies and the royal gov-

botched an attempt to take Fort Carillon. A shipbuilding

ernment_burst into armed conflict. Once again, the Champlain

race began on the lakes, and in the campaigns bf 1759

waterway was critical in determining the outcome. A small

and 1760 naval power helped the British methodically

rebel force captured Fort Ticonderoga in May 1775, more

tighten the noose around New France. This systematic

than a year before the Declaration of Independence was

campaign, conducted with efficiency and spirit, forms one

adopted. The Continental Congress approved an invasion of

of the bright pages in British military annals, just as the

Canada, believing that many inhabitants were eager to join

elan that gave them their early victories reflects credit on

the revolt against British authority. Colonial forces cleared the

French arms, With the conquest of Montreal in 1760 and

Ricl1elieu Valley after a 45-day siege of Fort St. Jean and took

its confirmation in the treaty of 1763, French rule in Canada

Montreal bUt were1epelled at Quebec.

came to an end. Warfare on Lake Champlain had been a

In 1776 the disintegrating American army, demora!lzed

major factor in determining which European culture would

and wracked with disease, stumbled out of Canada. Are-

-prevai\ over vast areas of eastern North America.

\nforced British army was not far behind, and now the

BACKGROUND

Americans had to go on the defensive. Benedict Arnold
hastily constructed a fleet to oppose the British

on Lake

The 1783 treaty again partitioned the ChamplainRiche!ieu corridor, although the British held

on to Point au

Champlain. What may have been the first American navy

Fer until 1796. Once more, peace was short-lived. Another

was overpowered at Valcour Bay, but Arnold had succeeded

war erupted between Great Britain and the United States

in delaying the British until late in the season, when it was

in 1812. Although the causes had little to do with the

no longer feasible to continue the attack. American fortifi-

Champlain region, where the war was generally unpopular,

cation of Mount Independence, manned by a garrison that

strategic considerations inevitably made it again a center

was briefly larger than all but two or three cities in British

of conflict. The first two years of the war were marked by

North America, further deterred the British expedition.

No one doubted that the British repulse in 1776 was
only temporary. In the following year a resplendent army

inconclusive raids and bumbling invasions; but in 1814
another shipbuilding contest developed, leading to a major
Br!tish invasion by land and water.

under Gener·al John Burgoyne sailed down the lake headed

That year, Thomas Macdonough fed the American fleet

for Albany and an expected meeting with a force marching

to victory in a desperately fought battle at Plattsburgh Bay.

down the Mohawk Valley, and possibly with 'General William

A powerful British army, perhaps mindful of Burgoyne's

Howe from New York City. In contrast to the previous year,

fate, decided it could not continue without naval support

the Americans were poorly prepared for this onslaught.

and turned back to Canada. This battle, coming at a time

Ticonderoga fell with little resistance, a discouraging blow

when the British finally seemed to have triumphed in their

in view of the widespread belief in its impregnability. A

exhausting wars against Napoleon, helped persuade them

frercely fought rearguard action at Hubbardton, Vermont,

to make peace with the United States.

saved the main American army and began to lift American

This was the last time the fate of nations was decided

morale. Later in the summer, the Mohawk Valley invasion

in the Champlain Valley, although military activity in the

force was turned back, and a British detachment was

region was not quite at an end. Soon after peace was re~

almost annihilated in the battle of Bennington (which ac-

stored in 1815, the United States began building a fort

tually took place in New York State). Two desperate battles

on the border north of Rouses Point, hoping that it would

at Saratoga halted Burgoyne's advance and led to the

protect once and for all against invasion from Canada. A

complete surrender of his army in October. This was a

subsequent survey showed that the fort was actually !a-

momentous event, fo! Burgoyne's unexpected defea-t con-

cated on Canadian soil, earning the structure the dubious

vinced France to enter the fray openly on the American

nickname of Fort Blunder. A boundary adjustment allowed

side, thereby converting a colonial insurrection into another

work to resume in the 1840s, but by the time the fort was

phase of the long struggle for supremacy. The campaign
down Lake Champlain is common!y ranked among the
decisive military events in world history.
This stunning victory did not bring lasting peace to the
Champlain region, as raids by the British and their Native
American allies continued to cause widespread destruction.
In 1780 another sizable British invasion was launched, perhaps hoping to capitalize on Arnold's planned betrayal of
West Point. By the end of the war incessant conflict and
devastation had largely depopulated the valley, probably
returning the civilian population to the level of 1763.

Battle of Plattsburgh Bay, 1814

By the end of the early settlement period (1820s), industrial activity had begun to
appear along the lakeshores, with iron mining and processing, textiles, and the lumber
industry leading the way.
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completed it had, like all masonry fortificati~ns, been ren-

New England Yankee settlers, pressed by shrinkmg

la~d

de red obsolete by imprbved armament eve_D if there had

resources 'in the older regions of Massachusetts and Con-

been a military need for it. War returned unexpectedly to

necticut,-came to settle in the valley. They tended to'take

the reg1on

1864

1n the random and disconnected form

up land on the southern and eastern shores of the lake.

of a raid on St. Albans, Vermont, by a force of Confederate

Most New Englanders saw the region for the first time while

irregulars operating from Canada.

on military duty and returned to settle the fertile lowlands.

1n

Incidents in the Canadian rebellions of 1837 and 1838

While some lakeshore Vermont towns formed as early as

occurred in the Richelieu Valley, and even after the Ameri-

1760, a significant population of New Englanders did not

can Civil War there was danger of raids into Canada by

develop until the close "Of the American Revolution. This is

Fenians and other agitafors. Important American military

especially true of the western side of the lake which ben-

installations flourished in the region into r·ecent times.

efited from the "spill-over" of Yankees from the Vermont

However, the year 1815 marked the actual end of more

side, becoming the site of developing port towns and tl)en

than two centuries of conflict and nation building in the

inland settlements, mainly after 1790.

Champlain Valley" and allowed the beleaguered residents

Quakers who emigrated from Dutchess County, New

of the region to turn at last to peaceful pursuits.

York, established agricultural communities prior to 1800

The Peopling of the Champlain Valley in

arable farmland in Peru and Ausable, New York. This colony

Historic Times

grew to accommodate other Quakers, who perhaps were

in both New York and Vermont. They occupied the most

This section is adapted from pap(Jrs by Susan Ouelette

fl:eing discrimination. Doctrinal disputes among the

and Anne Ruzow Holfand.

Quakers in 1828 led to the deterioration of ties that held

Coloriial European settlement in the Champlain Valley

the communities together.

proceeded from both ends of La he Champlain. French lum-

."By the end of the early settlement period ( 1820s), indus-

berjacks and fur trappers explored the. upper reaches of

trial activity tlad begun to appear along the lakeshores, w·1th

the lake on both the east and West sides. Many of these

iron mining and processing, textiles, and the lumber indus-

people created seasonal living sites within the basin where

try leading the way. Although Vermont was a sma\1 c;;,tate, it

they spent two or three seasons of the year, usually

began to be fractured along econOmic lines, as sections

retreating in the worst of the winter to Native American

became oriented toward different outlets. Quebec offered a

villages, or even as far nortfl as Montreal.

strong market for lumber and iron shipments from western
Vermont. Prompted by memories of how vulnerable the area
had been during the recent war with England, fear that this
trade would grow provided the incentive for building the
Champlain Canal. Completed in 1823, the canal linked the
Champlain waterway to New York harbor via Albany; it also
connected by way of the Erie Canal with the Great Lakes.
Later construction of the Cllambly Canal in Canada could
not reverse the prevailing southward flow of commerce.
Due in·part to the Champlain Canal, Crown Point, Port
Henry, and other centers in New York eventually displaced
Vermont as the leader in the iron industry around Lake
Champlain. Much of this transfer was direct and personal;

-

--··----
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the Penfield family, for example, had been prominent in

growing ranks of wage laborers in the valley and, like their

Vermont and crossed the lake to build ironworks on the

Fre;ch Canadian counterparts, tended to live in ethnic clus~

New York side. The importance of Vermont iron manufac~

ters. The higher Percentage of single young people in the

ture declined rapidly in the 1850s, but iron manufacture

group made the Irish more likely to work in the homes of

on the west side persisted well into the 20th century.

Yankees as servants. Perhaps because of this and also the

The new industrial concerns created a need for more

absence of a !lnguistic barrier, the Irish seem to have

hands than the relatively sparse farming communities could

assimilated somewhat faster into the dominant Yankee cui-

/

supply. Stimulated by this opportunity for work, French

ture, although this change did not become evident until the

Canadian and Irish immigrants began to arrive in greater

end of the 19th century.

numbers; these populations would continue to increase
for the remainder of the 19th century.

Within immigrant communities, the presence of two ethnic
groups created deeper tensions among already marginalized

By the turn of the 19th century, French Canadian and

people. Although both groups shared the same religious affilia-

Acadian refugees lived in well-established, though tiny,

t\on and were excluded for the most part from opportunities for

settlements on the northVI(estern edge of the valley. Many

upward mobiiity, they did not develop common cause. Instead,

of the first wave worked small subsistence farms, supple-

French Canadians and Irish immigrants regarded each other

menting their income by making charcoal and potash, and

as competition for jobs. Tension between the two groups was so

laboring in the seasonal logging camps. Most lived on or

great that they could not even worship together.

near the lands distributed to French Canadian and Acadian

In communities such as Plattsburgh, Black Brook and

veterans who had served in the Continental Army. The surge

Keeseville, New York, as well as Winooski and Burlington,

of arrivals in the 1830s bypassed these settlements and

Vermont, each group settled in different neighborhoods and

clustered in developing urban centers like Plattsburgh and

constructed their own churches, although the number of

Burlington. Pushed off the land by an agricultural crisis

congregants might not have justified two buildings. In

developing among habitant farm communities of the lower

Keeseville, each Catholic church is situated on a hill over-

Richelieu Valley and Saint Lawrence Valley, they were des~

looking the A usable Valley. Not only were congregants

perately poor when they arrived and had to depend on

segregated in their worship, but they were discouraged from

wage labor to support themselves.

social interaction in courtship. It was not until the last half

Drawn to the mills, manufactories, and lumberyards,

of the 20th century that the churches merged to share a

these new immigrants worked for very low wages, which

priest and a rectory. This was also true in Plattsburgh, where

forced them to live in factory housing. The primacy of low-

the community supported two parochial schools until the

wage laboring jobs and the decline of an artisan-based

1980s, when economics forced the schools to merge.

barter economy reduced French Canadian opportunity for

Moriah arid Lyon Mountain were· company towns, their

upward mobility as the 19th century progressed. By mid-

occupants tenants of the Republic Steel Company. Lyon

century, French Canadian ethnicity became synonymous

Mountain is notable for its simple, utilitarian architecture in a

with the lowest social and economic status. Set apart by their

spectacular setting. The towering piles of mine tailings in the

low income, as well as their cultural and linguistic differences,

backyards eclipse the scenery and bear witness to the domi-

French Canadians clustered in ethnically distinct neighbor-

nation of the work place over the home. These towns were

hoods near the factories where they worked in Plattsburgh

influenced by the importation of Lithuanians and Ukrainians

and Burlington, as well as in other industrial towns.

among others to work in the mines. The Peru Iron Company

The Irish arrived close behihd the French Canadians

imported Swedes to operate the forges, and the community of

and fared little better at the outset. They also joined the

New Sweden was formed. Througt10ut the region we find New
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Russias, New Swedens,

etc.,

which r-epresent migrations of

Recreational Resources and Potential

people who brought their culture to anew land.
Throughout th·e 19th and into the 20th century, Yankee
populations of the vattey viewed the immigrant laboring groups
with deep distrust. In the tradition of American middle-class

reformers, they launched campaigns to educate, Americanize,
and even convert these "foreigners" to Protestantism. Outnumbered, Yankees resolved to impose their cultural imperatives
on the immigrants through their considerable economic power.
Current population trends and distribution show the effects
of post-industrialization and the final departure of a large-

Burlington, Vermont

scale military presence. The population of Burlington and its
suburbs has continued to grow in an economy based on edu-

Today, Lakes Champlain and George are recognized as pre-

cation, health care, and technology; while the population of

eminent recreational resources. The lakes and their shores.

Essex County, formerly dependent on extractive industries,

offer a wide range of seasonal recreational opportunities:

has remained largely static throughout the 20th ce'ntury. ·

swimming, diving, boating (power, sail, canoe, Kayak),

According to a 1998 survey, there were 723,700 people

sailboarding, and water skiing; f~shing, birding, ice fishing,

living in the study area, and 259,500 people living in the four

hiking, horseback riding, and biking; hunting, snowmobiling,

MRCs in Quebec. The distribution of these people is highly · -skating, and downhill and cross-country skiing. Each year
revealing: 290,000 people were living in Vermont's pqrtion of

thousands of visitors enjoy access to the lakes through

the study area, which represents about 50% of the entire

vacation homes, summer camps, and boats. The southern

Vermont population. By contrast, 433,700 people vyere living

portion of Lake George is characterized by intensive devel-

in the New York portion, which represents only 2.2% of the

opment that supports the thriving tourist industry.

total New York .population. These figures indicate the dispro-

Access to abundant and diverse natural resources is a

portionate importance of the study area to the states as a

major reason why many residents choose to live in the val-

whole. This situation, summarized colloquially in the slogan that

ley. On Lake Cham plain alone, there are 85 public boat

the Champlain Valley is Vermont's fmnt yard and New York's

launching areas in Vermont and 31 in New York, 27 com-

backyard, has a profound impact on basin-wide planning ini-

mercia I marinas in Vermont and 20 in New York, and 41

tiatives. The contrast is h?ightened by substantial variation in

public beaches in Vermont and 27 in New York (Lake

governmental organization and, in the case of Quebec,

Champlain Management Conference, 1996).

linguistic and cultural differences.

Tourism focusing on Lake Champlain is a significant eco-

The distribution of population among the counties also

nomic factor for the region according to the Lake Champl9in

has an important bearing on regional planning. In New

Basin Opportunities for Action (Lake Champlain Manage-

York, a!most ha!f of the population within the .study area is

ment Conference, 1996). It was estimated that totaf tourist

concentrated in Saratoga County (196,200). Without

expenditures within the Lake Champlain Basin were $2.2

Saratoga County, the population of the New York portion of

billion in 1990, and that 40% of all tourism expenditures

the study area would be less than the Vermont portion and

or $880 million were 'directly related to the lake. People

would comprise an even smaller proportion of New York's

living within the region accounted for almost 44% ($968

tota·l. It is said that this is another reaso'n why New York

million) of these expenditures< One of the goals in the Lake

focuses less attention than Vermoot on Lake Champlain.

Champlain Management Conference Opportunities for Action

Today, Lakes Champlain and George are recognized
as preeminent recreational resources.

Plan is: ''to manage Lake Champlain, its shorelines and its

Major Programs that Link Historic, Cultural

tributaries for a diversity of recreational uses while protecting

and Natural Resources

its natural and cultural resources.'' (See following sect1on
for description of Lake Champlain Management Confer-

Regional

ence, also referred to as ''Lake Champlain Bastn Program.")

The Lake Champlain Management Conference (LCMC)

CURRENT MANAGEMENT AND PROGRAMS

gram (LCBPJ, was established to coordinate the activities

LCMC, commonly known as the Lake Champlain BaSin Pro-

envisioned by the Lake Champlain Special Designation Act

Introduction

of 1990. The lCBP is a government-funded initiative work-

The natural corridor of the Champlain Valley includes parts

ing

of two political enttties: the State of Vermont and the State

organizations, and individuals to develop and implement

of New York. The R1chelieu Valley, extending north of the

the comprehensive pollution prevention, control, and res-

1n

partnership with numerous cooperating agencies,

Champlain Valley, lies Within Quebec. Because of the

toration plan for Lake Champlain. The program is guided by

Importance of Lake Champlain and Lake George to the

a Steering Committee that represents a broad spectrum

region, numerous federal, st3te, local, and nonprofit or-

of lake/basin interests and organizations irom New York,

gan1zations are involved witr1 various aspects of manag-

Vermont, and Quebec. including local government and

1ng and planning for the natural, cultural, and recreational

citizen representatives, scientists, and state and federal

resources of the region. This section describes the roles

agencies. In addition, many individuals are involved in the

that many key partners are currently playing in the

planning process through advisory committees, and inter-

Champlain Valley region. (See Appendix A for listing and

ested citizens participate through public meetmgs. The

contact information.)

ultimate g~al of the LCBP is to insure that the lake and its

Further information is available in both ·'The Lake

drainage basin will be protected, restored, and maintained

Champlain Basin: Cultural Resources Planning Needs As-

so that future generations will enjoy its full benefits. lCBP

sessment'" (Argus Architecture and Preservation, Hartgcn

and its cooperators have established several programs that

Archaeological Associates. Larson and P. Potter. 1995) and

benefit recreational, cultural, and natural resources of the

. ·'Champlain Valley Her1tage Comdor Inventory·· (Associates

region. including: the Partnership Program, Public Access

in f~ural Development, ·-J998).

Enhancement Awards. Btkeway Enhancement Awards,
Cultural Heritage Technical Assistance Program, and an

Nonprofit Involvement

Underwater Survey. The 1996 Lake Champlain Management

There are roughly 100 nonprofit organizations and his-

Conference Plan. ''Opportunities for Action,'' identifies the

torical societies in the Champlain Valley and Richcl1eu

following two goals for managing recreational development

Valley active in the areas of historic preservatJOn, educa-

and promotmg and protectmg heritage resources.

tion, planning, and stewarding historic sites. There are

D To manage Lake-champlain, its shorelines. and its tribu-

nearly 60 non profits and other organizations within the

tanes for a diversity of recreational uses. while protect-

study area devoted to promoting tourism and economic

1ng its natural and cultural resources.

development. Larger national organizations such as the

D To identify and preserve the irreplaceable cultural heri-

National Trust for Histone Preservation are active 1n both

tage resources of the Champlain Basin for H·1e public

states. Full contact information for H1e following organi-

benefit. now and for future generations, and to promote

zations is provided in the "Champlain Valley Heritage Cor-

an appreCiation of their value as a vital aspect of the

ndor Inventory·' (Associates 1n Rural Development, 1998).

Basin's economic and community life.
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Lake Champlain Bikeways

cies, serve in an advisory role to the counties for policy

Lake Champlain Bikeways, a project of the LCBP, is a

and program development, and provide technical assis-

'

public/private initiative that created, mapped, and is now
expanding a network of bicycle mutes on existing roads

ta'nce as required.
Each New York and Vermont county located in the lake
~taffed

around Lake Champlain in New York, Vermont, and Que-

region has established and

_a Local Advisory Com-

bee. The National Park Service and the States of Vermont

mittee that is developing the local vision, goals, and objec-

and New York have provided funding for the project, with

tives for the plan. Representatives of the Local Advisory

additional technical and financial support from LCBP and

Committees participate in efforts to unify the region and

other organizations.

identify local actions to implement the plan.·

Lake Champlain Byways

The Byways project organization has allowed for:

Lake Champlain Byways is an effort to promote and coor-

D A forum that invites contributions from numerous and

dinate tourism via l.ocal planning in the Lake Champlain

diverse interest groups to develop collaborative actions

sommunities of Vermont and New York. ln 1992 the State

at the regional level;

of New York designated the "Champlain Trail Scenic Byway," recognizing the roadway's access to the historic,
scenic, cultural, natural, and recreational qualities of Lake
Champlain and the communities that line its shores. Subse-

D the development of a partnership approach to the management of the region's resources;
& a structure that facilitates communication between counties to unify the lake region; and,

quentto the designation, a corridor management planning

D the Local Advisory Committee structure to implement

process for the Champlain Trail has been undertaken in

regional actions within the framework of local jurisdictions

conjunction with the communities along the Vermont shore

and regula'tions and provide for local interpretation of

of Lake Champlain.

the needs for the resources.

In 1997, through a Federal Highway Administration's
Scenic Byway Planning Grant, three New York County

National Park Service Rivers, Trails and Conservation

Planning Offices (Clinton, Essex and Washington) and four

Assistance Program (RTCA)

Vermont Regional Planning Commissions (Northwest,

RTCA is a national conservation assistance program that

Chittenden, Addison, and Rutland) began a joint planning

provides local community and citizen organizations with

project, Lake Champlain Byways, to develop strategies and

technical and planning assistance for trails, greenways,

partnerships for a corridor management plan. The purpose

and river protection projects. Recent RTCA projects in

of the management plan is to promote, interpret, and

the Lake Champlain Basin include: Lake Champlain

protect the region's resources in balance with economic

Bikeways, Saratoga County Heritage Trails, Charlotte Com-

development in the region. The work to date has focused

munity Trails, and Friehds of the Canalway Trail.

on coordinating existing activities to establish a regional
identity-and developing a partnership approach to unify

Champlain Adirondack Biosphere Reserve (CABR)

the valley region.

The CABR was established in 1989 as part of the United

The Byways Steering Committee, which represents

Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization

county planning offices, state agencies, the Adirondack

(UNESCO) Man and the Biosphere Program. Extending over

North Country Association, and the Lake Champlain Basin

16,CXXJ square miles, the CABR encompasses nearly the entire

Program, has· supervised the project. This group meets

Lake Champlain watershed (excluding Quebec) and the

every three months to coordinate efforts among the agen-

Adirondack Park. The CABR is significant because, unlike most

BACKGROUND

biosphere preserves, it includes

a large

human population

NYS Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation

as well as a large protected area. Goals for the biosphere

(OPRHP)

reserves include biodiversity monitoring, environmental

OPRHP ··strives to develop partnerships with organitat1ons.

monitoring, and coordinating research and education. There

government agencies, and the private sector to make preser-

has been no activity on the project since it was established.

vation a catalyst for community revitalization a~ tourism··

(NY OPRHP, 1998). Examples of services and programs

New York

provided by OPRHP through its Historic Preservation Field

Primary responsibility for the 1nventory and management

Services Bureau include:

of cultural resources w1thin New York State falls to the New
York State (NYS) Office of Parks, Recreation, and H1storic

D Historic Resources Survey- -Helps communities iden-

Preservation (OPRHP). Other New York State agencies with

tify histor-ic pr-operties ~Jnd Integrate them 1nto plan-

jurisdictior1 over-or programs relevant to- --managing and

ning and economic development efforts. Survey activ-

promoting cultural resources m the Champlain Valley are:

ity has declmed with fundmg levels smce the 1980s.

New York State Museum, Adirondack Park Agency, and

Volunteers or professional surveyors outs1de of OPRHP

NYS Goard of Historic Preservation.

usually perform locally sponsored surveys. The Building/Structure Inventory 1s collected and compiled on

NYS Canal Corporation (CC)

standardJzed forms and_ organized by county and mu-

The New York State Canal System is composed of four

nicipal1ty. New York's survey database has been main-

canals qossing 524 miles of upstate New Yor~,. Extending

tair1ed on maps and paper forms and automated in the

historically from Lake Er1e east toward the Hudson River.

State Preservation Historical Information Network

the Eric Canal forms the main trunk line of tile system.Three

(SPHINX). Because of New York's large size relative to

lateral canals (Oswego. Cayuga-Seneca . and Cha mpla1n)

Vermont and the wealth of cultural resources in its many

link the Erie Canal to Lake Ontario, the Finger Lakes, and

urban areas, cultural resources 1n the New York par-

Lake Champlain. respectively

tion of the L.ake Champlain Basin have generally re-

In 1992. the New York State Legislature enacted Thru-

ceived somewhat less attention than those in Vermont.

way 2000 legislation that transferred responsibility for the

D NYS and National Reg1ster of Historic Places-Proper-

canals from the state's Department of Transportation to

ties listed in these registers are eligible for a variety of

the New York State Thruway Authority, renamed the

programs and services.

canals the New York State Canal System, and established

D Certified Local Government Program- -Provides access

a Canai 8ecreat1onway Commission. The legislation also

to federal grants, legal and technical services and tra1ning

established the New York State Canal Corporation as a

D Rehabilitation Investment Tax Credits Program--Staff

wholly owned subsid1ary of the Thruway Authority whose

members assist developers and review appliCations for

mandate is to operate, preserve, and renew the Canal

federal tax credit to owners of income--producing Na-

Systcm for recreation and economic development. The

tiona I Register properties undergoing rehabilitation.

Thruway 2000 legislation also called for the development

[) Prov1des grants through the Environmental Proteclior1 Act

of a Canal Reueationway Plan. This statewide plan,

of 1993 and the Clean A1r/Ciean Water Bond Act of 1996

completed by the New York State Canal Recrcationway

D Monitors compliance of federal and s!ate projec!s to

Commission in the fall of 1995, recommended exploring
the possibility of federal designation of !he system as a
national heritage corr1dor.

applicable laws
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f> Administers the New York State Heritage Area System

ing, and Vermont Commission on Native American Affairs.

(formerly known as the Urban Cultural Parks Program).

There are four Regional Planning Commissions (RPCs)

Within the study area, two Heritage Areas, representirig

in the Vermont portion of the study area. The RPCs coer-

two different themes, have been designated: Whitehall

dinate state and local planning activities at the local level

(defense) and Saratoga (natural environment).

and provide technical and advisory services and training

9 Administers the State Historic Site Program and the

and information to their member communities.

Canal Parks Program.

Vermont Division of Historic Preservation (VDHP)
NYS Department of EnvironmentaJ Conservation (DEC)

VDHP's progr-ams and services include:

DEC administers public lands within the Adirondack Park

b Vermont Downtown Program-Provides technical assis-

as part of New York State's constitutionally protected for-

tance and training to communities to encourage economic

est preserve. W'rth'rn the study area, these lands comprise

vitality of downtowns.

several hundred thousand acres, ranging from public

~

Survey, Inventory and National Register-VDHP main-

campground$ to remote wilderness areas. The recreational

ta)ns the Vermont Historic Sites and Structures Inventory

and cultural properties within tl)e study area admiflistered

and the Vermont Archeo_logical Inventory. It also nomi-

by DEC include Wilderness Areas, Wild Forest Areas, Primi-

nates properties of special merit to the National Register.

tive Areas, Public Campground and Day Use Areas, and

Non-archeological sites are inventoried in the Vermont

Cultural and Historic Properties. (See Appendix D for a more

Historic Sites and Structures Inventory and listed on the

detailed listing ot DEC's public lands.)

State Register of Historic Places. The Inventory is organized by town and county. Archeological sites are listed

Empire State Development (ESD)

in the Vermont Archeological Inventory. Vermont's survey

ESD promotes economic development in New York State.

methodojogy is based on National Register criteria. Over

Programs include the Main Street Grant Program, the "I

40% of Vermont's archeological site inventory is within

Love New York Program" (http://www.iloveny.state.ny.us),

the Lake Champlain Basin, reflecting the importance of.

and the Regional Economic Development Program.

the Champlain Valley to Vermont's cultural resources.
D Public Education, Information, and Planning Assis-

NY~

Department of Transportation (DOT)

tance-VDHP is H1e clearinghouse for information on

DOT administers the federal Transportation Equity Act for

Vermont's architectural and archeological herita'ge, in-

the 21st Century (TEA-21) Enhancements program, which

cluding reports, inventories, maps, and videotapes. Staff

funds historic preservation projects among other enhance-

members also work with planners and municipalities to

ment categories.

protect identified sites through local planning, zoRing
and public education.

Vermont

D Rehabilitation Investment Tax Credits Program-Staff

Identifying and documentin:S Vermont's historic and

members ass·1st developers and review applications tor

prehistoric resources is primarily the responsibility of the

federal tax credit to owners of income-..producing National

Vermont Division of Historic Preservation (VDHPl. Other

Register properties UQdergoing rehabilitation.

Vermont state agencies with jurisdiction

over~or

programs

~

State Historic Preservation Grants-VDH P offers two 50/

relevant to- managing and promoting cultural resources

50 matching grant programs to repair historic structures

in the Champlain Valley are: Vermont Agency of Natljral

that meet National Register criteria.

Resources, Vermont Department of Tourism and Market-

\

BACKGROUND

!> Act 250 and Federal Project Rev1ew-VDHP must review all projects that require a state Act 250 (Vermont's

Vermont Housing and Conservation Board (VHCB)
VHCB administers the Vermont Housing and Conservation

comprehensive land use regulation) permit and all

Trust Fund. which provides funding for affordable hou?ing,

projects that are fu-nded. licensed, or require a permit

conservation and protection of historic properties and rec-

from federal agencies.

reational and agricultural land in Vermont.

D Certified Local Government Program-Provides access to
federal grants, legal anq technical services, and training.

University of Vermont

D State Historic Sites~--VDHP owns and maintains a state-

D Historic Preservation Program---Its mission is to stimu-

wide system of historic sites, which are open to the public.

late awareness and appreciation of Vermont's cultural
heritage and bUilt environment. The program offers a

Vermont Department of TQurism and Marketing (VDTM)

graduate degree and continuing education courses in

VDTM promotes Vermont businesses and tounsm, and has

Historic Preservation. and maintains the Vermont Heri-

recently adopted a Regional Marketing Organization. Its

tage Network, an information clearinghouse and web

web page, http://wwvv.travel-vermont.com, highlights events

site (http://www.uvm.edu/-vhnet). Faculty and students

and activities around the state.

provide a variety of services through the Architectural
Conservation and Education Services (ACES).

Vermont Department of Forests, Parks and Recreation (VDFPR)

D Vermont Tourism Data Center-- -The School of Natural

VOFPR acquires and manages property for recreational

Resources maintains a repository of tourism statistics

and other purposes. Its watershed grants program, funded

largely focused on Vermont. Funded by the Vermont

by the sale of Vermont Conservation license plates, funds

Department of Tourism and Marketing, the Center pro-

projectS that "identify and protect historic and cultural

vi des interpretation of data, tracks tourism performance

resources," among other categories. The web site for Ver-

indicators, and offers outreach and extension services,

mont State Parks is www.vtstateparks.com

including workshops.

Vermont Department of Housing and Community Affairs

Quebec

(VDHCA)

Since 1970, Canada ha$ maintained_ a Canadian lnven-

VDHCA administers the Vermont Community Development

tory of H1stor1c Buildings (CIHB), including buildings built

Program which awards Community Improvement grants,

before 1880. The Quebec Ministry of Cultural Affairs main-

Project Development grants. and Rural Development Action

tams a "Macro-Inventory" of cultural resources in the

grants to mldnicipalities.

province that contains over 250,000 sites. A separate
archeological inventory includes approximately 5,000 sites.

Vermont Agency of Transportation (VAOT)

Relevant agencies with jurisdiction in Quebec fnclude: Min-

VAOT Administers TEA-21, which includes the Transpor-

Istry of Culture and Communications.

tation Enhancements Program. Enhancements fund historic

Monuments et Sites du Quebec.

preservation, rehabilitation of historic buildings, structures or
facilities, scenic or historic highway programs, transportation
museums. and acquisition of scenic easements and scenic
or historic sites_ VAOT also administers Federal Highway
administration grants for historic bridge rehabilitation.

a~d

Conseil Des
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Federal Involvement

State and Regional Plans in Effect in the Study Area

United States

Region

Saratoga National Historical Park is the only National Park

Opportunities for Action: An Evolving Plan for the Future

Service unit located within the study area.

of the Lake Champlain Basin

National Park Service GIS data for the ten-county study

Created by the Lake Champlain Management Conference

area includes 384 National Historic Register properties.

in 1996, Opportunities for Action is a pollution prevention.

Listed properties must "possess historic significance and

control, and restoration plan for Lake Champlain, with pri-

integrity." Among these National Register properties are

ority actions identified. The plan addresses water quality,

eighteen National Historic Landmarks, twelve in New York

living natural resources, recreational and cultural resources,

and six in Vermont. (See Appendix B for National Historic

economics, and implementation.

~and marks

and National Register listings.)

The Northern Forest
-canada

An effort to understand and deal with perceived threats to

Government agencies with historic and cultural resource

the traditional land ownership patterns in the forested areas

responsibilities are: Historic Sites and Monuments Board

of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, and New York began in

(advisory to Minister of Canadian Heritage), Federal Minis-

1988, culminating in a series of recommendatio[ls issued

try of Transport (shipwrecks), National Ministry of Defense

by the Northern Forest Lands Council in 1994.

(Fort St. Jean), and Parks Canada (Fort Lennox, Chambly
Canal, Saint-Ours Canal, Fort. Chambly).

Lake Champlain Byways Corridor Management Plan

Historic sites operated by the Canadian government in

This· plan, which is currently underway, will provide a frame-

the Richelieu Valley are: Ancienne Gare de Napierville June-

work for promoting, interpreting, and protecting the region's

tion, Lacolle; Bolton-Est Town Hall, Bolton-Est; c'::hambly

resources in balance with economic development.

Canal, Chambly; Fort Chambly National Historic Site,
Chambly; Fort Lennox National Historic Site, L'lle-aux-Noix;

New York

Lacolle Blockhaus, Lacolle; Odelltown Church, Notre-Dame-

Plans in effect in New York include: Adirondack Park State

du-Mont-Carmel; and the Public Building, Sutton.

Land Master Plan; Adirondack Park Land Use and Development Plan; state and regional transportation plans; and
municipal master plans.

Vermont
Plans in effect in Vermont include: Comprehensive State
Pr~servation

Plan, prepared by Division for Historic Pres-

ervation; State Outdoor Recreation Plan, prepared by
Vermont Department of Forests, Parks and Recreation;
state and regional transportation plans; and municipal and
regional plans.

Quebec
Plans in effect in Quebec include the Valley of the Forts.

BACKGROUND

OTHER HERITAGE CORRIDOR INITIATIVES

Hudson River Valley National Heritage Area
Congress established this national heritage area in 1996

Across upstate New York, four efforts are underway toes-

to recognize the national importance of the history and the

tab! ish or develop multicounty heritage corridors in areas

resources of the Hudson River Valley_ The legislation autho-

that abut or overlap the Champlain Valley study area.

rizes the provision of federal financial and technical assistance to the State of New York and Hudson River Valley

Northern Frontier Project and Special Resource Study

communities in preserving, protecting, and interpreting

The Northern Frontier Project is a grass-roots initiative to

those resources. Albany, Rensselaer, Greene, Columbia,

identify the historic and cultural resources of historic Tryon

Ulster, Dutchess, Orange, Putnam, Rockland, and West-

County. The project aims to improve the protection and

chester counties and Hie village of Waterford in Saratoga

interpretation of the identified resources to help promote

County fall within the boundary of the heritage area.

economic development in the region, thereby expanding
and improving travel and tourism opportunities. Also, at

The Erie Canalway

the request of Congress, the National Park Service is now

In 1995, Congress directed the National Park Service to

conducting a Northern Frontier Special Resource Study

determine whether the New York State Canal System mer-

for an area tentatively identified as extending from

ited federal recognition as a national heritage corridor. The

Schenectady to Oswego.

National Park Service completed a Special Resource Study
to evaluate the national significance of the canal system

Mohawk Valley Heritage Corridor

and the suitability and feasibility of including it as a unit of

This corridor was established by state legislation in 1994

the national park system. The study found the canal system

to protect the region's natural, historic, and recreational

to be worthy of federal recognition and presented several

resources and promote Jts economic revitalizat"1on. Albany,

options for long-term management of the area, which in-

Saratoga, Schenectady, Schoharie, Montgomery, Fulton,

dudes the ·Erie Canal, its three !atera! cana!s (Oswego,

Herkimer, and Oneida counties, and the Oneida Indian

Cayuga-Seneca, and Champlain), and bordering commu-

Nation are included within the corridor. The Moflawk Valley

nities. Legislation to recognize the Erie Canalway was filed

Heritage Corridor Commission is a public Oenefit corpora-

in the 105th Congress, and reintroduction is expected in

tion and is part of a statewide network of 11eritage areas.

the current Congress.

Northern Frontier Project

Mohawk Valley Heritage
Corridor

Hudson River Valley
National Heritage Area

The Erie Canalway
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CRITICAL ISSUES

D Need for greater public awareness and appreciation of
the project area's cultural resources.

The issues' pertaining to protection of heritage resources
that have been identified for the Lake. Champlain Basin

There is inadequate public information and apprecia-

(lake Champlain Management Conference, 1996) apply

tion of cultural resources due to insufficient surveying and

to the entire Champlain Valley study area. These are:

documentation of resources and insufficient efforts to pro-

mote and link heritage resources have been made. However,
D Need to coordinate protection and management of cui-

as the concepts of ecotourism and heritage tourism gain

tural heritage resources across all jurisdictions and all

currency, there has been a growing awareness of the po-

levels of government within the project area.

tential contribution cultural resources can make to a
community's quality of life.

New York and Vermont view the Champlain Valley from
differing perspectives. In Vermont, Lake Champlain is the

D .Need to recognize the stewardship role and. concerns of

premier tourism and recreational attraction, and interest

private property owners, because they are custodians

in protecting arid promoting it is correspondingly high. The

of the project area's cultural heritage resources. Many

state's largest city, Burlington, sits directly on the lake, and

are concerned that state or federal designation will re-

a large percentage of the state's population l"lves there.

str"ICt their use of their property.

The Vermont portion of the study area contains about 50%
of Vermont's total population. On the other hand, New York
State, since it is far larger

tha~ Vermont,

During the study process, a few people have expressed

is less focused on

a suspicion of governmental programs and regulations

the needs and opportunities in the study area. AlthoUgh

(both state and federal). This point of view apparently

nearly 150,000 more people live within the New York por-

stems from regulations associated with the Adirondack

tion of the study area (433 ,700) than the Vermont portion

Park Agency. Such sentiments have had an inh ibit"mg

{290,000), this fepre~ents only 2.2% of New York's total

effect on past planning and coordination efforts. For ex-

population.

ample, the concept of a Champlain Adirondack Biosphere

The distribution of population among the counties is

Preserve went no further than designation because of

also significant. In New York, almost half of the popula-

some citizens' beliefs that interference from outside would

tion within the study area is concentrated in Saratoga

result in less local control and a deterioration of the local

County {196,200). If Saratoga County were not included,

economy. This sentiment was

echo~d

periodically during

the population of the New York portion ·af the study area

proceedings of the Northern Forest Lands Study and the

would be less than the Vermont portion. This is reputed

Lake Champlain Basin Program. If many private land-

to be another reason why New York gives less attention

owners and local governments view state and federal gov-

to Lake Champlain than Vermont. Nevertheless, to·suc-

ernmental participation in the region as detrimental, the

cessfully protect and promote cultural resources in the

prospects for lasting state and/or federally .sponsored

region, a reasonably equitable allocation of resources and

heritage preservation and tourism initiatives are poor.

political attention must be given to the area, along with a

In Quebec, while there is apparent local interest in pro-

common identity that can be presented to the public. This

mating the Richelieu River Valley as a cultural tourism

identity should be based on consistent information and

destination ("Vall~y of the Farts"), there are also questions

goals across the study a~ea, even if details of local imple-

regarding the appropriate role for local organizations and

mentation vary.

the Quebec and federal governments.

BACKGROUND

D T~le economic potential of cultural heritage resources is

A substantial number of cultural resources are pre-

largely umealiLed. It is important to promote (market)

served in the cold, fresh waters of Lake George. Many

these resources 1n a way that does not compromise their

have great military significance, and there are numerous

long-term protection

submerged peacetime resources that are equally impor-

tant. According to Arthur B. Cohn, the Director of the
Hentage tounsrn is travel directed towards experienc-

Lake Champlain Marit1me MUseum, this collection of his-

illg the arts, heritage, and the special character of place

toric shipwrecks is believed to be the largest and best

One of the driving forces behind efforts to establish heri-

preserved in North America. It is under direct threat from

tage corridors_. or other reg·1onal heritage market"mg and

a recent invas·lon of Lebra mussels ·m Lake Champlain.

promotion strategies, is to garner the economic and corn-

as well as from new technologies that allow people to lo~

munity development benefitS of heritage toumm.

cate and disturb the wrecks. Zebra mussels have encap-

Heritage tourism is not new to the Champlain Valley

sulated underwater archeological resources. A manage-

However. competition for tourist dollars is increasing and

ment strategy and funding is urgently needed to preserve

becornmg more sophisticated. Of the existing tourism de-

and protect Benedict Arnold's gunboat. discovered in

velopment in the region, approximately 60% represents heri-

1997. Goth the Lake Champlain Management Conference

tage tourism. according to a tourism market study

and the Lake Champlain Research Consortium have iden-

(MarketReach, Inc .. 1996). Although this number appears

tified this ic;,,sue.

quite impressive, at the fall 1997 meeting of the Lake
Champlain 1\csearch Consortium. it was noted that flistoric

D Inventories of cultural heritage resources are incomplete

sites anc.J communities do not appear to be reaping tr1e eco-

and inconsistent. It is irn possible to protect, ·Interpret,

nomic benefit of hentage tourism. Also, studies indicate that

and promote resources that are unknown.

!engHl of stays and spending patterns ar·e perceived to be
below the potential for tourism in the area. As suggested in

l.evels of effort. methods, and purposes of cultural resource

the 1996 tourism marketing study. the reasons for th1s may

inventories vary across the study area; m general, funding

be the lack of coordination in marketing the valley as a re-

for such work is insufficient. This is documented 1n detail

gion and the lack of strong partr1erships among tourism pro-

in the Argus ( 1995) report. To help address this situation,

fessionals and industry 1·epresentatives. The significant his-

the Lake Champlain Byways project is compiling a Geo-

tory of the region Knows no boundaries; it goes beyond the

graphic Information System-linked databa;:,e H1at covers the

borders of New York, Vermont, and Quebec. Instead of re-

historic, natural, cultural. recreational, scenic, and agri-

flecting this continuum, maps and tourism brochures tend

cultural resources in the Byways region that are in public

to stop at tile borders where other states or regions begin.

ownership or are owned by nonprofit organizations. When

The result is a piecemeal approach to marketing and pro-

completed, Hie database will be available to the public

rnot1on that flas no overarch1ng organization. identity, budget. or continu1ty. Such an approach misses opportunities

D Existing cultural heritage resource inventories need to

to protect and care for crit"1cal cultural resources, and to

be computerized so H1at they can be incorporated into

educate locals and visitors alike about events thai f1gured

local and regional land use and economic development

prominently in the formation of our nat1on

plans.

[} Zebra mussels are an immediate threat to submerged
archeological resources.
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In order for any organization to promote and prDtect the

region's resources successfully, information gathering must
be complete and systematic, and the information must be, :

United States and Canada are largely unfamiliar to those
on the other side of the border.
The profusion of organizations may be an unavoidable

stored in a uniform, user friendly, flexible format suitable

consequence of the size of the Champlain region and the

for a wide variety of uses.

complexity of the issues that confront it. Nevertheless, the
situation confuses the ordinary citizen and widens the gap

T>

The sheer abundance of nonprofit organizations dedi-

between the organized groups and the rest of the popu~

cated to planning, preserving, and promoting the region's

lace, Jt is reasonable to suppose that members of the

natural an-d cultural resources causes confusion and

various organizations themselves are not always clear about

makes coordination among organizations difficult.

the role and function of their counterparts. When so many
organizations are involved, coordination is difficult-a prob-

The National Park ·Service team identified this issue in
addition to those identified by the Lake Champlain

lem compounded by the long distances that have to be
traveled to attend meetings.

Management Conference. The abundance of nonprofit

From a planning standpoint, the profusion of existing

organizations (many with Lake Champlain in their name)

entities m(litates against adding still another body, such as

dedicat,ed to planning, preserving, and prom·oting the

a heritage corridor commission that would compete in an

region's natural and cultural resources is not the only source

already crowded field. However, the multiplicity of heritage

of confusion. There are also four layers of governmental

preservation-related organizations and agencies also makes

planning and administrative agencies in each ··state, and

it difficult to give an existing organization the authority to

these agencies are not always directly comparable in struc-

assume leadership in planning and administering a regiohal

ture and purpose. Canada and Quebec have their own quite

heritage preserVation and heritage tourism initiative.

different governmental structures. The systems in the

-
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A gatllering at the tercentenary celebration, 1909

INTRODUCTION

important nearly everywhere else. The question becomes

whether there is anything special about agriculture in the
To identify interpretive themes tha,t best characterize the

region that gives it a particular, recognizable character. {At

Champlain Valley, the National Park Service study team

the workshop no participant took this position in a sus-

organized a workshop that brought together site manag-

tained way.)

ers, scholars, government officials. and representatives of

Interpretive themes should be directly understandable

planning agencies and tourism organizations. This gather-

to the average person without qualifications or specialized

ing was held on July 16, 1998, at the Valcour Conference

terminology_ In other words, they shouid have the qualities

Center Boathouse, New York. overlooking historic Valcour

of good storytelling. Also, they must be based on tangible

Bay. The ideas formulated there were the primary source

resources. This means that even if an aspect of r1istor·y 1s

for selection of the themes.

intrinsically interesting and important, it cannot qualify as

Themes are essentially a means of categorizing cultural

resources into coherent groupings.

The workshop focused

on defining themes that are cohesive, pervasive. and distinctJVe. That

a characteristic theme in the absence of existing cultural
resources.
This defmition of interpretive themes reflects one of the

themes should describe a clear, easily

(interim) criteria for heritage areas proposed in Section 105

understandable, compelling story; they should be repre-

(c) of H.R. 1301. That legislation (considere/d in the 105th

sented in many parts of the region, rather than being

Congress. but not adopted) specified that a heritage area

centered in one or a few locations; and they should have

"shall be an assemblage of natural, historic, or cultural

some recognizable quality that distmguishes them from

resources that together represent distinctive aspects of

surrounding areas. ~or example, agriculture has long been

American heritage worthy of recognition, preservatton.

important in the Champlain Valley, but it also has been

interpretation, and continuing use. . " A subsequent cri-

IS,

••• workshop participants identified three themes that reflect the
National Park Service (interim) criteria for heritage corridors.
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terion calls for the proposed area to "have an identifiable

approximate the "Four Lives of Lake Champlain" concept

theme or themes, and resources important to the identified

developed by the lake Champlain Byways Project:

theme or themes shall retain integrity capable of supporting
interpretation.-"
The emphasis on distinctive interpretive themes expressed

1. Pre-European Influence

(~arly

geologic formation of

the region through the Native American)
2. Exploration, Settlement. and Military

by important tangible resources distinguishes this effort

3. Industrial and Commercial

frorn an attempt to relate the entire history of a region by

4. Recreation and the Environmental Movement

dividing that history into topical or educational units. There
have been several attempts to formulate such a com pre-

Identifying these three most distinctive or characteristic

hensive list of themes of historic development. One, presented

themes does not preclude addressing a broader ra11ge of

in the lake Champlain Basin Cultural Resources Planning

subjects and issues in later stages of fleritage resource plan-

Needs Assessment in 1995, divides the history of the region

ning and development. Alth_ough these themes might be

into the following topics:

most appropriate initially for gaining public attention, addi-

l. Native American

Valley can be incorporated as opportunities arise in future

2. Exploration and Settlement

planning. Since heritage interpretation should appeal both

3. Transportation

to visitors and residents, the themes may vary slightly, de-

tional themes relating to human activity in the Champlain

4. Commerce

pending on the audience. For example, it might be appro-

5. Military

priate to include agriculture as a theme in a subsequent

6. Agriculture

interpretive planning effort.

7. Industry

8. Community Development and Culture

MAKING OF NATIONS

9. Government
10. Tourism and Recreation

This theme encompasses the prehistoric and historic peopling of the region. It emphasizes the strategic importance

Working within the framework described above, work-

of Lake Champlain and its connecting waterways at a time

shop participants identified three t_l1emes that reflect the

when the only practical means of moving large armies and

National Park Service (interim) criteria for heritage corridors:

their equipment was by water.
To a large extent this singular importance of Lake

1. Making of Nations

Champlain and its appendages derives from geography in

2. Corridor of Commerce

concert with politics. If the St. Lawrence Valley and the

3. Magnet for Tourism

Hudson Valley had not been occupied by hostile powers,
the waterway might have been used for peaceful cam-

All three _themes focus on the waterway and become .. merce, and settlement might have o_ccurred earlier and
fainter or· more diluted as distance increases from the main

taken a much different form. Instead, centuries of conflict

channel. This conforms to geographical and historical re-

and the arbitrary political boundaries that resulted have

ality, as the influence of the lake diminishes with distance.

impeded the growth of a regional identity and hindered

regardless of political boundaries. A brief description of

the exploitation of a continuous waterway.

each theme identified at the workshop follows.
Although the similarity was notintentional, these themes

As described more fully in an earlier section of this report,
more than tvvo centuries of conflict around lake Champlain

STORIES OF THE CHAMPLAIN VALLEY

was critical in the formation of two modern nations. The

open to the public, and in many instances have been for

Seven Years (or French and Indian) War determined that

an extended period, is an indication of their outstanding

British power would be paramount in eastern North

potential for interpretation. In addition, the 1·most ncitable

America, which meant that English language, political in-

of these resources possess exceptional integrity for their

stitutions, and religion would prevail. If the outcome had

category. One is a unit of the national park system, Saratoga

been different, and the French had retained Canada, it is

National Historical Park. Seven have been designated as

less likely that the British colonies would have risked seeking

National Historic Landmarks (Fort Crown Point, Fort St.

independence.

Frederic, Fort Ticonderoga, the Land Tortoise, PlattSburgh

In the two subsequent wars, fighting i~ the Champlain

Bay, Valcour Bay, and Mount Independence). Two are

Valley was vitally important in the winning of American in-

units of the Parks Canada system (Fort Lennox and Fort

dependence and in preserving the results of that victory.

Chambly), and one is operated by the Canadian National

The fact that the preservation of Canadian integrity was

Ministry of Defense, Fort St. Jean. The locations of these

another outcome of these wars is often overlooked in this

and the other resources representative of this theme were

country. While the United States succeedE;d in breaking

·determined by geography, which emphasizes the vital stra-

its political ties to Britain, it failed in repeated attempts to

tegic: importance of this cultural landscape.

absorb Canada. Similarly, the impact of these wars on

The following list describes only the most notable among

the Native American inhabitants of the region tends to be

these resources. Numerous smaller sites and museum

neglected. European rivalry added a new and defining di-

collections, as well as locations of potential archeological

mension to long-standing conflicts among Native American

resources, are not listed. In addition, a multitude of historical

tribes, while traditional culture was eroded by European

markers guide visitors through the intricacies of multilay-

contact. The end of conflict among the European powers

ered military campaigns.

removed much of the leverage the indigenous peoples had
employed to protect their territory.

, Saratoga National Historical Park. This 2,800-acre na-

The considerations that _gave Lake Champlain its ex-

tiona I park in Stillwater, New York, encompasses the

ceptional strategic: importance prevailed over an extended

battlefields where the two battles of Saratoga were

period.~lt was also a time of relatively slow change in mili-

fought, and the British invasion was halted and turned

tary tactics and weaponry. Armies followed the same

back. Earthworks relating to these engagements are

routes toward the same objectives, valued the same

also preserved.

strongholds, an9 encountered similar problems maintaining themselves far from their bases. The result is a layering of history, a profound accumulation of valor and misery that w.as visible even as new layers were being added;
soldiers digging for entrenchments, latrines, or foundations often found that the bones of their predecessors
had already hallowed the ground.
As a result, the resources that express this theme are
outstanding both in quantity and quality. They pervade the
area and are distributed in a way that demonstrates their
organic relationship with each other and the waterway that

The Neilson farm house, headquarters for Generals Benedict

connects them. The fact that most are publicly-owned or

Arnold and Enoch Poor, Saratoga National Historical Park.
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The killing of Jane McCrea.

Mount fndependence, Vermont.

D Town of Saratoga. Burgoyne's retreating army was sur-

D Whitehall. A museum in the New York Urban and Cui-

rounded by the Americans and forced to surrender eight

tura~

Park focuses on the Revolutionary War, and the

miles north of the battlefield. The two other units of the

remains of the Ticonderoga, an 1814 naval vessel, are

Saratoga National Historical Park are located here:

preserved. Many nearby natural features are associated

American General Philip Schuyler's country house in the

with events of the wars conducted through this strategic

village of Schuylerville and the Saratoga Monument in

location.

the village of Victory.

t Hubbardton. The State of Vermont Department for His& Fort Edward. This village, located at a vital carrying place

toric Preservation manages most of this battlefield as a

on the Hudson River, was an important British base

state historic site. Although only a small number of men

during the French and Indian Wars. At the time it was

were engaged in this brief battle, historians consider it to

built, Fort Edward was the largest British fort in North

be of great strategic importance. Hubbardton Battlefield

America. The main fort. has largely disappeared, but

has been described by former National Park Service

Rogers Island, where as many as 10,000 troops were

Chief Historian Edwin Bearss as one of the most intact

quartered, is an exceptionally important archeological

battlefields of the War for Independence. It is listed on

site. A recent study calls it "the most intact of the French

the National Register.

and Indian War sites along the Great Warpath" (Starbuck,
1999). The graves of Jane McCrea and Duncan

D Mount Independence. The State of Vermont and. the Fort

Campbell, who figured prominently in the folklore of

Ticonderoga Association mainly own this-important Ameri-

warfare in the region, are in a nearby cemetery. The Old

can fortification of 1776~77. A National Historic Landmark,

Fort House in the vicinity served as headquarters for

it has been called the least disturbed major

General Schuyler and other important commanders.

ary War site in existence, containing foundations of some
400~500

D lake Geotye. This lake was the scene of important military

Revolution~

structures from that era, including a hospital,

blockhouses, soldiers' huts, and a star~shaped fort.

action, P?rticularly at its southern end. Fort William Henry is a
reconstruction, but the 1755 Lake George battlefield is main-

D Ticonderoga. A. pioneer historic reconstruction, recog-

tained as a New York State park. The remains of uncom-

nized as a National Historic Landmark, it is one of the

pleted Fort George (1759) lie within this park.

best known fortresses in North America. lt has been open
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to the public since the Champlain Tercentenary in 1909.

are buried in Riverside Cemetery. Wounded from the

Well-preserved earthworks relating to the 1758 French

battle were treated in a hospital on Crab Island, and

defense comprise what is probably the best-preserved

dead from both sides are buried there on land owned

French military site in the United States. Nearby Mount

by the NYSOPRHP. In the center of the city, the

Hope and Mount Defiance convey the strategic setting.

Macdonough Monument commemorates the American
victory. Though built later (m the 1830s) Plattsburgh

P Crown Point. A New York State Historic Site (also a Na-

Barracks testifies to the continuing military presence
whic~

tional Historic Landmark) contains the remains of the

in the region,

lasted until the closing of a Strate-

French Fort St. Frederic and a British fort from the

gic Air Command base 1n 1995. The Old Stone Barracks

French and Indian War and related outworks. Crown

is l'rsted on the National Register.

Point is notable as the largest British fort in North
America.

t Chimney Point. The State of Vermont depicts Native
American history and French settlement of the
.

I

Champlain region in the old Barnes Tavern, listed on

the National Register.

D Bennington. (This site lies just beyond the study area in
the town of Hoosic, Rensselaer County, NY, but it is intimately related to the "Making of Nations" theme.) The

State of New York preserves much of the battlefield, now

Fort Montgomery, New York

a National Historic Landmark, in which American forces
won an important victory. A monument six miles away · • Rouses Point. Fort Montgomery, a massive stone fort built
from the battlefield tin Bennington, Vermont) commemo-

in 1844, is privately owned.

rates this battle. The monument is listed on the National
Register; its primary significance is given as "engineering." · & Richelieu Valley. Quebec has designated the Valley of the
Forts trail extending south from Sor~l on the St. Lawrence
D Burlington. The Ethan Allen Homestead, listed on the

and actually continuing into the United States. This illus-

preserves the final home of the cap-

trates unmistakably the continuity of the theme across

tor of Fort Ticonderoga and illustrates early settlement

the national boundary and could serve as a model for

of the region.

hnkiilg related historic sites. The trail lists more than 30

National

R~gister,

individual sites (including those in the United States) which
D Plattsburgh. Numerous historic sites relating especially

relate to Canadian military history. The most notable are:

to the decisive battle of the War of 1812 are located m

this vicinity. Plattsburgh Bay is a National Historic

Land~

mark. Remains of two fortifications, Fort Brown and Fort

Fort Chamblywas rebuilt in stone commencing in 1709
and is now a National Historic Site.

Izard, are preserved. The Kent-Delord House, listed on
the National Register, was used as a British headquar-

Fort St. Jean. The site of an 18th century French fort

ters during the battle, and officers killed in that battle

captured by the British m 1760 and tal<en by colonial

Due to their cold, fresh water, Lakes Champlain and George contain an
exceptional number of submerged cultural resources.
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Fort Chambly, Quebec

invaders in 1775 after a long siege. It was a royal military college for more than 40 years and is now a campus located in St. Jean-sur-Richelieu.

Fort Lennox. The site of a French fortification built in
1759 that was destroyed by the Bntrsh rn 1760 and burlt

in its present form between 1819-29. It stands in another National Historic Park on lie aux Noix.

Several sites relate to the 1837-1838 Canadian Rebellion, among them Maison Masse in St. Denis-sur-Richelieu
and Odelltown Church in Notre-Dame-du-Mont Carmel.
Major shipwreck locations, from an exhibit at Lake Champlain

D Submerged Resources. Due to their cold, fresh water,

Maritime Museum

Lakes Champlain and George contain an exceptional
number of submerged cultural resources. According to

Lake Champlain. The remains of Benedict Arnold's last

Arthur B. Cohn, Director of the Lake Champlain Mari-

undiscovered gunboat were found in 1997. A sister ship,

time Museum, these shipwrecks represent "probably the

the Philadelphia, also a National Historic Landmark, was

finest collection of submerged cultural resources in North

raised from the lake in 1935 and is now displayed at the

America." A substaniial number have outstanding mili-

Smithsonian Institution. An exact replica of this vessel

tary Importance:

has been constructed at the Lake Champlain Maritime
Museum. The remnants of the British and American

Lake George. The remains of numerous bateaux and

fleets from the 1814 Battle of Plattsburgh Bay rest near

the French and Indian War radeau Land Tortoise lie in a

Whitehall. The British brig Linnet and the American brig

New York State Submerged Heritage Preserve. The Land

Eagle exemplify a distinctive type of large, shallow-draft

Tortoise, a type of vessel apparently unique to Lakes

armed ship designed for lake service during the War of

George and Champlain, is described as "the oldest intact

1812. The American galley Allen represents the only

warship in North Amerjca" (Delgado, 1997); it is a Na-

known example of a War of 1812 galley. The schooner

tional Historic Landmark.

Ticonderoga was raised from East Bay in 1958 and is
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now on display under a shed at the Skenesborough Museum at Whitehall. Other relics from the battle still lie in
Plattsburgh Bay. A huge anchor from the British flagship Confiance, probably the largest warship ever engaged on the lake, was raised in 1998.
One of the lake's most noteworthy cultural features is
the bridge constructed by American troops in 1777 to
cOnnect their positions on Fort Ticonderoga and Mount · The General Green launched in 1825
Independence. Remnants of the 22 caissons that supported this bridge have been found on the lake bottom.

ing and the manufacture of potash, which were concomi-

David Starbuck (The Great Warpath, 1999) calls the related

tants of clearing the land, actually preceded agriculture in

assemblage of objects "the richest and best-preserved

much of the region.

collection of revolutionary war military artifacts ever found."

Early industry in many parts of the Champlain Valley on
the New York side of the lake exploited two resources, tim-

D Riche lieu River contains many military artifacts near Fort
Lennox and Fort St.Jean.

ber and iron ores. Both industries were developed on a
large scale, and depended on the waterways that fed into
Lake Champlain, as well as upon the lake itself, for transporting the product to market. Quarry products such as
marble, slate, and stone provided another important source
of traffic. Since the Champlain Valley extends both northward i,nto Canada and southward into the Lake George/
· upper Hudson River region, industrial commerce flowed in
both directions. Fluctuating trade relations and embargoes
with Canada in the 19th century (and, most notably, the
War o.f 1812) often hampered northward connections. Most

Fort Lennox, Quebec

of the Champlain Valley's industrial/commercial links lay
to the south via Troy/Albany, New York, and beyond, espe-

CORRIDOR OF COMMERCE
This section is based on a summary of the growth of

cially after the opening of the Champlain Canal in 1823.
The vast timberlands of northern New York were a boun-

industry, prepared by Gordon Pollard.

tiful source of top-quality white pine and lesser quality hem-

This thematic grouping also focuses primarily on the historic

lock, heavily used in the tanning industry. As early as 1801

waterway. The issue of transportation is as inseparable

white pine was being cut along the shores of Lake

from the ris!=! of commerce and industry as it is from the

Champlain and carried to Quebec by water. Timber rafts

military theme. The zone of intensity fades as distance

up ,to a quarter of a mile long plied the waters of the lake.

from the water highway increases. There is a natural

By 1820, millions of board feet of pine were produced in

progression from the first theme to this because the growth

the sawmills of the Saranac River of Clinton County alone.

of industry, though beginning earlier, accelerated after the

Vast quantities of timber sawn,at Whitehall, New York, were

conclusion of peace in 1815. This theme refers to the prod-

transported in the winter on sledges to Albany, and in the

ucts being moved as well as the means of transporting

spring were added to loads of 80-100 tons in ~loops bound

them. Activities defined as industrial, including lumber-

for New York City. Much of this lumber was eXported to

"The commercial era of the nineteenth century Left the bottom of
the two Lakes litt'ered with archaeologically significant shipwrecks."

Europe, the We~t Indies, and southern states. In 1872 AI~

of electricity in the United States appears to have taken

bany had 43 wholesale firms that handled 600 million feet

place' at the iron works of Penfield and Taft at Crown-Point

of lumber in that year, employing 1,500 men in the yards

in 1831. The so-called Champlain Forge, a significant im~

for loading. For a tir'ne, Burlington was one of the nation'S

provement to the outdated Catalan forge, was made in the

major lumber processing centers. From the 1890s into the

Adirondack bloomeries early in the 19th century and pro-

1950s, the pulp industry made even greater demands on

vided the basis for the expansion of the industry there.

timber resources. In 1898 the total cut of logs in the

Subsequently, the earliest application of hot blast

Adirondack forests of New York was more than 544 mil-

bloomery forge (in contrast to a blast furnace) seems to

to

a

lion feet; nearly 230 million-of this was consumed in the

have occurred at the Peru iron works at Clintonville in the

pulp mills.

Ausable Valley in 1837. The anthracite blast furnace built

The second major industry ot the region was iron mining/

at Port Henry in 1854 was reputedly the first iron. shell

ore processing. While there are iron deposits in almost every

(cupola) blast furnace in the world. Another distinction is

state, the Adirondack/Lake Champlain region iron is par-·

that iron from Crown Point was used to make plat~s for the

ticularly desirable due to its low sulfur and phosphorous

ironclad vessel Monitor, which achieved tame in the Civil

content. Iron was in high demand, both for local manufac-

War (ROlando, 1998).

tures and for shipping elsewhere in the form of billets

A number of extant resources relate to this industry.

(wrought iron) or pigs to be reworked or made into steel

Among them are the entire Keeseville Historic District and

(espe~ialfy after

1860). Bloomery forge production began

the office building of the Witherbee Sherman Mining Co.

as early as 1798 in Plattsburgh, New York, and 1801 in

at Port Henry, as well as the Railroad and Mining Heritage

Willsboro, New York. Iron working on the Vermont side de-

Park in that hub of the -19th century iron industry. Simi-

veloped even earlier but declined sooner than in New York.

larly, the entire hamlet of Jronville at Crown Point is now a

The Adirondack/Lake Champlain region was committed

National Register district. These resources have gained

to the bloomery forge method of iron making (involving a

recognition and have been preserved through local initiative,

preheating blast); in 1880, 84% of the national output of

not as the result of any systematic inventory or evaluation.

this type of iron came from the region. By 1864 there were

Much of the commercial traffic on the lakes was related

28 bloomery sites with a total of 136 forge fires in the coun-

to industry, and a number of submerged resources add to

ties of Clinton and Essex. Charcoal blast furnaces were

our understanding of the theme. Historian Russell BellieD

occasionally employed in the region, but they were much

concludes: "The commercial era of the nineteenth century

more widely used in other parts of New York State. The

!eft the bottom of the two lakes littered with archaeological(y

relative success of the Adirondack ironworks resulted from

significant shipwrecks." Among the most outstanding are:

this fortuitous combination: ( 1) waterways draining into Lake
Champlain that could be tapped for water power; (2) high

D A horse-powered ferry, built in 1825, is believed to be

quality ores; (3) abundant timberland to cut for making·

the world's only surviving example. It lies in Burlington

charcoal to feed the forge and blast furnace fires. Vast

Bay and has been designated an Underwater Historic

quantities of timber were consumed, and ironworks sought

Preserve by the State of Vermont.

to own their own forests for this purpose. Charcoal making,
in conjunction with iron production itself, became a major
local industry.
The iron industry in the Champlain Valley claims some
notable "firsts." For example, the first industrial application

D The steamboat Phoenix, which sank in 1819, is consid~

ered to be the oldest surviving steamboat hull in the world
and is also a Vermont Underwater Historic Preserve.
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D At least six sailing canal boats, representing two d1st1nct

MAGNET FOR TOURISM

classes, are known. These unusual vessels could operate

The tourism industry, now so much in evidence in the Lake

as conventional towed canal boats but also were capable

Champlain/Lake George region, has early antecedents there.

of sailing

independ~ntly

on the lake. Two of these are

Indeed, it was one of the initial centers of what is now termed

maintained as Underwater Historic Preserves, as well

"heritage tourism." George Washington can be seen as one

as two conventional towed canal boats.

of the earliest heritage tourists. In the summer of 1783,
during what he described as the "irksome interval" between

D The Water Witch, built as a steamboat but converted to

the conclusion of peace and the British evacuation, he made

a schooner in 1836, sank in 1866 with a load of iron ore.

a trip northward as far as Crown Paint,_ visiting also

It is considered to be the oldest completely intact com-

Ticonderoga and the battlefields at Stillwater. Although he

mercia I vesset in America (Bellico, 1992).

was clearly interested in future navigation ahd land speculation, his primary goal was to see "the ground which be-

• The massive steamboat Champlain II (originally the

came famous by being the theatre of action in 1777."

freighter Oakes Ames) crashed tnto a mountainside in
1875 and is now a New York Submerged Heritage
Preserve.

Many other valuable resources may be as unknown as
these shipwrecks were before modern technology facilitated
their discovery. In his book on early Vermont industry, 200

.

Years of Soot and Sweat, Victor Rolando has identified

.

nu~erous

former industrial sites, most of which are now

ruins or archeological sites. A comprehensive application of

Former Hate! Lake Champlain

National Register criteria to the evaluation of these resources,
as well as the enormous number that have been identified
in New York, remains to be done.

Early in the 19th century a "Northern Tour" emerged as
an adjunct of the "Grand Tour." Fashionable visitors, many

Early iron mining and manufacture, beginning in cdloniaf

of them European, journeyed up the Hudson and eventu-

times, flourished at many locations in the eastern United

ally west to Niagara Falls. Many famous visitors, including

States. The· relative contribution of each area, in terms of

Thomas Jefferson, James Madison, and James Monroe, found

social, economic, and technological impact during different

the combination of marvelous scenery and rich historical

periods should be assessed in an NPS theme study. Such

remains irresistible and left accounts of their travels to this

an evaluation should consider the different processes (min-

remote northern region, The hallowed, storied remains of

ing, smelting; manufacture, etc., and forge versus furnace)

forts such as William Henry, Ticonderoga, and Crown Point

as well as different types of ore (magnetite versus hematite, _. supplied the new nation with gloomy but inspiring legends
for example), the end products, the social and management

that appealed to the romantic sensibility of the age. They

arrangements employed, and the types of architecture that

compensated for the "want of associations" that often gave

accompanied the business. The particular forms and evi-

Amt;:!ricans a _sense of inferiority compared to the ancestral

dences of the Champlain iron industry-can be properly evalu-

cultures of Europe.

ated only within this type of context.

As the 19th century advanced, tourism continued to

ex~

pand, nurtured by lake steamboat companies. Once railroad

~--

---

--

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

An important aspect of the tourism theme is that it
provides an entree into what is probably the Champlain Valley's most
compelling but elusive quality-its exceptional natural beauty.

lines were completed from New York to Montreal, the

archeological potential, it is unlikely that major new ones

steamboat lines (most of which came under the control of

remain to be discovered. Similarly, a more recent empha-

railroad companies anyway) were no longer able to com-

sis on social and ·Industrial themes has produced abun-

pete on the basis of speed or necessity. For many years

dant, if perhaps less systematic, documentation. By com-

they appealed successfully by emphasizing the pleasures

parison, historians have tended to disdain the subject of

of the journey, including scenery and historic associations.

tourism; as a result, although there is a growing body of

Some tourism also had religious origins in the camp meet-

literature, it is scant in comparison with other historical

ing phenomenon, although this was not peculiar to the

topics. This increases the difficulty of establishing a con-

Champlain region.

text and making valid comparisons. It would be challeng-

Nearby, the Adirondacks were developed as one of

ing just to conduct an inventory of resources related to this

the nation's major vacationlands, but recreation there is

theme. Several historic hotels reflecting the heyday of lake

categorically different from the vacation activities that

tourism are known to exist. Probably H1ere are many other

prevailed on Lakes Champlain and George. Adirondack tour-

houses and other types of recreational facilities that per-

ism emphasized the wilderness experience, "roughing it"

tain to this theme. However, those listed on the National

in camps and making at least a pretense of hunting and

Register tend to show architecture as their primary area of

fishing. It was masculine in tone and content and restricted

significance, so that an exhaustive property-by-property

by necessity to members of the upper class. By com pari-

analysis may be needed to extract any connection with

son, tourism in the adjacent lowlands was more genteel,

tourism.

family-oriented and middle-class. It was more inclusive and

A particular problem in this case is to distinguish devel-

evolved imperceptibly into the mass, automobile-based

opments on LaKes Champlain and George from adjacent

tourism that is visible today. While tourism historically does

mountain areas. Although the origins of recreation seem

not appear to have had the economic impact of large-scale

to differ, the distinction between the two types of vacation-

industry, its effects may be greater than are usually sup-

ing may have blurred over time. Another problem is to de-

posed. Marginal income from vacation-based activities may

termine the end date of "historic" tourism so that it is dis-

have given residents a means of additional income, in-

tinct from contemporary activity. The changeover is clearly

creasing their ability to retain homes in their native area.

related to the predominance of the priv3te automobile, but

An important aspect of the tourism theme is that it pro-

interpretations of the time period of the transition differ.

vides an entree into what is probably the Champlain Valley's

This indirectly raises another fundamental difficulty With

most compelling but elusive quality-its exceptional natu-

identifying tourism as a major theme. Since tourism itself

ral beauty. An historical examination of tourism suggests

is a deriVative activity, emphasizing its historical impor-

that by combining admiration for natural and, cultural at-

tance can take on almost a narcissistic character, similar

tractions, it replicates the intuitive perceptions most ·lndi- ·. to watching a person looking at his or her reflection in a
viduals still experience. Similarly, the theme offers a logical

mirror. Some of these reasons may account for the fact

transition into the environmental and conservation concerns

that seve'ra I participants in the themes workshop de-

that have been paramount in the region in recent years.

murred at raising tourism to the level of the other themes.

The tourism, or recreat"1onal, theme is more problem-

Tourism is intimately related to the widespread percep-

atic than the other themes. Due to historians' traditional

tion that Lakes Champlain and George, in their mountain

focus on patriotic and military topics, military sites in the

settings, are places of exceptional beauty. Unfortunately, this

Champlain Valley have been studied and inventoried over

perception, however often stated, is essentially subjective

a long period. While many ot these s·1tes stm after great

and not capable of proof or meaningful comparison.
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Ruins of Crown Point Forts, circa 1909

CONCLUSION

400th anniversary of Samuel de Champlain's arrival in the
valley.

f-. third approach,

provincial/state designation of a

Based on the project team's evaluation, this report con-

heritage corridor, would also benefit the Champlain Valley,

cludes that the Champlain Valley contains resources and

but without the recognition and direct involvement of the

represents a theme, "Making of Nations," that is of out-

National Park Service. These options, plus another entitled,

standing importance ,in U.S. history. Additional National

"Continuation of Current Practices," are outlined below.

Park Service involvement in the Champlain Valley may be

The Champlain Valley clearly merits designation of ana-

warranted, as no existing Park Service unit or national heri-

tional, or arguably, international heritage corridor. Such a

tage corridor offers as complete a portrait of the struggles

designation could best be accomplished with a groundswell

for dominion that led to the formation of two modern world

of broad local support, a willingness to reach across juris-

powers, Canada and the United States.

dictions, adequate funding, and the necessary legislation.

The establishment of a traditional National Park Service

The quadricentennial commemoration could be an effec-

unit-such as a national park or national recreation area-

tive first step in developing mechanisms for necessary

is not feasible due to the size and configuration of the

multijurisdictional collaboration, demonstrating success,

valley. the dispersion of its resources, the diverse pattern

and even building a foundation for a federally designated

of land ownership, and the multitude of jurisdictions. How-

heritage corridor.

ever, there are other options that would enable the National
Park Service to provide recognition and assistance to the

HERITAGE PRESERVATION OBJECTIVES

Valley without becoming a primary landowner or manager.

a heritage corridor;

Advisors to the study team identified heritage preservation

another is federal support of efforts to commemorate the

and heritage tourism objectives for the Champlain Valley.

One option is federal designation of

No federal designation or additional authority for
federal involvement would be pursued in Option 1.
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Tf1e team compiled a list of such objectives gleaned from

HERITAGE PRESERVATION OPTIONS

discussions held at different venues over the course of the

TFie following section presents options for organizational

study. In many cases, groups like the lake Champlain

structures that could help valley residents work toward the

Byways and others are working to achieve these, and other,

heritage preservation objectives outlined above. The op-

objectives. Any new heritage preservation option, such as

tions range from continuation of current practices to the

those described below, would seek to accomplish the

federal designation of a heritage corridor, with two options

following:

in between that outline minimal to moderate levels of
National Park Service involvement.

Heritage Resource Protection
D Protect resources, such as the submerged cultural resources that are at risk, National Historic Landmarks,

~

OPTION 1: CONTINUATION OF CURRENT PRACTICES

Description

National Register properties, and other potent\a!!y eli-

No federal designation or additional authority for federal in-

gible, thematically related sites.

volvement would be pursued in this option. Given available

Maintain the agrarian nature and rural character that

funding, existing entities would continue (and possibly ex-

attracts people to the Champlain Valley.

pand) their efforts to preserve and enhance heritage re-

' Develop a computerized inventory of cultural heritage
resources that is complete and consistent.

sources. Regional activities, such as the Lake Ch9mp\ain
Byways project, would continue to encourage local initiatives that recognize and manage community resources. The

Heritage Resource Interpretation

Lake Champlain Basin Program would continue to protect

, Develop valley-wide educational and interpretive mate-

and enhance the environmental integrity and the social and

rials for visitors, residents, and school groups (such as

economic benefits of Lake Champlain and its watershed. Lake

brochures, videos, audio tours, and interactive and

Champlain Bikeways would continue its efforts to extend bi-

web-based exhibits).

cyCle routes around the region. The more localized initia-

'& Develop visitor orientation facilities that supply consis-

Jives, such as the Champlain Valley Heritage Network and

tent, high quality information and services, including

the Friends of the North Co.untry, would continue to enhance

"virtual visitor centers" (computers with interactive pro-

the quality of life in their areas. Binational cooperation be-

grams at various visitor destinations).

tween the United States and Canada would continue through

• Unk thematically related sites.

periodic conferences held to discuss mutual interests regarding tourism, trade, education, arts, and culture.

Heritage Tourism

There would be no new NPS program dedicated exclu-

D Develop a Champlain Valley image or identity that clearly

sively to providing technical assistance and no additional

differentiates the valley from the Adirondacks of New

federal funding. Saratoga National Historical Park would

York and the mountain regions of Vermont.

continue to operate within its boundaries. Federal programs,

D Marl<et the valley as a single regional entity and destination.

such as the Rivers, Trails and Conservation Assistance

& Forge multi modal transportation linkages (including

Program, American Battlefield Protection Program, National

signage and a network of locally planned, approved, and

Historic Landmarks Program, Federal Highways Ad minis-

managed heritage trails and programs}.

tration, and Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century

D Sponsor valley-wide events, pageants, exhibitions, tours,
races, and competitiOns.

(TE,L)-21) would continue to be available to entities within
the region on a competitive basis. The states, private foundations, and for-profit organizations would continue to be

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,

Option 2 outlines the designation of a heritage corridor,
modeled after the St. Croix International Watenvay and Commission . .

the prrmary sources of funds for the protectron of heritage
resources and the development of visitor amenities.

OPTION 2: PROVINCIAL/STATE HERITAGE CORRIDOR
Description

The resources currently owned and operated by

This option outlines the designation of a heritage corridor,

nonprofits, the states, and the federal government would

modeled after the St. Croix International Waterway and

continue to be maintained and made available for public

Commission. Under this option, the governments of New

use in accordance with applicable laws. These organizations
and entities would

continue to

York, Vermont, and Quebec would enact para!lellegislation

rely on other state agencies,

to establish a heritage corridor. The binational cooperation

private consultants, etc., for technical support in the areas

could begin with a Memorandum of Understanding between

of education, interpretation, historic preservation, planning,

the parties and then be based on legislation.

visitor services, and open space conservation. As in all

The governments of New York, Vermont, and Quebec

options, existing land regulation and policies would remain

would establish a commission. The Premier of Quebec and

under the auspices of the existing governmental agencies.

the governors of New York and Vermont would appOint rep-

Feasibility

could participate in the effort through ex-officio represen-

Advantage&

tation on the commission. Regional initiatives-such as

The option to continue current management practices is,

the Lake Champlain Byways and the Lake Champlain Basin

by definition, feasible, as it involves no major change of

Program-as well as more localized initiatives-such as

course. Clearly, this option would be preferred by those

the Champlain Valley Heritage Network and Friends of the

suspicious of additional government intervention, and no

North Country-could also participate through represen-

resentatives. The National Park Service and Parks Canada

extra burden would be placed on the federal government.

tation on the commission. The commission would prepare
a heritage plan, establish committees, implement the plan

Disadvantages

in cooperation with other entities, provide for public in-

As mentioned before, the size of the region and its differing

volvement and education, and encourage adherence to

jurisdictions and perspectives, make exchanging information

the plan. Although no federal designation would be required

and ideas, coordinating activities, developing a regional

for this option, an act of Congress may be required to bless

identity, linking heritage sites . and promoting the valley as

an interstate compact.

a region extremely challenging. Without a committed coor-

As in Option 1, no federal designation or additional au-

dinating body and targeted, unified, continual efforts, these

thority for National Park Service involvement would be

challenges would be difficult.to overcome in the Champlain

pursued. There would be no new National Park Service

Valley. The lack of connection between thematically re-

program dedicated exclusively to providing technical

Ia ted sites would remain a detriment to all participants.

assistance, and no additional federal funds. Saratoga Na-

Efforts to develop a strong and popularly supported re-

tiona I Historical Park would continue to operate within its

gional heritage management strategy would continue with-

boundaries. Given available funding, however, it could

out federal recognition or a commitment by the National

assist with certain corridor-wide efforts germane to its mis-

Park Service. Area activists could choose to advance re-

sian. Federal programs, such as the Rivers, Trails and

gional heritage initiatives and establish a "self-proclaimed"

Conservation Assistance Program, American Battlefield

heritage corridor complete with coordinating entity. This

Protection Program, National Historic Landmarks Program,

activity appears unlikely, however, without the support of a

Federal Highways Ad ministration, and TEA-21 would be

dependable funding source and the benefits of legal au-

available to the commission on a competitive basis. The

thorities and commitments.

states, Quebec, private foundations, and for-profit organi-
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Under Option 3, Congress would enact Legislation to establish a national heritage
corridor, modeled after the Blackstone River Valley and the Quinebaug-Shetucket Rivers
Valley national heritage corridors.
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zations would be the primary sources of funds for the

and that the com'mission would be unable to remedy the

protection of heritage resources. and the development of

situat"1on.

visitor amenities·.
The designation of a heritage corridor does not necessitate
changes in land ownership, regulation, and policies. As in all

OPTION 3: NATIONAL HERITAGE CORRIDOR
Description

options, existing land regulation and policies would remain

Under this option, Congress would enact legislation toes-

under the aUspices of the existing governmental entit"1es.

tabl"lsh a nat"1onal heritage corr"tdor, modeled after the
Blackstone River Valley and the Quinebaug-Shetucket

Feasibility

Rivers Valley national heritage corridors. If desired and

Advantages

appropriate, Canada could enact parallel legislation to

The heritage corridor would be supported by firm commit-

extend the corridor north of the international boundary in

ments on tile part of the governments of New York, Vermont,

the Richelieu Valley, Quebec. As with Option 2, the tina-

and Quebec through the adoption of parallel legislation

tiona! cooperation could begin with ? Merrlorandum of

recognizing the importance of the corridor, creating a com-

Understanding between the parties and then be based on

mission, and defining a mandate. This formal structure

legislation.

would help ensure that the governments will adhere to their

A public/private coordinating entity (representing a cross-

commitments. The formal structure would provide the

section of relevant interests, including citizens) would be

continuity that is needed for goals to be achieved through

established by mutual agreement of states, localities, and

cross-boundary collaboration.

"other partners within the heritage corridor, designated by

The commission would form

a committed

coordinating

the enabling legislation. The coordinating entity would pre-

body that could perform targeted, unified, and continual

pare a heritage plan, establish priority actions, implement

work to connect thematically related sites. Also, the man-

the plan in partnership with others, and conduct public

agement functions would be centralized in one agency,

meetings regarding implementation. It would have the

avoiding replication of services, filling the need for ongoing

legal ability to receive federal funds, disburse federal funds

and effective communication, and facilitating regional,

to other organizations and units of government, account

cross-boundary coordination.

far all federal funds received and disbursed, and enter into

This option might also appeal to residents who are un-

agreements with other organizations and the federal gov-

comfortable with additional federal involvement in the area.

ernment. (See Appendix G for discussion of advantages
and disadvantages of various coordinating entity options.)

Disadvantages

Binational cooperation could be achieved through ex-officio

This option would· not benefit from an additional federal

representation of Parks Canada as part of the coordinating

source of funding or from additional access to federal

entity. If Canada were to enact_~arallel legislation to ex-

technical assistance. It woufd not benefit from federal rec-

tend the corridor north of the international boundary, the

ognition or a commitment by the Nation31 Park Service to

coordinating entities in both countries could collaborate to

help develop a strong and popularly sUpported regional

reflect the international nature of the heritage corridor.

heritage preservation and heritage tourism strategy.

National Park Service technical assistance would be

The provincial/state level of the commission may not be

provided to the coordinating entity, subject to competing

able to overcome divergent perspyctives. There is-also the

demands. The National Park Service could be called upon

real possibility that the participating governments could

to provide support in achieving the heritage preservation

bring varying levels of attention and interest to the effort

objectives described previously.

-------------~-------------------------------------------
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The National Park Service could also lend its support
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Feasibility

and guidance to demonstration projects such as historic

Application of (Interim) Criteria

preservation and adaptive reuse efforts for visitor services,

To address feasibility, the team applied the national heri-

and development of education kits and other educational

tage corridor criteria set out in Section 105 {c) of H.R.

outreach activities. If parallel legislation is enacted in

130l,datedMarch22, l995,whichareconsidered~nterim

Canada, it is possible that Parks Canada could also be

guidelines until formal guidelines can be finalized. To be

called upon to provide technical assistance.

eligible for designation as a national heritage corridor, an

An annual source of federal funds would be channeled

area shall meet each of the following criteria:

to the coordinating entity, subject to availability of appropriations, and considered in the context of competing

D The area shall be a cohesive assemblage of natural and

demands for funds from existing National Park Service

cultural resources that represent distinctive aspects \of

units, programs, and other heritage corridors. Saratoga

our nation's heritage worthy of recognition, preservation,

National HistOrical Park would

expa~d

programming as

interpretation, and continuing use. Such an assemblage

appropriate and possible to embrace corridor-wide themes

is best managed through partnerships among public and

germane to its mission. Federal programs, such as the Rivers,

private entities and by combining diverse and sometimes

Trails and Conservation Assistance Program, American

noncontiguous resources and active communities.

Battlefield Protection Program, National Historic Landmarks Program, Federal Highways Administration, and

The vital influence of this strategic waterway in the for-

, TEA-21 would continue to be available to the coordinating

mation of two modern nations has been described earlier

entity on a competitive basis. Governments, private faun-

in this report. Resources that express this theme pervade

dations, and for-profit organizations would be the primary

the area and are distributed in a way that demonstrates

sources of funds for the protection of heritage resources

their organic relationship with each other and with the

and the development of visitor amenities.

waterway that connects them. The fact that most of them

Subject to availability of funds, the cost to the federal

are publicly-owned or open to the public, and in many

government would be $1 million annually over and above

instances have been for an extended period, is an indication

assistance currently being provided through TEA-21 and

of their outstanding potential for interpretation. In addition,

other sources. This level of funding is authorized for the

the most notable of these resources possess exceptional

majority of national heritage corridors established to date.

integrity for their category. One, Saratoga National Historical

A 1:1 non federal match would be required for federal funds.

Park, is a unit of the national park system. Seven have been

As with most national heritage corridors, the legislation

designated as National Historic Landmarks (Fort Crown

would establish a "sunset clause" or a future date when

Point, Fort St. Frederic, Fort Ticonderoga, the Land Tor-

federal funding and technical assista0ce would terminate

toise, Plattsburgh Bay, Valcour Bay, and Mount lndepen-

(or, more accurately, be reevaluated), probably ten years

dence). Two are units of the Parks Canada system (Fort

from the date of establishment. The designation, however,

lennox and Fort Chambly); and Fort St. Jean is operated

would be permanent.

by the Canadian National Ministry of Defense. The locations

The designation of a national heritage corridor does not

of these and the other resources representative of this theme

necessitate changes in land ownership, regulation, and poli-

were determined by geography, which emphasizes the vital

cies. As in all options, existing land regulation and policies

strategic importance of this cultural landscape. Linked to-

would remain under the auspices of the existing govern-

gether, these

mental entities.

plete story than any one of them could individually. The re-

r~sources

can tell a far broader and more com-
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sources are best managed through public/private partner-

Park Service to contribute to the conservation and protec-

ships due to the multiplicity of ownership and the fact that

tion of such rare and critical resources.

they are distributed over a large geographic area.

Fort Crown Point, Mount Independence, and many of
the resources within the study area associated with the

t The area shall reflect traditions, customs, beliefs, or folk-

interpretive theme, "Making of Nations," are under public

ways, that are a valuable part of the story of our nation.

ownership and therefore protected from inany threats.
However, due to funding shortages in both states, these

The area reflects traditions, customs, beliefs, and fo!k-

public sites cannot respond adequately to the demands

ways of a number of native and immigrant groups who

for interpretive and' educational programming or meet

peopled the valley over the last several centuries. These

maintenance and preservation needs.

groups included: the Abenaki and Iroquois, french lum-

A number of the National Register properties within the

berjacks and fur trappers, New England Yankee settlers,

study area associated with the "Making of Nations" theme

Quakers, French Canadian and !rish immigrants who were

are under private ownership and are more. susceptible to

drawn to the rr:_ills, Lithuanians, Ukrainians, and o_thers

threats as a consequence. These properties would be espe-

who worked in the iron mines, and Swedes who operated

ciaHy vulnerable during a continued and prolonged regional

the forges. Tile stories of the many immigrant groups who

economic downturn, which could result in potentia/losses.

came to this area for different reasons prov1de a glimpse

Many arCh~ological sites relating to Native Americans,

into the process of early migratiOn, settlement, and assimi-

military conflict, and to industry have not been adequately

lation that characterizes the region. For a more detailed

inventoried or evaluated. Many remain undiscovered. All

description, see the previous section of this report, ''The

are in danger of being lost if measures are not taken for

Peopling of the Champlain Valley (n Historic Times."

their preservation.

D The area shall provide outstanding opportunities to con-

D The area shall provide outstanding educational and

serve natural, cultural, and historic features, or some

rec-

reational opportunities.

cOmbination thereof.
The public education potential for the Cflamplain Valley

Due to their cold, fresh water, Lakes Champlain an.d

is immense. Almost three-quarters---of-a-million people live

George contain an exceptional number of submerged cui-

in the study area, and millions more live within a day's drive

tural resources. Submerged cultural resources have also

of the region. The eighteen National Historic Landmarks {in-

been found in the Richelieu River. A substantial number

eluding seven that relate to the key interpretive theme), some

of these resources have outstanding mintary importance,

400 Natiof"@l Register properties, over fifty museums-plus

and there are also many peacetime submerged resources.

numerous thematically related national historic sites and

(See the "Stories of the Champlain Valley" section for a

museums in Quebec-offer an enormous opportunity to pro-

description of submerged cultural resources.)

vide in~depth educational opportunities by linking sites.

This collection~of historic shipwrecks, believed by schol-

The education potential of this region is complemented

ars to be th,e largest and best preserved in North America,

by its proximity to the Hudson River Valley and the North-

is under direct threat from a recent invasion of zebra mus-

ern Frontier areas that are integral to the "Making of Nations"

sels in Lake Champlain, as well as from new technologies

theme. The Champlain Valley study area also shares com-

that allow people to !ocate and disturb them. This situa-

mon boundaries with the Erie Canalway, creating another

tion presents an outstanding opportunity for the National

opportunity for linking educational programs.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Lakes Champlain and George are recognized as preemi-

and the result was that English language, political insti-

rlent recreational resources. The lakes and their shores of-

tutions, and religion prevailed. In the Revolutionary War,

fer a wide range of easily accessible recreational opportuni-

battles in the Champlain Valley were decisive in the win-

ties: swimming, diving, boating (power, sail, canoe, kayak),

ning of American independence. The storied remains

sailboarding, and water skiing; fishing, birding, ice fishing,

of forts such as William Henry, Ticonderoga, and, Crown

hiking, horseback riding, and biking; hunting, snowmobiling,

Point bear witness to these struggles.

skating, and downhill and cross-country skiing. Access to

9 Corridor of Commerce: This theme also focuses on the

abundant and diverse natural resources is a major reason

historic waterway, emphasizing the critical importance of

why many residents choose to live in the valley (and why

transportation on the lakes and rivers in the development

nonresidents enjoy vacationing here). On lake Champlain

of a variety of industries (chiefly, timber and iron mining).

alone, there are eighty-five public boat launching areas in

D Magnet for Tourism: The Lake Champlain/Lake George

Vermont and thirty-one in New York, twenty-seven commer-

region is one of the original centers of what is now termed

cial marinas in Vermont and twenty in New York, and forty-

"heritage" tourism. Early in the 19th century, a "Northern

one public beaches in Vermont and twenty-seven in New

Tour" became popular as an adjunct to the "Grand Tour."

York (Lake Champlain Management Conference, 1996). And
that's not all; there are over thirty major parks, forests, and
recreation areas available within the study area.

The first theme, "Making of Nations" is represented by
a unit of the national park system (Saratoga National His-

Tourism, which can be considered a recreational activ-

torical Park) and by numerous resources that have been

ity, is a significant economic factor for the region. It was

designated as National Historic Landmarks. The fact that

estimated that total tourist expenditures within the Lake

most of the associated resources are publicly owned or

Champlain Basin were $2.2 billion in 1990 and that 40%

open to the public and have been for an extended period

of all tourism expenditures (or $880 million) were directly

is an indication of their outstanding potential for interpre-

related to the lake (Lake Champlain Management Confer-

tation. In addition, the most notable of these resources

ence, 1996),

possess excePtional integrity for their category.

D The area shall have an identifiable theme or themes and

9 Residents, nonprofit organizations, other private entities,

resources important to the identified theme or themes

and governments within the proposed area shall demon-

shall retain integrity capable of supporting interpretation.

strate support for designation of the area, and for management of the area as appropriate for such designation.

Earlier in this document the three interpretive themes are
described. They are:

The Champlain Valley study area contains ten counties
in New York and Vermont, and there are thematically re-

D Making of Nations: This theme emphasizes the strate-

lated resources located in four MRCs in Quebec. Although

gic importance of lake Champlain and its connecting

a majority of those who assisted the team in the development

waterways when the only practical means of moving large

of this report support the concept of a national heritage

armies was by water. More than two centuries of con-

corridor, more resources than those available to the team

flict around the lake were critical in determining the fate

would be required to design and execute a public outreach

of two of the most powerful nations in the world. As a

campaign to gauge support within an area of this size. Since

result of the Seven Years (or French and Indian) War,

no organization or entity is spearheading the establishment

British power finally dominated in eastern North America,

of a national heritage corridor in the valley, no one is per-
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forming such a public outreach function. Publication of

Champlain Research Consortium, it was noted that his-

this report and the newsletter associated with the project

toric sites and communities do not appear to be reaping

will provide information that will aid valley residents and

the economic benefit of heritage tourism. Also, studies

others ih forming their opinions. Should legislation be pur-

indicate that lengths of stays and spending patterns are

sued in the future, forums will be held to gauge public

perceived to be below the potential for tourism in the

support for the establishment of a national heritage corridor.

area. As noted in the 1996 tourism marketing study, the
reasons for this may be the lack of coordination in mar-

D The P!incipal organization and units of government sup-

keting the valley as a region and the lack of strong part-

porting the designation shall be willing to commit to

nerships among tourism professionals and industry rep-

agreements to work in partnership to implement the

resentatives. The establishment of a national heritage cor-

management plan of the area.

ridor would be consistent with the economic viability of
the area, because it could provide the overarching orga-

Thc coordinating entity for the national heritage corridor

nization, identity, budget. and lOngevity required to tap

would, itself, be a public/private partnership, with authority

the area's potential for heritage tourism and the associ-.

to enter into agreements with others to implement a corri-

ated economic benefits. (See Appendix H for a more de-

dar management plan. The activities of the Lake Champlain

tailed discussion of potential socioeconomic impacts.)

Basin PrOgram, Lake Champlain Byways, and other regional
initiatives carried out within the study area demonstrate a

D No county, city, or town shall"be included within the bound-

willingness on behalf of units of government and other enti-

aries of the area unless the government of such a county,

ties to c;ommit to agreements and to work in partnership to

city, or town agrees to be so included and submits notifi-

implement a plan. The willingness of governmental enti-

cation of such agreement.

ties and others to commit to a natiohal heritage corridorfocused_ partnership and management plan will be gauged

Should a legislative proposal be advanced to establish a

by comments received on this study and-should legisla-

federally de~_ignated heritage corridor, the appropriate gov-

tion to establish a national heritage corridor be pursued-

ernments in New .York and Vermont (and, if applicable, in

from public forums held during the legislative process.

Quebec) could be asked to submit notification of interest
to be included.

D The option shall be consistent with continued economic
viability in the affected communities.

As mentioned above, the willingness of governmental
entities and others to commit to a national heritage corridorfocused partnership and management plan will be gauged

One of the driving forces behind efforts to e_stablish

by comments received on this study and-should legisla-

heritage corridors is to garner the economic. and com-

tion to establish a national heritage corridor be pursued-

munity development benefits of heritage tourism. AI-

from public forums held during the !egislative process.

though heritage tourism is not new to the Champlain Val-

The team determined that the resources of the

ley, competition for tourist dollars is increasing and be-

Champlain Valley merit designation as a n'ational, or argu-

coming more sophisticated. Of the existing tourism de-

ably, international heritage corridor. The public support for

velopment in the region, approximately 60% represents

'designation, however, is difficult to measure conclusively

heritage tourism, according to a 1996 tourism market

in such a large region with the resources available to the

study (MarketReach. Inc.). Although this number appears

study team. Publication of this report and production of

quite impressive, at the fall 1997 meeting of the Lake

the newsletter associated with the project will provide

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

information that will aid valley residents and others in form-

Disadvantages

ing their opinions.

A national heritage corridor would require additional ex-

In addition to applying the National Park Service (in-

penditures at a time when most government programs are

terim) criteria for national heritage corridors, the team con-

experiencing budget cuts. The complexity of the project

sidered the following advantages and disadvantages of this

might require a very large coordinating entity to insure broad

option in its evaluation of feasibility.

representation. A start-up period would be required before the Coordinating entity could begin to implement

Advantages

projects. Currently, no one group is ready to assume the

This option would be supported by a firm commitment from

responsibilities of the coordinating entity.

the federal government to recognize the importance of the

Residents who are uncomfortable with federal designa-

corridor, create a coordinating entity, and define a man-

tion and/or an expanded federal role in the region might

date through the adoption of legislation. This formal struc-

not support this option. A geographic boundary might be

ture would help ensure that participating governments will

designated, which could potentially raise concerns about

adhere to their commitments. The formal structure would

restrictions on private property rights. However, these con-

provide relative longevity-at least ten years--that will be

cerns would be groundless, as there are no restrictions on

required for goals to be achieved.

private property rights inherent in the establishment of a

The coordinating entity would be a committed body that

national heritage corridor.

could perfNm targeted, unified, continual efforts and work
to connect thematically related sites. In addition, the man-

International Considerations

agement functions would be centralized in one agency,

As mentioned previously in this report, there are signifi-

avoiding replication Of services, filling the need for ongo-

cant resources related to the "Making of Nations" theme

ing and effective communication, and facilitating regional

in the Richelieu Valley in Quebec. Two are national his-

coordination.

toric sites administered by Parks Canada. The National

This option would allow for an additional federal source

Ministry of Defense administers one site, Fort St. Jean. In

t? federal

addition, Quebec has designated the Valley of the Forts

technical assistance. It also would provide clear federal

trail extending south from Sorel on the St. Lawrence, con-

recognition in the forr]l of a formal designation and assis-

tinuing into the United States. This illustrates the continu-

tance by the National Park Service to help develop a strong

ity of the interpretive theme across the national boundary.

and broadly supported regional heritage protection_ and in-

The trail lists more than thirty individual sites (including

terpretation strategy.

those in the United States) which relate to Canadian mili-

of funding for the valley and additional access

The federal level of the coordinating entity may be able
to overcome divergent perspectives of the states (and, if

tary history.
As stated earlier, if desired and appropriate, Canada

applicable, Quebec), and act as the glue that holds to-

could enact parallel legislation to extend the corridor north

gether the different jurisdictions. Federally established

of the international boundary in the Richelieu Valley, Que-

national heritage corridor entities have proven effective in

bee. Preliminary discussions among the National Park

protecting and managing complex resources. By their very

Service study team, officials in Quebec and at the federal

nature, they build in broad geographic and interest group

level in Canada regarding such a cross-boundary initiative

representation. The existing national heritage corridor

have met with great interest. Clearly, an international heri-

entities have successfully evolved into institutions that

tage corridor has enormous potential for improving the

facilitate complex planning projects.

promotion and protection of heritage resources and further
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Option 4, Quadricentennial Commemoration, proposes a third commemoration,
modeled after the first two (in 1909 and 1959}, to mark the 400th anniversary of
the arrival of Champtain.
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solidifying cross-boundary relations. Discussions among

historic events. The Lake Champlain Byways program has

the parties to identify opportunities for cross-boundary col-

recently embraced the idea of a 400th anniversary celebra-

laboration wil( continue as part ot this study process and

tion as the core of its economic and tourism development

beyond.

strategy and is in the early stages of exploring how this

Extending the corridor in Quebec, however, is no small

strategy might be best managed and implemented. Under

challenge. It would add a greater level of difficulty to the

this option, there would be federal support of the com-

task of coordinating aCross jurisdictions and increase the

memoration and National Park Service participation.

level of complexity involved in establishing and operating

The commemoration would be an extended, binational

a heritage corridor. Also, there is no national heritage cor-

effort, marking the events of 1603 through the events of

rid or designation in Canada; the Canadian Heritage River

1609. Federal legislation would authorize a coordinating

designation ·Is the only comparable des·lgnation.

entity, a public/pr"1vate partnersh.lp w·1th representation
drawn from federal, state, provincial, nonprofit, and private

OPTION 4: QUADRICENTENNIAL

ent1t1es. The coordinating ent1ty would be authorized to

COMMEMORATION

prepare, secure funding for, and execute a plan to com-

Description

memorate events associated with the 400th anniversary of

In 1603, Samuel de Champlain sailed up the Richelieu

Champlain's arrival in the Champlain/Richelieu Valley.

River. In 1609, on another voyage, he arrived on the shores

The National Park Service would participate in the com-

of Lake Champlain. Champlain's encounter with Native

memoration through representation on the coordinating

Amerlcans influenced relations for the next century and a

entity and through the Saratoga National Historical Park.

half. These events marked the beginning of European ex-

National Park Service technical assistance would be avail-

ploration, settlement, and conflict that intensified over the

able to the coordina~ing entity subject to competing

next two centuries, dramatically altering the balance of

demands. Binational cooperation would be carried out

power on the continent, and ultimately forming the United

through the coordinating entity. The coordinating entity

States and Canada.

would d"1sband after the celebration activities were com-

Two major celebrations have been h'eld in the Champlain

pleted. Primary sources of funding for the commemoration

Valley to commemorate the events associated with the ar-

would be from federal, state, Quebec, nonprofit, and private

rival of Champlain in North America. The first in 1909,

sectors. Cost to the United States government would be

, marked the 300th anniversary of his arrival in what is now

$250,000 annually, for however many years the coordinat-

the United States. The second, in 1959, highlighted the

ing entity functioned (subject to availability of appropriations

350th anniversary of this event. The commemorations

~nd

considered in the context of competing demands for

brought together people from diverse backgrounds: leaders

funds from existing National Park Service units, programs,

of nations, educators, citizens of both the United States

and heritage corridors).

and Canada, and native peoples. Through plays, songs,

The quadricentennial commemoration would not necessi-

poems, pageants, publications, speeches, dances-all ere-

tate changes in land ownership, regulation, and policies. As in

ated especially for the commemorations-people learneO

all options, existing land regulation and policies would remain

how the history of North America shaped modern life. The

under the auspices of the existing governmental entities.

years 2003-2009 will mark the 400th anniversary of
Champlain's arrival in the Champlain/Richelieu Valley.

'

The team researched two federally legislated commemoration precedents when developing this option. One is the

This option proposes a third commemoration, modeled

Thomas Jefferson Commemoration Commission Act of 1992.

after the first two, to mark the 400th anniversary of these

The other is the De Soto Expedition Trail Commission of

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

1990. A third example, which was not used as a precedent

could perform targeted, unified, efforts and work to connect

because it is still being developed and has not passed into

thematically related sites. In add1t1on. the management

law, is a commission to celebrate the 400th anniversary of

functions would be centralized in

the settlement of Jamestown Island, Virg1nia (1607/2007).

replication of services, filling the need for ongoing and ef-

The Jefferson Commission was established to com-

fective communication, and facilitating 1·egional, cross-

memorate the 250th anniversary of the birth of Thomas

one

agency, avoiding

boundary coordination.

Jefferson (1743/1993) and was authorized to plan and

This option provides an additional federal source of fund-

develop programs and activities appropriate to the com-

ing for the valley and additional access to federal tech11ica!

memoration. The commission included eleven citizens

assistance. It also provides some federal recognition (albeit

appointed by the President, plus representatives of the

not a formal designation), and assistance by the National

JUdicial. executive, and legislative branches of government.

Park Service to help develop a_ strong and broadly sup-

Funding was authorized for $250.000 for fiscal year 1993,

ported regional commemoration strategy.

and $62,500 for fiscal year 1994

of the coordinating entity may be able to overcome diver-

The DeSoto Expedition Trail Commission was established
in the Department of the Interior to encourage and direct
research, and to coordinate the distribution of interpretive
materials tg

trw

nw federal level

gent perspectives of the states and province and hold the
different jurisdictions together.
This option may also be more attractive to residents un-

public regarding the DeSoto expedition,

comfortable w1th additional federal designation. Because

the native societies the expedition encountered, and the

the coordinating entity would focus on conducting a spe-

effects of that contact:··The commission, appointed by the

Cific function, namely, commemoration, and would not be

Secretary of the Interior, included scholars, resource spe-

associated with a designated geographic boundary, con-

cialists, the Superintendent of the De Soto National Me-

cerns about restrictions on private property rights would

morial In Florida, and a representative from the Smithsonian

be mitigated. Also, the effort would have a finite existence

Institution. Funding was authorized for $250,000 to carry
out the functions of the commission. and $750,000 to con-

Disadvantages

duct necessary research

Under this option. the corridor would receive no formal
federal designation. Therefore, the national and interna-

Feasibility

tional marketability of the reg1on and ability to leverage

Advantages

dollars may not be as strong as in Option 3, which would

This option is feasible, based on the precedents that served

receive formal designation as

as models. It would function in a similar fashion. w1th the
coordinating entity Identifying and carrying out the actions
appropnate to commemorate

trw

historic events played

out in the Champfain/Richelieu Valley.
Th1s option would be supported by the participating
governments making a firm commitment to recognize the

a heritage corridor.

Since preservation of heritage resources may not be a
focus for commemoration activities,

~·s

option may not

provid.e as high a level of heritage resource preservation
as Option 3.
A commemoration effort could be perceived as bemg
·' Eu rocentric."

importance of the historical events. create a coordinating

After commemoration activities are complete, the coordi-

entity. and define a mandate through the ac.Joption of legis-

nating entity and their associated efforts would terminate.

lation. The formal structure would help ensure that the par-

A new mechan1sm would be required for continuation of

ticipating governments will adhere to their commitments.

heritage preservation and heritage tounsm activities, if

The coordinating entity would be a committed body that

desired by residents.
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COMPARISON OF HERITAGE PRESERVATION OPTIONS
Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

National Heritage
Corridor

O.uadricentennial

Continuation of

Provincial/State

Designation

Current Practices

Heritage Corridor

legislation

None

Governments of NY,
VT, Quebec enact

Federal government

Federal government

eQacts legislation to

enacts legislation to

parallel legislation to

establish corridor in

support commemora-

establish corridor

U.S. Canada/Quebec

tion of the events

could enact parallel

associated with the

legislation in Richelieu

400th anniversary of

Valley.

Commemoration

Champlain's arrival
in valley.

Federal

Federal involvement

Federal involvement

NPS provides program-

NPS participates in

Involvement

continues through

continues through

matic and technical

celebration activities,

LCBP and competi-

LCBP, RTCA, ABPP,
NHL. NPS, and Parks

assistance, subject to

through representa-

tive prgrams such as

availability. NPS and

tion on coordinating

RTCA, ABPP. NHL.

Canada units could

Parks Canada units

entity.

Sunset
Gause

Coordinating
Entity

Duties of
Coordinating
Entity

serve as interpretive

serve as interpretive

centers that embrace

centers thaf embrace

some aspects of corridor.

aspects of corridor.

Not applicable:

To be determined

NPS funding and

Coordinating entity'

no legislation.

by governments.

technica\ assistance

disbands after

limited to ten years.

commemoration

Designation is

activities are

permanent.

complete.

State agencies,

Commission estab-

Public/Private

Public/Private

LCBP, Byways, and

lished. Representation

coordinating entity

coordinating entity
established by

other organizations

from state and Quebec

established by .mutual

continue to pursue

governments, private

agreement of states,

mutual agreeme11t

objectives for

sector, nonprofits,

localities, and other

of states, localities,

heritage resource

others

partners within

and other partners;

protection and

heritage corridor;

des·lgnated by the

interpretation.

designated by the

enabling legislation.

enabling legislation.

Representation,

RepresentatiOn,

governments, private

privat~ sector,

sector, nonpcofits,

nonprofits, Native

Native Americans,

Americans, others ..

others. With citizen

With citiZen advisors.

advisors.
Prepare and execute

All authorities

Prepare herita_ge plan.

Prepare heritage plan.

currently veste~ in

Establish committees.

Establish priority actions.

plan to com memo-

LCBP, Byways

Implement the plan.

Implement plan in

rate anniversary of

Program, and other

Cooperate with other

partnership with others.

Champlain's arrival

entitles. No new

entitieS. Provide for

Conduct annual public

in valley.

coordinating entity.

involvement and

meetings regarding plan

education. encourage

implementation.

adherence to the plan.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
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COMPARISON OF HERITAGE PRESERVATION OPTIONS
Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Continuation of

Provincial/State
Heritage Corridor

National Heritage

Quadricentennial

Current Practices

Corridor

Commemoration

Binational

Binational contacts

Binat1onal cooperation

Bina!ional cooperation

Cooperation

continue periodtcally

begins w1th Mernoran-

to discuss mutual
interests regarding

dum of Understanding

carried out through
Canadian/Quebec ex

Binational cooperation
carr1ed out through
representation on

tourism, trade,

then is based on

education, arts,
and culture

legislation.

Designation

beiween the parties, and

officio representation
in coordinating entity
If Canadian/Quebec

coordinating entity.

portion of corridor is
established. coordinating
ent1tics could collaborate
to reflect binational
nature of corridor.

Land and
Regulation
Policies

Land regulation

Land regulation

and policies remain
under auspices of

and policies rema1n

NPS Annual
Operating Costs

under JUspices of
existing governmental

NPS technical

NPS technical

assistance potentially
available through
established

assistance potenlially
available through
established

NPS tedmical assistance NPS technical
potentially available to
assistance patencoordinating entity.
tially available to

competitive
programs, such

competitive
programs, such

as RTCA

as RTCA.

Funds available
through existing

Funds available
through existing

programs. No

programs. No

additional federal
operating funds over

additional regular
source of federal

and above those

operating funds over

currently available.

and above those
currently available.

Development
Costs

No regular source of
No regular source
of federal development federal development
funds.
funds.

Funding
Sources

Funds would come
from existing

State: grants;
donations_ Possible

sources.

Quebec funds.

NPS

Land regulation
and policies remain
under auspices of

under auspices of
existing govern menta!
entities

existing governmental
entitles

NPS Technical
Assistance

Land regulation
and policies remain

ent1tics

existing governmental
entities.

coordinating entity
as authorized by
Congress

$1 million/year over and
above funds currently
prov1ded (subject to

$250,000/year
over and above
funds currently

availability). 1:1

provided (subject

nonfederal match
required for federal

to availability.)

funds

To vary annually {possibly
to maximum specified 1n

No regular source of
federal development

legislation).

funds.

Federal and state

Federal, Quebec, and

governments; grants;

state governments;
grants; donations.

donat1ons. Possible
Canadian/Quebec funds.
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OPTIONS CONSIDERED, BUT REJECTED

delegation has not expressed as strong an interest in this

initiative. Although, politically, it may be easier to find

Traditional National Park Unit

support for a "Vermont only" designation, the team re-

The team determined that the Champlain Valley is nei-

jected this concept because the interpretive themes em-

ther suitable nor feasible as a national park because of

brace the entire valley, and there are representative re-

the size and configuration of the area, the dispersion of

sources in both states. A one-sided corridor would not

its resou~rces, the diverse patterns of land ownership, and : .express the historical cohesion of the valley.

the multitude of governmental jurisdictions in the area. It
is not feasrble for the National Park Service alone to ad-

COMPARISON WITH OTHER

minister, acquire, own, develop, and staff the region as a

HERITAGE CORRIDORS

traditional park. Designation of the region as a national
recreation area would encompass diverse recreational re-

If a "traditional" National Park Service unit were being

sources, but it would insufficiently recognize the cultural,

considered, this evaluation would move on to consider-

natural, arld educational resources, which are a critical

ation of its suitability. Suitability is essentially an analysis

part of the Champlain Valley. Also, it would potentially

of whether the type of resource under consideration is

entail an unacceptable degree of National Park Service

already adequately represented in the national park sys-

involvement.

tem. Analysis of suitability, in practice, entails comparison with existing units of

me

National Park Service in

Affiliated Area with Permanent National Park

terms of differences or similarities in the character, qual-

Service Commitment

ity, quantity, or combination of resources, and opportuni-

The team con.sidered designation of the Champlain Val-

ties for public enjoyment.

ley as an affiliated area of the national park system. An

To address the concept of suitability for a project of

affiliated area is a federally recognized resOurce that is

this type, where a traditional park unit is not being con-

not a unit of the national park system. However, an affili-

sidered, the team compared the area under evaluation

ated area has access to National Park Service program-

with other heritage corridors. The team examined: the

matic, technical, and financial assistance. Under this op-

Quinebaug and Shetucket Rivers Valley National Heri-

tion, the designation would have required a permanent Na-

tage Corridor (Connecticut); the Blackstone River Valley

tiona! Park Service commitment to the Champlain Valley.

National Heritage Corridor (Massachusetts and Rhode

The team rejected this option because the National Park

Island); Los Caminos Del Rio Binational Heritage Corri-

Service already has a permanent commitment wit11in the

dor (Texas and New Mexico); and the Delaware & Hudson

area, through the Saratoga National Historical Park, which

Canal Heritage Corridor (New York). (See Appendix F for

interprets the key interpretive theme of the valley. Also,

a summary of the comparison.) This comparison was

little local support was evident for another major, perma-

useful in illustrating how dramatically the level of federal

nent federal commitment in the area.

involvement and the structure of management entities
can vary in heritage corridors.

National Heritage Corridor located only in Vermont

The team also examined thematically related heritage

The team considered an option that would have desig-

corridors, such as the Hudson River Valley N3tional Heri-

nated a national heritage corridor located solely in Ver-

tage Area (New York), and the Tennessee Civil War Heri~

mont. This option was considered because Senator

tage Area (Tennessee) to judge how the Champlain Val~

Jeffords of Vermont initiated this project ;:~nd the New York

ley compares in terms of interpretive themes. The team

-

-

-------------------------

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

determined that nO heritage corridor, national or other-

process similar to the one followed for this project. Finally,

wise, now exists that interprets the military struggles that

the team found that the character, quantity, combination

influenced the formation of Canada and the United States.

of heritage and recreational resources, and opportunities

The closest thematically related area may be the North-

for public enjoyment in the Champlain Valley differ greatly

ern Frontier, located in upstate New York, which the

from the other areas considered.

National Park Service is currently evaluating through

a
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Farmland in the Champlain Valley

INTRODUCTION

the Lake Champlain/Lake George region is already an
established tourist destination, the expected effects are

Due to the conceptual nature of the options presented,

modest increases in visitor trips to the area; and visitors

the environmental assessment offers only an overview of

prolonging vacation stays to see lesser-known historic sites

potential impacts relating to important elements of each

or extending travel times to include heritage resources

option. It is expected, however, that management plans

throughout the study area.

would be generated to implement any one of the options
outlined in this document. Planning efforts would evaluate

Socioeconomic Considerations

specific environmental impacts of the actions proposed in

Pursuing the objectives under any of the "action" options

more depth, and more detailed mitigative measures would

would generate, to varying degrees, increased visitor val-

be developed and analyzed for public comment.

ume, increased visitor expenditures, and increased visi-

tor length of stay. These increases would mean additional

POTENTIAL IMPACTS COMMON TO ALL

income for local busmesses and could expand the mar-

uACTION" OPTIONS

ket for overnight accommodations, restaurants, and other

Under the different options, it is assumed that the heri-

commercial venues in the study area. Appendix H con-

tage preservation objectives (described previously in this

tains the socioeconomic impact analysis portion of this

report) would be carried out by different coordinating en-

environme6ta! assessment. P"lease refer to that section

tities and to varying degrees. Poterttial activities that could

for the baseline evaluation of tourism activity; assump-

result from pursuing the objectives include new and im-

tions made about increases in visitor volume, expendi-

proved trails, riverside parks, visitor information kiosks,

tures, and length of stay; and the socioeconomic impacts

and signage programs to highlight heritage sites. Because

associated with each option.
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Vehicular Traffic

year. This figure represents half the annual visitation of

The increases in visitor volume and length of stay would

Saratoga National Historical Park, which accommodates

generate corresponding increases in vehicular traffic. Of

such use year after year without significant negative envi-

the three "action" options, the greatest level of increase in

ron mental impacts.

visitor volume is potentially attributable to Option 4:

quadricentennial commemoration (See Appendix H,.Table

U$e of Natural and Cultural Resources

IV-2.) In Option 4, a moderate~to~large increase is pas-

The increases in visitor volume and length of stay would

sible, which, quantitatively, could mean up to 125,000 ad-

generate corresponding impacts associated with use of

ditional visitor trips per year. It is important to note that

natural areas and cultural resources. Even the greatest

approximately 65% of the additional trips associated with

projected level of increase-most likely distributed through~

o·ption 4 could be "day-trippers." Therefore, a majority of the

out the study area and throughout the months of May to

additional vehicular trips could be generated by "local"

October-is not likely to cause addit!onal congestion over

vehicles, or vehicles that are already operating within the

basel"lne at any one site.

study area, Although the additional visitor volume would
increase vehicular volume, the increase potentially associated with this option would likely be imperceptible to the

POTENTIAL IMPACTS OF OPTION 1: CONTINUATION OF CURRENT PRACTICES

average motorist and resident.
As indicated in Appendix H, Table IV-2. it is assumed

Description of Federal Involvement

that Options 2 and 3 would attract fewer additional visitor

Un.der this option, there would be no formal designation

trips per year t11an Option 4, but with a lower (35% and

of a corridor. No additional federal mechanisms for re-

30%, respectiVely) day-tr"1pper rate (thus, higher overn·lght

source protection or recognition would be pursued. Fed-

visitor rate). And, it is assumed that implementing these

eral involvement in the region would be limited to exist-

options would increase the visitor length of stay by one

ing competitive grant and technical assistance programs

day.

Ev~n

with the increases in length of stay and the lower

(National Historic Landmark, American Battlefield Pro-

day-tr"1pper rate, add"ltional veh.lcular volume potentially at-

tection Program, and Rivers, Trails and Conservation As-

tributable to Options 2 and 3, although greater than

sistance) and (given continued funding) support of the

baseline, would still most likely be imperceptible.

Lake Champlain Basin Program and Lake Champlain

Mitigative·measures, such as implementing multimodal

Byways.

transportation linkages and encouraging visitors to travel
by train, bike, or foot, co~ld help offset potential negative

Administration

environmental fmpacts associated with any increases in

Without an overall organizing group, corridor-wide initia-

vehicular use.

tives would be more difficult to coordinate than under the
other options. Preservation efforts would probably continue

Pollution and Waste Disposal

to be fragmented and uncoordinated, due to limited tech-

The increases in visitor volume and length of stay would

nical assistance and inadequate funding.

generate corresponding impacts associated with increases

No increase in government presence may be desired in

in pollution and waste disposal. These increases would

communities where a strong local government is willing to

occur under any of the "action" options. These impacts

protect and manage resources.

would be extremely modest, given that the greatest projected visitor volume increase is 125,000 visitor trips per

---

---

---

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

Conservation and Preservation

Administration

There would be no additional irnpacts to cultural and natu-

The leadership of the province and states would provide

ral resources or the environment beyond those identified

experience in manag1ng complex regional and statewide

by existing plans such as the Lake Champlain Basin

resources. The commission could devote a focused 'effort

Program's "Opportunities for Action. •·

tp obtaining technical assistance and funding activities
through existing state and federal programs. Under this

Interpretation and Education

option. there would be a forum where state. county, and

Since opportunities for interpretation and education would

local programs could be coordinated, to address cultural

not mcrease over baseline, resources -would not benefit

and natural resource protection and heritage tourism pro-

from increased appreciation or concem with the1r long-

motion. The commission could become an information

term survival.

clearinghouse. coordinating efforts that would increase

Recreation

The commission could also create a forum for resource

Without an overall organizing group, corridor-wide recre-

users, landowners, industry, and communities to work

ational opportunities, such as a heritage trail, would be

togeH1er 1n identifying~· protecting, and appropriately de-

mare difficult to coordinate than under !he other options

vel oping cOmdor 'resources.

public awareness and stewardship of cOrridor resources.

Ability of state and provincial governments to increase

Socioeconomic Considerations

their role in existing and new programs could be hampered

Visitor volume, expenditures, or length of stay would not

by a lack of funds. Ex1sting provincial/state programs may

1ncrease over baseline. Local businesses and other com-

not be adequate to implement plans 1n the corridor. The

JllCr-c~ial venues in tile study area would not geneJ"ate

provincial/state level of the commission may not be able to

addit1onal income over baseline.

overcome divergent perspectives-and the real possibility
that the participating governments could bring divergent

POTENTIAL IMPACTS OF OPTION 2: PROVINCIAL/
STATE HERITAGE CORRIDOR

levels of attention and interest to the effort.
Increased provincial/state government presence may not
be desired in communities where a strong local government

Description of Federal Involvement

is willing to protect and manage resources

Federal involvement in the region would continue to be
through ex1sting competitive grant and technical assistance

Conservation and Preservation

programs (National Historic Landmark, American Battlefield

This option could stimulate conservation of scenic and work-

Protection Program. and Rivers, Trails and Conservation

ing landscapes 1n the corridor and preservation of historic

Assistance) and, given continued funding, support of the

structures and objects. (Please note that existing land regu-

Lake Champlain Basin Program and Lake Champlain By-

lat1ons and policies remain under the auspices of existing

ways. Saratoga National Historical Park could serve as an

governmental entities in all of the o.ptions.) Because no

mterpretive center and could expand aspects of its pro-

additional federal funding or assistance would be available

grams to embrace corridor-wide themes. Any projects with

in this option, the increases 1n conservation and

potential cultural and natural resources impact would need

preservation efforts may be less than "those associated w1th

to comply with appropriate local, state, and/or federal laws.

Options 3 and 4.
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Interpretation and. Education

Administration

Under this option, there wOuld be increased opportunities

A coordinating entity suppo~ed by tederallegislation could

for interpretation and education available to both visitors

focus regional attention on resource protection. Under fhis

and residents throughout the valley. Enhancing residents'

option, there would be a forum where federal, state, county,

awareness of the valley's cultural and natural heritage would

and local programs could be coordinated to address cui-

increase appreciation and pride in the region's resources.

tural and natural resource protection and heritage tourism

Increased appreciation for these resources ,could contrib-

promotion. The coordinating entity cou.ld become an in-

ute to long-term protection. Because no additional federal

formation clearinghouse, coordinating efforts that would

funding or assistance would be available in this option,

increase public awareness and stewardship of local re-

the increases in Interpretation and education may be less

sources. The coordinating entity could create a forum for

than those associated with Options 3 and 4.

resource users, landoWners, industry, and communities to

Recreation

corridor resources appropriately.

work together in identifying, protecting, and developing

Communities could benefit from a coordinated effort (that

Other national heritage corridor coordinating entities that

includes the province a.nd states) to ex·pand and link rec-

are supported by federal legislation have proven effective

reation facilities.

in protecting and managing complex resources. By their
very nature, they build in broad geographic and interest

Socioeconomic Considerations

group representation. The existing national heritage corri-

Provincial and state-level designation would give higtler

dar entities have successfully evolved into institutions that

visibility to the corridor than Option 1 but less visibility than

facilitate complex planning projects.

Option 3. This is because in Option 3 the federal designa-

Additional National Park Service involvement may not be

tion would most likely increase both the marketability of

desired in commUnities where a strong local government

the corridor in a ~at'1onal and international marketplace

is willing to protect and manage resources.

and the ability to leverage dollars. It is estimated that the
potential·direct economic impact of Option 2 could be about

Conservation and Preservation

$36 million annually. (See Appendix H.)

This option could· stimulate, conservation o1 scenic and
working lan-dscapes in the corridor and p"reservation of his-

POTENTIAL IMPACTS OF OPTION 3: NATIONAL

toric structures and objects. Cultural resource protection

HERITAGE CORRIDOR

would benefit as local preservation efforts receive greater
recognition and assistance from all levels of government

Description of Federal Involvemel)t

and from the private sector. (Please note that exist.lng.land

In this option, federal legislation would est<;Jblish a public/

regulations and policies remain under the auspices of exist-

private coordinating entity (with the National Park Service as a

ing governmental entities in all of the options.) The level of

member) authorized to prepare a heritage plan, establish pri-

federal funding and assistance potentia!ly available under

orities, and implement the plan in cooperation with others.

this option could generate greater increases in conservation

Through the provision ot technical assistance tor planning and

and preservation efforts than O~tions 2 and 4.

historic preservation, the National Park Service could contribute to the long-term preservation of the forts and battlefields of
the valley, the vernacular architecture, the broader cultural landscape, and submerged and other cultural resources.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

Interpretation and Education
Under this option, there would be increased opportunities
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POTENTIAL IMPACTS OF OPTION 4:
QUADRICENTENNIAL COMMEMORATION

for interpretation and education available to both visitors
Involvem~nt

and residents throughout the valley. Enhancing residents'

Description of Federal

awareness of the valley's cultural and natural heritage

This option would focus on natural and cultural resources

would increase appreciation and pride in the region's re-

in the form of a series of events that would bring many

sources. Increased appreciation for these resources could

locals and visitors to the valley over a period of six years

contribute to long-term protection. The level of federal

(from 2003 to 2009). Federal legislation would establish a

funding and assistance potentially available under this

coordinating entity authorized to prepare and execute a

option could generate greater increases in conservation

plan to commemorate the arrival of Samuel de Champlain

and preservation efforts than Options 2 and 4.

in the Champlain/Richelieu Valley. Through the provision
of .technical assistance for planning for the commemora-

Recreation

tive events. it is possible that the National Park Service

Communities could benefit from a coordinated effort (that

could contribute to the long-term preservation of the forts

includes the National Park Service) to expand and link

and battlefields of the valley, the vernacular architecture,

recreation facilities.

the broader cultural landscape, underwater archaeological
resources, and other cultural resources.

Socioeconomic Considerations
Under this option, the corridor would receive a federal des-

Administration

ignation, which underscores national recognition of the

A coordinating entity supported by federal legislation could

area's importance. Areas with federal designation are usu-

focus regional attention on heritage tourism anc;l on resource

ally included in "Triple A" and other national tourism pro-

protection. Under this option, there would be a

motional materials, are included in National Park Service

forum for a finite period of time where federal, state, county,

descriptive materials, and are often included in private travel

and local programs could be coordinated to address cui-

and tourism publications. This recognition can increase the

tural and natural resource protection and heritage tourism

national and international marketability of the region and

promotion. The coordinating entity could become an infor-

increase

to

mation clearinghouse, coordinating efforts that would in-

the

coordinating

entity's

ability

leverage dollars. The national heritage corridor designation

crease public awareness and stewardship of local re-

carries with it a National Park Service "seal of approval"

sources. The coordinating entity would create a forum for

that can. in itself, attract visitors to the region. It is esti-

resource users, landowners, industry, and communities to

mated that the potential direct economic impact of Option,

work together in identifying, protecting, and developing

3 could be about $51 million annually. (See Appendix H.)

corridor resources appropriately for the events associated
with the commemoration.
Additional National Park Service involvement may not
be desir·ed in communities where a strong local government is willing to protect and manage resources.

'
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Conservation and Preservation

contribute to long-term protection. Because miriimal fed-

This option could stimulate conservation of scenic and

eral funding or assistance would be available in this op-

working landscapes in the corridor and preservation of

tion, the increases in interpretation and education may be

historic structures and objects. Cultural resource protec-

greater than those associated with Option 2 but less than

tion would benefit since local preservation efforts receive

those associated with Option 3.

greater recognition and assistance from all levels of government and from the private sector. (Please note that

Recreation

existing land regulations and policies remain under the

Communities could benefit from a coordinated effort (that

auspices of existing governmental entities in all of the op-

includes the National Park Service) to expand and link local

tions.) Because this would be a finite effort, the increases

recreation' facilities.

in conservation and preservation efforts may be less than

those associated with Option 3.

/

Socioeconomic Considerations
Under this option, the corridor would receive no formal fed-

Interpretation and Education

eral designation. As a consequence, the national and in-

Under this option, there would be increased opportunities

ternational marketability of the region and ability to lever-

for interpretation and education available to both visitors

age-dollars may be less than the ability to market and le-

and residents throUghout the valley. Enhancing residents'

verage dollars associated with Option 3. It is estimated that

awareness of the valley's cultural and natural heritage

the potential direct economic impact of Option 4 could be

would increase appreciation and pride in the region's re-

about $32 mill1on annually. (See Appendix H.)

sources. Increased appreciation for these resources could

APPENDIX A: CURRENT MANAGEMENT AND
PROGRAMS: LISTING AND CONTACT INFORMATION

The following lists are representative and not intended to be

Stillwater Historical Society

complete or inclusive.

Ticonderoga Historical Society
Washington County Historical Society

NONPROFIT INVOLVEMENT

Whitehall Historical Society

There are roughly 100 nonprofit organizations and historical

Vermont

societies in the Champlain and Richelieu valleys that are ac-

Abenaki Research Project

tive in the areas of historic preservation, education, planning,

Bennington Museum

and stewardmg historic sites.

Bennington Preservation Trust
Bridport Historical Society

New York

Crown Point Road Association

Adirondack Architectural Heritage

Lake Champlain Committee

Adirondack Council

Lake Champlain Land Trust

Adirondack Mountain Club

Lake Champlain Maritime Museum

Bateaux Below

Lake Champlain Vermont Citizens' Advisory Committee

Cambridge Historical Society

Liying History Association

Essex County Historical Society

Mount Anthony Preservation Society

Federation of Historical Services

Mount Independence Coalition

Feeder Canal Alliance

Orwell Historical Society

Fort Edward Historical Association

Poultney HistOrical Society

Friends of Fort Ticonderoga

Preservation .Burlington

Friends of Grant Cottage

Preservation Trust of Vermont

Fr1ends of the North Country, Inc

Rokeby Museum

Friends of Saratoga Battlefield

Rutland Historical Society

Greenwich Historical Association

St. Albans Historical Society

Hartford Historical Group

Shelburne Farms

Hebron Preservation Society

Sheldon Museum

Hudson River Valley Greenway Communities Council

Shoreham Historical Society

Lake Champlain New York Citizens' Advisory Committee

Vermont Archeological Society

Lake George Historical Association

Vermont Council on the Humanities

Minerva Historical Society

Vermont Folklife Center

Moreau & South Glens Falls Historical Society

Vermont Forum on Sprawl

New York Parks and Conservation Association

Vermont Historical Society

Old Saratoga HistoriCal Association

Vermont Land Trust

Penfield Foundation

Vermont Museum and Gallery Alliance

Preservation League of New York

Vermont Old Cemetery Association

Saratoga County Histoncal Society

Williston Historical Society

Saratoga Sprmgs Historical Society

Winooski Valley Park District

Saratoga Springs Preservation Foundation
Schroon-North Hudson Historical Society
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Quebec

TOURISM AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Am is du Fort-lennox

ORGANIZATIONS

Au pays de Chambly
Blockhaus de Ja rivi8re LacoJJe

There are nearly sixty nonprofits and other organizations

Canaux historiques du Quebec

within the region devoted to promoting tourism and economic

Centre d'exposition des Gouverneurs

development.

Com it€ du patrimoine de Ia seigneurie de Beaujeu/Lacolle
Corporation soreloise du patrimoine regional

New York

Les amis du canal de Chambly

Adirondack North Country Association

Lieu historique national du Fort-Chambly

Adirondack North Country Association Tourism Committee

Lieu historique national du Fort-LennOx

Adirondack Regional Chamber of Commerce

Maison Honore-Mercier

Adirondack Regional Tourism Council

Maison nationale des patriotes

Bolton Landing Chamber of Commerce

Montmusee (Regroupement des institutions

Champlain Canal Scenic Byway
Champlain Valley Heritage Network

mus8ales de Ia Monter8gie)
Musee du Fort Saint-Jean

Chesterfield Chamber of Commerce

Musee regional du Haut-Richelieu

Chestertown Chamber of Commerce

Museobus-Musee communautaire de

Clinton County Chamber of Commerce
Essex Community Heritage Organization

I'Enfance et de Ia Jeunesse
Programme Rues Principales, Saint Jean

Essex County Tourism Department

Societe de gestion des industries culturelles

Fort Edward Chamber of Commerce

Societe d'histoire de Beloeii-Mont-Saint-Hilaire

Friends of the North Country

Societe d'histoire de Cournoyer

Lake Champlain Visitors Center

Societe d'histoire Pierre-de-Sauref

Lake George Chamber of Commerce

Societe d'histoire du Haut-Richelieu

lake Placid/Essex County Visitors Bureau

Societe d'histoire de Montarville

Moriah ChamQer of Commerce

Societe d'histoire des "Riches-Lieux"

Northern Tier Chamber of Commerce

Societe d'histoire de Saint-Basile-le-G rand

NYS Assembly Program Staff- Tourism

Societe d'histoire de Ia Seigneurie de Chambly

NYS Department of Econonlic Development

Societe d'histoire de Ia Vallee du Richelieu

Pride·of Ticonderoga

Societe historique et culturelle de
Richelieu
Quebec Historical Corps

Saint-Anto~ne-sur

Rouses Point Champlain Chamber of Commerce
Saratoga County Chamber of Commerce
Saratoga County Promotion Board
Schroon lake Chamber of Commerce
Ticonderoga Chanlber of Commerce
Warren County Tourism Department
Washington County Tourism Association
Westport Chamber of Commerce
Whitehal,l Chamber of Commerce

APPENDIX A: CURRENT MANAGEMENT AND
PROGRAMS: LISTING AND CONTACT INFORMATION

Vermont

lake Champlain Bikeways

Addison County Chamber of Commerce

Lake Champlain Visitors Center

Arlington Chamber of Commerce

RR1, Box 220, Bridge Road

Bennington Area Chamber of Commerce

Crown Point, NY 12928

Fair Haven Chamber of Commerce

518-597-4464

lake Champlain Regional Chamber ot Commerce
lake Champlain Transportation Company

lake Champlain Byways

Manchester and Mountains Chamber of Commerce

Janet Kennedy, Project Coordinator

Poultney Area Chamber of Commerce

79 Co,u rt Street

Rutland Regional Chamber of Commerce

Middlebury, VT 05753

St. Albans Area Chamber of Commerce

802-388-3141

Swanton Chamber of Commerce
Vergennes Chamber of Commerce

Champl3in Adirondack Biosphere Reserve

Vermont Bicycle Touring

Dr. William Gregg

Vermont Chamber of Commerce

USMAB Directorate

Vermont Department of Travel and Tourism

USDI-National Park Service

Vermont Agency of Development and Community Affairs

PO Box 37127

Vermont Ufe Magaz'1ne

Washington, DC 20013-7127

Vermont Off Beat
Vermont Travel Information Council

Nationa( Park Service Rivers, Trails and

Quebec

Jennifer Waite

Les Associations Touristiques Regionales Associ€es

Vermont Projects Director

Conservation Assistance Program

du Quebec

The King Farm, 5 Thomas Hi\\

Bureau de Tourisme de Chambly

Woodstock, VT 05091

Association Touristique Regionale de Ia Monteregie

802-457-4323

Office du Tourisme et des Congres du Haut-Richelieu
Karl Beard
New York Projects Director

MAJOR PROGRAMS THAT liNK HISTORIC, CULTURAL,
AND NATURAL RESOURCES

Roosevelt-Vanderbilt NHS

519 Albany Post Road
Hyde Park, NY 12538

Regional
Lake Champlain Basin Program
PO Box 204
Grand Isle, VT 05458
802-655-6382

914-229-9115
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New York

STATE INVOLVEMENT

NYS Department-of Transportation
Robert Gwin

New York

NYS-Department of Transportation

The NY OPRHP web page is http://nysparks.state.ny.us.

1220 Washington Avenue

Other primary contact points for NY OPRHP are:

Albany, NY 12232
518-457-4075

NYS Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation
Empire State Plaza, Building 1

Vermont

Albany, NY 12238

Vermont Department of Tourism and Marketing

Bernadette Castro, Commissioner

134 State Street, PO Box 1471

518-474-0443

Montpelrer, VT 05601-1471

J. Winthrop Aldrich
Deputy Commissioner for Historic Preservation

Vermont Department of Forests, Parks and Recreation

518-474-9113

103 South Main Street
Waterbury, VT 05671-0603

NYS Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation

802-241-3655

D Bureau of Historic Sites
.D Collections Care Center

Field Services Bureau

Vermont Department of Housing and Community Affairs

.D

National Life Building

PO Box 189

Drawer 20

Peebles Island

Montpelier, VT 05620-0501

Waterford, NY 12188

802-828-3211

518 237-8643

Loni Ravin

NYS Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation

Enhancements Program

Saratoga-Capitol Region

133 State Street

PO Box W

Montpelier, VT 05633

Saratoga Springs, NY 12866

802-828-3885

518 584-2000

Vermont Housing and Conservation Board

Other New York State agencies with jurisdiction over, or pro-

149 State Street

grams relevant to managing and promoting cultural resources

Montpelier, VT 05602

in the Champlain Valley are:

802-828-3250

New York State Museum
VT Tourism Data Center

3097 Empire Plaza

361, Aiken Center

Albany, NY 12230

University of Vermont

518-597-3666

Burlington, VT 05405

-

--

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

APPENDIX 8: NATIONAL HISTORIC LANDMARKS
AND NATIONAL REGISTER LISTINGS
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NATIONAL HISTORIC LANDMARKS IN THE STUDY AREA
New York
Adirondack Park

Clinton, Essex,
Warren Counties

Canfield Casino and Congress park

Saratoga County

EntertainmenVrecreation, architecture,
community planning and development,

social history
Fort Crown Point

Essex County

Historic, architecture, military

Fort St. Frederic

Essex County

Military, exploration/settlement

Fort TICOnderoga

Essex County

Military, historic, economics

Lemuel Haynes House

Washington County

Black history, religion, politics/government,

Land Tortoise

Warren County

Military, transportation

Owl's Nest

Warren County

Literature

PlattsbUrgh Bay

Clinton County

Historic, military

Saratoga Spa State Park District

Saratoga County

Architecture, conservation,

military

--

landscape architecture, health/medicine

Valcour Bay

Clinton County

Military

Elkanah Watson House

Essex County

Agriculture

Vermont
Robert Frost Farm

Addison County

Literature

Mount Independence

Addison County

Military

Rokeby Museum

Addison County

Underground Railroad

Ticonderoga Steamboat

Chittenden County

Transportation, communication

Emma Willard House

Addison County

Education

Round Church

Chittenden County

Religion, architecture
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NATIONAL REGISTER PROPERTIES IN THE STUDY AREA
(Properties with restricted locations not listed)

The following list represents National Register properties as they existed in 1998. Since that time, numerous additions have
been made to the National Register, especially ih Vermont. Additions made since 1998 are not reflected below.

"Type": D::: district, B =building, S =structure, 0 = objecL

Property Name

County

City

Type

Primary Significance

Addison Baptist Church

Addison

Addison

B

Architecture

Strong, John, House

Addison

Addison

8

Military

Chimney Point Tavem

Addison

Addison

B

Military

Hamilton, John, Farmstead

Addison

Bridport

0

Agriculture

Bristol Downtown Historic District

Addison

Bristol

0

Architecture

Cornwall Town Hall

Addison

Cornwall

B

Architecture

Old Stone Blacksmith Shop

Addison

Cornwall

B

Industry

Waybury Inn

Addison

East Middlebury

8

Architecture

Hawley's Ferry House

Addison

Ferrisburg

B

Architecture

Union Meetinghouse

Addison

Ferrisburg

B

Architecture

Rokeby

Addisoh

Ferrisburg

B

Literature

Field Farm

Addison

Ferrisburg

D

Agriculture

Stagecoach Inn

Addison

Leicester

B

Architecture

School House and Town Hall

Addison

Leicester

B

Architecture

Leicester Meeting House

Addison

Leicester

B

Architecture

Fenn Farm

Addison

Middlebury

0

Agriculture

Halpin Covered Bridge

Addison

Middlebury

Architecture

Pulp Mill Covered Bridge

Addison

Middlebury

s
s

Heights, The

Addison

Middlebury

0

Architecture

Arch Bridge

Addison

Middlebury

s

Engineering

Stone Mill

Addison

Middlebury

8

Industry

Middlebury Village Historic District

Addison

Middlebury

0

Industry

{Boundary Increase}

Addison

Middlebury

0

Religion

Monkton Town Hall

Addison

Monkton

B

Architecture

Architecture

Middlebury Gorge Concrete

Middlebury Village Historic District

Monkton Borough Baptist Church

Addison

Monkton

8

Architecture

New Haven J unct'1on Depot

Addison

New Haven

B

Architecture

Wilcox-Cutts House

Addison

Orwell

B

Agriculture

District School No. 1

Addison

Panton

B

Education

APPENDIX A: CURRENT MANAGEMENT AND
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NYS Canal Corporation

Other Vermont State agencies with jurisdiction over, or pro-

John Platt, Executive Director

grams relevant to managing and promoting cultural resources

200 Southern Blvd

in the Champlain Valley are:

Albany, NY 12209
518-436-2900

Vermont Agency of Natural Resources
Conrad Motyka, Commissioner

Adirondack Park Agency

Department of Forests, Parks and Recreation

PO Box 99

103 South Main St.

Ray Brook, NY 12977

Waterbury, VT 05671

518-891-4050

802-244-3670

Dr. Robert MacKay, Chairman

Vermont Department of Tourism and Marketing

Director, Society for Preservation of Long Island Antiquities

134 State Street

161 Main Street

Montpelier, VT 05602

PO Box 148

802-828-3237

Cold Spring Harbor, NY 11724
Vermont Commission on Native Amer1can Affairs
NYS Department of Environmental Conservation

Jeff Benay, Chairman

Charles Vandrei, Historic Preservation Officer

RR 1, Box 755

Central Office, Room 601

Fairfax, VT 05454

50 Wolfe Road

802-849-6888

Albany, NY 12233
518-457-7433

University of Vermont
Peter Thomas

New York State Military and Naval Affairs

Consulting Archeology Program

330 Old Niskayuna Road

Williams Science Hall

Latham, NY 12110

Burlington, VT 05405

518-786-4630

802-656-3037

Vermont

U n1versity of Vermont

Information on VDHP can be obtained at http://www.uvm.edu/

Thomas Visser

-vhneUhpres/org/vdhp/vdhpl.html or

bY contacting:

Architectural Conservator
Graduate Program in Historic Preservation

Vermont Division of Historic Preservation

Wheeler House

Emily Wadhams, State Historic Preservation Officer

Burlington. VT 05405

Eric Gilbertson, Director

802-656-0577

National Life Building, Drawer 20
Montpelier. VT 05620-0501

802'828-3056
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There are four Regional Planning Commissions in the Vermont

Quebec

portion of the study area.
Ministere de Ia Culture et des Communications
Addison County Regional Planning Commission

Conseil des Monum~nts et Sites du Quebec

Adam Lougee, Interim Director
79 Court St.

Regional Municipal Counties:

Mrddlebury, VT 05753

J La Vallee-du-Richelieu

802-388-3141

~

Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission

D Rouville

Le Bas-Richelieu

} Le Haut-Richelieu

Arthur Hogan, Executive Director

FEDERAL INVOLVEMENT

66 Pearl St.

PO Box 108
Essex Junction, VT 0,5453

United States

802:872-1600

Historic Sites Operated by the Federal Government:

Saratoga National Historic;al Park
Northwest Regional Planning Commission
Catherine Dimitruk, Executive Director

Canada

140 South Main St.

Government agencies with historic and cultural resource

St Albans, VT05478

responsibilities:

802-524-5958

Historic Sites and Monuments Board (advisory to Minister
of Canadian Heritage)

Rutland Regional Planning Commission

~

F.ederal Ministry of Transport (shipwrecks)

Merchants Row-Opera House

National MinistrY of Defense (Fort St. Jean)

PO Box 965

Parks Canada (Fort Lennox, Chambly Canal, Saint-Ours

Rutland, VT 05702

Canal, Fort Chambly)

802-775-0871
Historic sites operated by Canadian government in the four
MRCs,
Chambly Canal, Chambly
Canal St-Ours
Fort Chambly National Historic Site, Chambly
Fort Lennox National Historic Site, L'lle-aux-Noix
Fort St. Jean

---

~--

----------------------------
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Property Name

County

City

Type

Primary Significance

Ripton Community House

Addison

Ripton

B

Architecture

Salisbury Fish Hatchery

Addison

Salisbury

D

Agriculture

Shard Villa

Addison

Salisbury

D

Ar-chitecture

Witherell Farm

Addison

Shoreham

D

Agriculture

and Sarah, Farm

Addison

Shoreham

D

Agriculture

District Six Schoolhouse

Addison

Shoreham

8

Architecture

Larrabee's Point Complex

Addison

Shoreham

6

Architecture

Railroad Bridge

Addison

Shoreham

s

Architecture

Hand's Cove

Addison

Shoreham

B

Military

Addison

Starksboro

6

Architecture

Knight House Complex

Addlson

Starksboro

6

Industry

Starksboro Village Meeting House

Addison

Starksboro Village

B

Architecture

Doolittle, Colonel Ephraim

East Shoreham Covered

South Starksboro Friends
Meeting House and Cemetery
Hoag Gristmill and

Strong, Samuel Paddock, House

Addison

Vergennes

B

Architecture

Strong, Gen. Samuel, House

Addison

Vergennes

B

Architecture

Vergennes Historic District

Addison

Vergennes

D

Industry

Cedar Swamp Covered Bridge

Addison

West Salisbury

s

Engineering

Horse Farm

Addison

Weybridge

0

Agriculture

Honey Hollow Camp

Chittenden

Bolton

0

Arcflitecture

South Union Street Historic D1strict

Chittenden

Burlington

D

Architecture

Pearl Street Histor'rc District

Chittenden

Burlington

0

Architecture

South Willard Street Historic District

Chittenden

Burlington

0

Architecture

Chittenden

Burlington

B

Architecture

Historic District

Chittenden

Burlington

D

Architecture

Wells, Edward, House

Chittenden

Burlington

6

Architecture

Grassemount

Chittenden

Burlington

8

Architecture

Chittenden

Burlington

0

Architecture

Historic District

Chittenden

Burlington

0

Architecture

Winterbotham Estate

Chittenden

Burlington

6

Architecture

Follett House

Chittenden

Burlington

B

Architecture

University of Vermont Morgan

Burlington Montgomery
Ward Building
Head of Church Street

Battery Street Histor1c District
(Boundary Increase)
Main Street-College Street
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Property Name

County

City

Type

Primary Significance

Ethan Allen Engine Company No. 4

Chittenden

Burlington

8

Architecture

U.S. Post Office and Customhouse

Chittenden

Burlington

B

Architecture

Champlain School

Chittenden

Burlington

B

Architecture

Free Library

Chittenden

Burlington

B

J
Architecture

Chitte,nden County Courthouse

Chittenden

Burlington

B

Architecture

Complex

Chittenden

Burlington

B

Architectyre

City Hall Park Historic District

Chittenden

Burlington

D

Architecture

Chittenden

Burlington

B

Architecture

(Boundary Increase)

Chittenden

Burlington

D

Architecture

Allen, Ethan, Homestead

Chittenden

Burlington

B

EXploration/ Settlement

Battery Street Historic District

Chittenden

Burlington

D

Industry

Lakeside Development

Chittenden

Burlington

D

Industry

Wells-Richardson Distr'1ct

Ch'1ttenden

Burl'mgton

D

Industry

Robinson, Daniel Webster, House

Chittenden

Burlington

8

Industry

University Green Historic District

Chittenden

Burlington

D

Landscape Architecture

O!d Ohavi Zedex Synagogue

Chittenden

Burlington

B

Religion

First Methodist Church of Burlington

Chittenden

. Burlington

B

Religion

Carnegie Building of the Fletcher

Wells-Jackson Carriage House

Kelsey, Martin l., House
WinoosKi Falls Mill Historic District

McNeil Homestead

Chittenden

Charlotte

B

Architecture

Tavern on Mutton Hill

Chittenden

Charlotte

B

Arch ·1tecture

Charlotte Center Historic District

Chittenden

Charlotte

D

Architecture

Holmes Creek Covered Bridge

Chittenden

Charlotte

Engineering

Chittenden

East Charlotte

Architecture

. Chittenden

East Charlotte

s
s
s

Quinlan's Covered Bridge
Sequin Covered Bridge

Engineering

Huntington lower Vi!!age Church_

Chittenden

Huntington

B

Architecture

Chittenden, Martin, House

Chittenden

Jericho

B

Architecture

Jericho Village Historic District

Chittenden

Jericho

D

Architecture

Galusha House

Chittenden

Jericho

B

A'rchitecture

Jericho Center HistoriC District

Chittenden

Jericho

D

Architecture

(Boundary Increase)

Chittenden

Jericho

8

Architecture

Old Red Mill and Mi!l House

Chittenden

Jericho

8

Industry

Old Red Mill and Mill House

Bentley, Wilson Alwyn
"Sno~flake",

House

Chitte'nden

Jerico

B

Architecture

Jonesville Academy

Chittenden

Jonesville

B

Architecture

West Milton Bridge

Chittenden

Milton

s

Engineering

,--
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Property Name

County

City

Type

Primary Significance

Bates, Martin M , Farmstead

Chittenden

Richmond

0

Agriculture

Round Church

Chittenden

Richmond

B

Architecture

Wh.ltcomb, M. S , Farm

Chittenden

Richmond

D

Architecture

Richmond Underwear
Company Building

Chittenden

Richmond

B

Architecture

Winooski River Bridge

Chittenden

Richmond

s

Engineering

Tracy, Lee, House

Chittenden

Shelburne

B

Architecture

Shelburne Village Historic District

Chittenden

Shelburne

D

Architecture

Shelburne Farms

Chittenden

Shelburne

B

Landscape Architecture

Johnson, Dan, Farmstead

Chittenden

Williston

D

Agriculture

Murray-lsham Farm

Chittenden

Williston

0

Agriculture

Williston Village Historic District

Chittenden

Williston

D

Architecture

Chittenden, Giles, Farmstead

Chittenden

Williston

D

Architecture

(Boundary Increase)

Chittenden

Wi!liston

D

Eng·lneering

Williston Congregational Church

Chittenden

Williston

B

Religion

Old Stone House

Chittenden

Winooski

B

Architecture

Porter Screen Company

Chittenden

Winooski

B

Industry

Winooski Falls Mill District

Chittenden

Winooski

D

Industry

Winoosk'1 Block

Chittenden

Winooski

B

~eligion

the Good Thief

Clinton

Dannemora

B

Architecture

Keeseville Historic District

Clinton

Keeseville

0

Architecture

Truss Bridge

Clinton

Keeseville

s

Engineering

Valcour Island Lighthouse

Clinton

Peru

B

Maritime History

Winslow-Tumer Carriage House

Clinton

Plattsburgh

B

Architecture

lnfirmed Ladies

Clinton

Plattsburgh

B

Architecture

Court Street Historic District

Clinton

Plattsburgh

0

Architecture

Platt, Charles C., Homestead

Clmton

Plattsburgh

B

Architecture

Wilcox, W. G., House

Clinton

Plattsburgh

B

Arch.ltecture

Williston Village Historic District

Church of St. Dismas,

Double-Span Metal Pratt

Vilas, S. F., Home for Aged &

St. John the Bapti"st R. C.
Church and Rectory

Clinton

Plattsburgh

B

Architecture

Ritchie, Z., House

Clinton

Plattsburgh

B

Architecture

United States Oval Historic District

Clinton

Plattsburgh

0

Architecture

Marshall, Paul, House

Clinton

Plattsburgh

B

Architecture

House at 56 Cornelia Street

Clinton

Plattsburgh

8

Architecture
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Property Name

County

City

Type

Primary Significance

Hawkins Hall

Clinton

Plattsburgh

B

Architecture

Clinton County Courthouse Complex

Clinton

Plattsburgh

B

Arcliitecture

Carpenter, John B., House

Clinton

Plattsburgh

8

Architecture

Brinkerhoff Street Historic District

Clinton

Plattsburgh

D

Architecture

Bailey, William, House

Clinton

Plattsburgh

8

Architecture

Kent-Delord House

Clinton

Plattsburgh

8

Architecture

City Ha!l

Clinton

Plattsburgh

B

Architecture

Old Stone Barracks

Clinton

Plattsburgh

8

Architecture

D & H Railroad Complex

Clinton

Plattsburgh

8

Architecture

D'Youville Academy

Clinton

Plattsburgh

B

Architecture

First Presbyterian Church

Clinton

Plattsburgh

B

Architecture

Poiht, The, Historic District

Clinton

Plattsburgh

8

Military

Hartwell, W. W., House &
Dependencies

Clinton

Plattsburgh

B

Social History

Hand-Hale Historic District

Essex

Elizabethtown

D

Architecture

Church of the Nazarene

Essex

Essex

B

Architecture

Octagonal Schoolhouse

Essex

Essex

8

Education

Essex County Home and Farm

Essex

Essex

B

Architecture

Essex Village Historic District

Essex

Essex

D

Architecture

lronville Histor'1c o·1strict

Essex

lronville

D

Arch ·1tectu re

Rembrandt Hall

Essex

Keeseville

B

Architecture

Tomlinson House

Essex

Keeseville

B

Architecture

U.S. Post Office-Lake Placid

Essex

Lake Placid

B

Architecture

Brown, John, Farm

Essex

Lake Placid

D

Politics/Government

Witherbee Memorial Hall

Essex

Mineville

8

Architecture

Camp Santanoni

Essex

Newcomb

B

Architecture

Van Ornam & Murdock Block

Essex

Port Henry

B

Architecture

Morgan Cottage

Essex

Saranac lake

B

Architecture

Clark, Peyton, Cottage

Essex

Saranac Lake

B

Health/Medicine

L~me Cottage

Essex

Saranac Lake

B

Health/Medicine

Pittenger Cottage

Essex

Saranac Lake

8

Health/Medicine

Trudeau Sanatorium

Essex

Saranac Lake

D

Health/Medicine

La rom-Welles Cottage

Essex

Saranac Lake

B

Health/Medicine

Highland Park -Historic District

Essex

Saranac Lake

D

Health/Medicine

Leetch, Dr. Henry, House

Essex

Saranac Lake

B

Health/Medicine

Bogie Cottage

Essex

Saranac Lake

8

Health/Medicine

Fallon Cottage Annex

Essex

Saranac Lake

B

Health/Medicine

Barngalow

Essex

Saranac Lake

B

Health/Medicine
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Property Name

County

City

Type

Primary Significance

Marvin Cottage

Essex

Saranac Lake

B

Health/Medicine

Kennedy Cottage

Essex

Saranac Lake

B

Health/Medicine

Denny Cottage

Essex

Saranac Lake

B

Health/Medicine

Stevenson Cottage

Essex

Saranac Lake

8

Health/Medicine

Partridge Cotti:lge

Essex

Saranac Lake

8

Health/Medicine

Marquay Cottage

Essex

Saranac Lake

8

Health/Medicine

Coulter Cottage

Essex

Saranac Lake

B

Health/Medicine

Lent Cottage

Essex

Saranac Lake

8

Health/Medicine

Will Rogers Memorial Hospital

Essex

Saranac Lake

8

Social H1story

Fried, Samson, Estate

Essex

Severance

8

Architecture

Hancock House

Essex

Ticonderoga

B

Architecture

Paper Company Office

Essex

Ticonderoga

B

Architecture

Gilligan and Stevens Block

Essex

Ticonderoga

B

Architecture

Ticonderoga National Bank

Essex

Ticonderoga

8

Architecture

Commun1ty Bu1ld1ng

Essex

Ticonderoga

8

Architecture

Black Watch Library

Essex

Ticonderoga

8

Architecture

Ticonderoga Pulp and

NYS Armory

Essex

Ticonderoga

B

Architecture

Ticonderoga High School

Essex

Ticonderoga

8

Architecture

Central School

Essex

Ticonderoga

B

Architecture

Delano. Clayton H., House

Essex

Ticonderoga

B

Architecture

Clark House

Essex

Ticonderoga

B

Architecture

Moore, S1las B., Gr1stmJir'

Essex

Ticonderoga

B

Architecture

U.S. Post Office-Ticonderoga

Essex

Ticonderoga

B

Architecture

Lake George Avenue H1storic District

Essex

Ticonderoga

D

Architecture

Amherst Avenue Historic District

Essex

Ticonderoga

D

Architecture

Ferris House

Essex

Ticonderoga

8

Architecture

Burleigh, H. G., House

Essex

Ticonderoga

8

Architecture

Liberty Monument

Essex

Ticonderoga

0

Art

PAD Factory. The

Essex

Ticonderoga

B

Industry

State Theater

Essex

Ticonderoga

8

Architecture

Camp Dudley Road Historic District

Essex

Westport

D

Agriculture

Society Church of Westport

Essex

Westport

B

Architecture

Sheldon-Owens Farm

Essex

Willsboro

D

Agriculture

First Congregational and P(esbyterian

Adsit Log House

Essex

Willsboro

B

Architecture

Willsboro Congregational Church

Essex

Willsboro

B

Architecture

Aiken, Abraham, House

Essex

Willsboro

B

Architecture
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Property Name

County

City

Type

Primary Significance

Edgewater Farm

Essex

Willsboro Point

B

Architecture

West Berkshire School

Franklin

Berkshire

B

Architecture

East Fairfield Covered Bridge

Franklin

East Fairfield

Engineering

Hopkins Covered Bridge

Franklin

Enosburg

s
s

Kendall, Dr. 8, J., Company

Franklin

Enosburg

B

Industry

Enosburg Opera House

Franklin

Enosburg Falls

B

Architecture

Fairfax Covered Bridge

Franklin

Fairfax

s

Engineering

Fletcher Union Church

Franklin

Fletcher

B

Religion

Ballard Farm

Franklin

Georgia

D

Agriculture

Evarts-McWilliams House

Franklin

Georgia

B

Arch.ltecture

St. John's Episcopal Church

Franklin

Highgate Falls

B

Architecture

Truss Iron Bridge

Franklin

Highgate Falls

s

Engineering

St. Bartholomew's Episco-pal Church

Franklin

Montgomery

B

Architecture

Douglas & Jarvis

Engineering

Patent Parabolic

Montgomery House

Franklin

Montgomery

B

Architecture

Fuller Covered Bridge

Franklin

Montgomery

Engineer'1ng

Longley Covered Bridge ,

Franklin

Montgomery

West Hill Covered Bridge

Franklin

Montgomery

ComstocK Covered Bridge

FranKlin

Montgomery

Hutchins Covered Bridge

Franklin

Montgomery Center

Hectorville Covered Bridge

Franklin

Montgomery Center

s
s
s
s
s
s

Boright, Sheldon, House

Franklin

Richford

B

Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Architecture

Missisquoi River Bridge

Franklin

Richford

s

Engineering

Downtown Richford Historic District

Franklin

Richford

D

Industry

Warner Home

Franklin

St. Albans

B

Architecture

Hathaway's Tavern

Franklin

St. Albans

B

Architecture

Richwood Estate

Franklin

St. Albans

B

Architecture

Headquarters

Franklin

St. Albans

D

Architecture

HoUghton House

Franklin

St. Albans

B

Architecture

St. Albans Historic District

Franklin

St. Albans

D

Industry

L'Ecole Saintes-Anges

Franklin

St. Albans

B

Religion

Rockledge

Franklin

Swanton

B

Architecture

Swanton Covered Railroad Bridge

Franklin

Swanton

s

Engineering

Hyde Log Cabin

Grand Isle

Grand Isle

B

Architecture

Gordon-Center House

Grand Isle

Grand Isle

B

Architecture

Sciuth Hero Inn

Grand Isle

South Hero

B

Architecture

Mountain View Stock Farm

Rutland

Benson

D

Agriculture

Central Vermont Railroad
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Property Name

County

City

Type

Primary Significance

Benson Village

Rutland

Benson

D

Agriculture

Rutland

Brandon

Architecture

Dean Covered Bridge

Rutland

Brandon

s
s

Forestdale Iron Furnace

Rutland

Brandon

s

Historic - Non-Aboriginal

Brandon- Vif!age Historic District

Rutland

Brandon

D

Industry

Hydeville School

Rutland

Castleton

8

Architecture

Sanderson

Co~ered

Bridge

Architecture

Castleton Village Historic District

Rutland

Castleton

0

Architecture

Castleton Medical College Building

Rutland

Castleton

B

Architecture

Clarendon Congregational Church

Rutland

Clarendon

B

Architecture

Cold River Bridge

Rutland

Clarendon

s

Engineering

Clarendon House

Rutland

Clarendon Springs

B

Architecture

Danby Village Historic District

Rutland

Danby

D

Architecture

Kingsley Covered Bridge

Rutland

East Clarendon

s

Engineering

East Poultney Historic District

Rutland

East Poultney

0

Architecture

Fair Haven Green Historic District

Rutland

Fair Haven

D

Industry

Crowley Cheese Factory

Rutland

Healdville

B

Industry

Hubbardton Battlefield

Rutland

Hubbardton

s

Military

Middletown Springs Historic District

Rutlanp

Middletown Springs

0

Architecture

Brown Covered Bridge

Rutland

North Clarendon

s

Architecture

Allen, Nathan, House

Rutland

Pawlet

B

Architecture

Hammond Covered Bridge

Rutland

Pittsford

s

Architecture

Pittsford Green Historic District

Rutland

Pittsford

B

Architecture

Palmer, Thomas H., House

Rutland

Pittsford

B

Architecture

Colburn Bridge

Rutland

Pittsford

Engineering

Depot Covered Bridge

Rutland

Pittsford

Engineering

Cooley Covered Bridge

Rutland

Pittsford

s
s
s

Poultney Central School

Rutland

Poultney

B

Architecture

Poultney Main Street Historic District

Rutland

Poultney

D

Architecture

Engineering

Marble Bridge

Rutland

Proctor

Rutland

Proctor

s
s

Engineering

Gorham Covered Bridge
Rutland Courthouse Historic District

Rutland

Rutland

0

Architecture

Proctor-Clement House

Rutland

Rutland

B

Architecture

Engineering

Longfellow School

Rutland

Rutland

B

Architecture

PerKins, Arthur, House

Rutland

Rutland

8

Architecture

Rutland Downtown Historic District

Rutland

Rutland

D

Architecture

Clementwood

Rutland

Rutland

8

Industry

Rutland

Rutland

B

Religion

St. Peter's Church and
Mount St. Joseph Convent Complex
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City
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Baxter, H. H., Memorial Library

Rutland ·

Rutland

B

Religion

Mission of the Church of Our Savior

Rutland

Sherburne

0

Architecture

Sudbury School No.3

Rutland

Sudbury

B

Architecture

Sudbury Congregational U1urch

Rutland

Sudbury

8

Architecture

Hyde's Hotel

Rutland

Sudbury

8

Architecture

Tinmouth Historic District

Rutland

Tin mouth

0

Agriculture

Hager Farm

Rutland

Wallingford

B

Agriculture

Fox-Cook Farm

Rutland

Wallingford

B

AgricUlture

Waldo, Homer, Farm

Rutland

Wallingford

B

Agriculture

Rural Otter Creek VaUey Historic District Rutland

WaUingford

0

Agriculture
Agriculture

Hall, Gen. Robinson, House

Rutland

Wallingford

~B

Hulett Farm

Rutland

Wallingford

B

Agriculture

Wallingford Main Street Historic District Rutland

Wallingford

0

Architecture

Wells Village Schoo_l

Wells

B

Architecture

Rutland

Smith, Simeon, Mansion

Rutland

West Haven

0

Architecture

Smith, Simeon, House

Rutland

West Haven

8

Architecture

Marble Street Historic District

Rutland

West Rutland

0

Architecture

West Rutland Town Hall

Rutland

West Rutland

8

Architecture

Verbeck House

Saratoga

Ballston Spa

B

Architecture

Union Mill Complex

Saratoga

Ballston Spa

B

Architecture

U.S. Post Office-Ballston Spa

Saratoga

. Ballston Spa

B

Architecture

Brookside

Saratoga

Ba_llston Spa

6

Exploration/Settlement

Charlton Historic District

Saratoga

Charlton

D

Arch'ite.cture

Vischer Ferry Historic District

Saratoga

Clifton Park

0

Architecture

of Gansevoort

Saratoga

Gansevoort

B

Architecture

Gansevoort Mansion

Saratoga

Gansevoort

B

Commerce

Hadley Parabolic Bridge

Saratoga

Hadley

Engineering

Ruhle Road Stone Arch Bridge

Saratoga

Malta

s
s

Monument and Grave

Saratoga

MechanicVille

0

Military

Grant Cottage

Saratoga

Mount McGregor

B

Architecture

Round Lake Historic District

Saratoga

Round Lake

0

Architecture

West Side Historic District

Saratoga

Saratoga Springs

0

Architecture

U.S. Post Office-Saratoga Springs

Saratoga

Saratoga Springs

B

Architecture

Todd, Hiram Charles, House

Saratoga

Saratoga Springs

8

Architecture

Saratoga

Saratoga Springs

0

Architecture

Dutch Reformed Church

Transportation

Ellsworth, Col. Elmer E.,

Broadway Historic District
(Boundary Increase II)
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Property Name _

County

City

Type

Primary Significance

Broadway Historic District
{Boundary Increase)

Saratoga

Saratoga Springs

0

Architecture

East Side Histor'lc District

Saratoga

Saratoga Springs

D

Arch'1tecture

Broadway Historic District

Saratoga

Saratoga Springs

0

Architecture

Union Avenue Historic District

Saratoga

Saratoga Springs

D

Architecture

Drinkhall, The

Saratoga

Saratoga Springs

8

Architecture

Pure Oil Gas Station

Saratoga

Saratoga Springs

8

Architecture

Franklin Square HistO(iC District

Saratoga

Saratoga Springs

0

Architecture

Parks-Bentley House

Saratoga

South Glens Falls

8

Exploration/Settlement

Champlain Canal

Saratoga

Troy

0

Transportation

Waterford Village Historic District

Saratoga

Waterford

0

Architecture

Northside Historic District

Saratoga

Waterford

0

Architecture

Textile Companies Mill

Saratoga

Waterford

B

Architecture

Peebles (Peebles) Island

Saratoga

Waterford

0

Prehistoric

Sagamore Hotel Complex

Warren

Bolton Landing

B

Architecture

Chestertown Historic District

Warren

Chestertown

0

Architecture

Potter, Ephraim B., House

Warren

Glens Falls

8

Architecture

Shirt Company Building

Warren

Glens Falls

8

Arctlitecture

_Parry, John E., House

Warren

Glens Falls

8

Architecture

Parks, George H., House

Warren

Glens Falls

8

Architecture

Little, Russell M., House

Warren

Glens Falls

8

Architecture

B

Architecture

Ormsby-Laughlin

Peyser and Morrison

Hyde House

Warren

Glens Falls

Rugge, A. S., House

Warren

Glens Falls

6

Architecture

Krum, Hiram, House

Warren

Glens Falls

8

Architecture

Rosekrans, Enoch, House

Warren

Glens Falls

8

Architecture

St. Mary's Academy

Warren

Glens Falls

B

Architecture

Smith Flats

Warren

Glens Falls

8

Architecture

Society of Friends Hall

Warren

Glens Falls

B

Architecture

Stilwell, Thomas, House

Warren

Glens Falls

B

Architecture

Three Squares Historic District

Warren

Glens Falls

0

Architecture

House at 216 Warren Street

Warren

Glens Falls

8

Architecture

Wilmarth, Martin L. C., House

Warren

Glens Falls

B

Architecture

First Presbyterian Church

Warren

Glens Falls

B

Architecture

Wing, Helen, House

Warren

Glens Falls

B

Architecture

Warren

Glens Falls

8

Architecture

Warren

Glens Falls

B

Architecture

Wait, F.

W., House

18th Separate Company Armory
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Property Name

County

City

Type

Primary Significance

Sherman House

Warren

Glens Falls

B

Architecture

Argent Apartments

Warren

Glens Falls

B

Architecture

Bemis Eye Sanitarium Complex

Warren

Glens Falls

B

Architecture

Birdsall, Stephen T., House

Warren

Glens Falls

B

Aryhitecture

Burnham, Thomas, House

Warren

Glens Falls

B

Architecture

Colvin, Addison B., House

Warren

Glens Falls

B

Architect~;~re

Cowles, W.T., House

Warren

Glens Falls

B

Architecture

Cunningham House

Warren

Glens Falls

B

Architecture

Fredella Avenue Historic District

Warren

Glens Falls

D

Architecture

Dix, James L., House

Warren

Glens Falls

B

Architecture

Hoopes House

Warren

Glens Falls

B

Architecture

Ferguson, Dr. James, Office

Warren

Glens Falls

B

Architecture

Foster, Dr. Charles A., House

Warren

Glens Falls

B

Architecture

House and Garage

Warren

Glens Falls

B

Architecture

Glens Falls High School

Warren

Glens Falls

B

Architecture

Glens Falls Home for Aged Women

Warren

Glens Falls

B

Architecture

Goodman, Stephen L., House

Warren

Glens Falls

B

Architecture

Delong, Zopher, House

Fredella, Joseph J.,

Warren

Glens Falls

B

Architecture

Glens Falls Feeder Canal

Warren

Glens Falls

s

Engineering

Ordway, Jones, House

Warren

Glens Falls

B

Industry

Warren

Glens Falls

B

Industry

Warren

Glens-Falls

B

Industry

· McEchron, William, House
Joubert and White Building

Warren

Lake George

B

Architecture

Courthouse Complex

Warren

Lake George

B

Architecture

U.S. Post Office-Lake George

Warren

Lake George

B

Art

Railroad Station Complex

Warren

N9rth Creek

B

Architecture

Silver Bay Association Complex

Warren

Silver Bay

B

Architecture

Peabody, Royal C., Estate
Old Warren County

North Creek

MaGee, Merrill, House

Warren

Warrensburg

B

Architecture

Warrensburg Mills Historic District

Warren

Warrensburg

D

Architecture

Buskirk Covered Bridge

Washington

Buskirk

s

Engineering

Cambridge Historic District

Washington

Cambridge

D

Architecture

Eagleville Covered Bridge

Washington

Eagleville

s

Engineering

Chapel a,nd Ascension Rock

Washington

Fair Haven

D

Architecture

Old Fort House

Washington

Fort Edward

B

Architecture

Miller, William,
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Property Name

County

City

Type

Primary Significance

U.S. Post Office-Granville

Washington

Granville

8

Architecture

U.S. Post Office-Hudson Faf!s

Washington

Hudson Falls

8

Architecture

Hudson Falls Historic District

Washington

Hudson Falls

0

Architecture

Rexleigh Covered Bridge

Washington

Jackson

s

Engineering

Salem Historic District

Washington

Salem

0

Architecture

DeRidder Homestead

Washington

Schuylerville

8

Agriculture

Shushan Covered Bridge

Washington

Shushan

s

Engineering

White Creek Historic District

Washington

White Creek

0

Architecture

U.S. Post Office-Whitehall

Washington

Whitehall

B

Architecture

Main Street Historic District

Washington

Whitehall

0

Architecture

Potter, Judge Joseph, House

Washington

Whitehall

8

Architecture

Whitehall Armory

Washington

Whitehall

8

Military
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NEW YORK

Chittenden County
Camel's Hump--midway between Burlington and Montpelier

Saratoga County

and extending into Washington County. An exceptional ill us-

Petrified Gardens-four miles west of Saratoga Springs. The

tration of the complex anticlinal deformation which formed

area incru·des the best exposure of calcareous algae

the.Green Mountains and the altitude-related zonation of its

{cryptozoon) fossil reefs, which are a milestone in the 8\IO\u-

biota, containing tile second largest extent of alpine tundra

tion of plant life. (April 1967) Owner: private.

vegetation in Vermont. (April 1968) Owner: state.

VERMONT

Mount Mansfield Natural Area---three mi\es east of Underhill
Center and extending into Lamoille County. An isolated, mini-

Addison County

mally disturbed site with virgin spruce fir forest on its upper

Battell Biological Preserve-fo.,ur miles east of Middlebury. A

slopes and an exceptional alpine tundra area on the summit

rare, undisturbed, virgin hemlock northern hardwoods climax

ridge. {April 1980) Owner: state, private.

forest. (May 1976) Owner: private.

Franklin County
Cornwall Swamp---two miles southeast of Cornwall. The larg-

Franklin Bog-one mile east-northeast of Franklin. A mag-

est unbroken red maple swamp in the state. {November 1973)

nificent example of an unspoiled, large, cold northern sphag-

Owner: state, private.

num-heath bog. {May 1973) Owner: private

Little Otter Creek Marsh-two m11es north-northwest of

Rutland County

Ferrisburg. An outstanding. unspoiled example of a shallow

Gifford Woods--nine miles northeast of Rutland. A prime ex-

water marsh maintaining itself under prevailing natural condi-

ample of an undisturbed, old-growth northern hardwood cli-

tions. (May 1973) Owner: state, private.

max forest. (Apri11980) Owner: state.
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APPENDIX D: STATE AND OTHER MAJOR PARKS, FORESTS, WilDLIFE REFUGES,
MAJOR PRIVATE RECREATIONAL AREAS, MAJOR TRAIL NETWORKS

The following lists are representative and not intended to be
complete

or inclusive.

Paradox Lake
Eagle Point
Lake Harris

STATE AND OTHER MAJOR PARKS AND

Hearthstone Point

RECREATION AREAS

Lake George Battleground
Luzerne

New York
t Cultural and Historic Properties

NYS Department of Environmental Conservation Public

Camp Santar1oni

Lands

Crown Point

D Wilderness Areas

John Brown Farm

Jay Mountain

Lake George Battlefield Park

Giant Mountain

Adirondack Fire Towers

McKenzie Mountain

land Tortoise Submerged Heritage Preserve

High Peaks

Sunken Fleet of 1758 Submerged Heritage Preserve

Hoffman Notch

Champlain II Submerged Heritage Preserve

Siamese Ponds

Forward Underwater Classroom

Pharaoh Lake

State Parks
t Wild Forest Areas

II Clinton County

Blue Mountain

AuSable Point

Vanderwacker ty1ountain

Point au Roche

Lake George

Cumberland Bay

Hammond Pond

Crab Island

Wilcox Lake

McComb Reservation
Valcour Island

D Primitive Areas
Valcour/Schuyler Island
Hudson Gorge

t Public Campground and Day Use Areas

II Washington County
lake lauderdale

II Saratoga County

Ausable Point

Moreau Lake

Taylor Pond

Peebles Island

Meadowbrook

Saratoga Spa

Wilmington Notch

Poke-0-Moonshine
Lincoln Pond
Sharp Bridge

Crown Point
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VERMONT

)I

Rutland County
Big Branch

State Parks

Brandon Brook

•

Chittenden Brook

Grand Isle County
Alburg Dunes

CCCs

Grand Isle

Moosalamoo

Knight Island

Robert Frost Wayside

North Hero

White Rocks

I Franklin County

MAJOR TRAil NETWORKS

Burton Island

Kill Kare

Lake Champlain Paddlers' Trail

Lake Carmi

In the last several years a Paddlers' Trail along the length of

Woods Island

Lake Champlain has been' identified and promoted. Geared to
canoe and kayak enthusiasts, the trail is a series of recom-

' Chittenden County

mended ac-cess points, routes, and camping sites along the

York, and Quebec shorelines. More informa-

Malletts Bay

-Vermont, New

Mt. Philo

tion can be obtained from the Lake Champlain Committee, 14

Sand Bar

South Williams St., Burlington, VT 05401, tel, 18021 658-1414.

I Addison County

lake Champlain Bikeways

Bran bury

Lake Champlain Bikeways is a public/private initiative to cre-

Button Bay

ate a netvvork of interconnected bicycle routes on existing roads

DAR Park

around Lake Cha'!lplain in Ne\N York, Vermont. and the Upper

Kingsland Bay

Richelieu Valley in Quebec. To date, a 350-mile principal route

around the entire lake and along the Richelieu River to Chambly,
I Rutland County

Quebec has been identified and mapped. When complete,

Bomoseen

the network will also include a number of side "theme" loops

Gifford Woods

offering opportunities to explore natural and cultural attrac-

Half Moon Pond

tions in the villages and countryside. More information can be

Lake St. Catherine

obtained from Lake Champlain Bikeways Clearinghouse c/o
Lake Champlain Visitors Center,

NATIONAl FOREST RECREATION AREAS

bikeways/.
~ Addison County

Fal}s of Lana
Hancock Overlook
Silver Lake
Texas Falls

RRl Box 220, Crown Point,

NY 12928 and via their web site: http://www.lakeplacid.com/

r-
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La Route verte

La Route verte is a network of bicycle paths, paved shoulders,

and quiet country roads that eventually will link all of Quebec
to promote tourism and outdoor recreation. Five hundred kilo-

meters of bicycle path were laid out in 1997 and another 500
kilometers are planned in 1998. The path network is to link
with other provinces and states- including New York and Vermont. The 22nd Annual Conference of New England Governors and the Eastern Canadian Premiers endorsed the
concept It is predicted that users of the Quebec portion of
the network will spend approximately 41 million (Canadian)
dollars a year. More information can be obtained from Vela
Quebec, 1251 Rue Rachel Est, Montreal, Quebec H2J2J9 and
via their web site: http://www.velo.qc.ca/route_verte/.

New York
Adirondack Park Trail System
AuSable Valley Promotional Bike Loop
Champlain Canal Trait
Glens Falls Feeder Canal Trails
Northville-Lake Placid Trail
North Country Trail
Route 22/9N Essex and Clinton County Adirondack North
County Association Trail
Saratoga County Heritage Trails

Vermont
Appalachian Trail
Catamount Trail
Chittenden County Greenways System
Green Mountain National Forest Trails
Long Trail
Moosalamoo Trail
Missisquoi Valley Rail Trail
Vermont Association of Snow Travelers Trail Network
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APPENDIX E: SUMMARY OF REPORT "INTERNATIONAL CORRIDORS OF CULTURE:
ESTABLISHING A HERITAGE CORRIDOR IN THE CHAMPLAIN/RICHELIEU VALUY"

(Excerpt from Report prepared by Anne Drost tor the National

procedures that apply_ Second. my report focuses on the

Park Service, 1998)

Champlain/Richelieu Valley Corridor initiative and describes,
for the benefit of decision-makers in the United States, the

INTRODUCTION

· . administrative and legal framework in Quebec concerning
heritage resources. Similar regimes in Canada and Quebec

A proposal initially put forward by Senator Jeffords of Vermont

are described. Third, different international corridor models

to recognize an international heritage corridor along the his-

are analyzed, and several priorities and strategies are identi-

toric waterway and the adjacent lands of the Upper Hudson

fied that would contribute to the realization of an international

River, Lake George, Lake Champlain, and the Richelieu River (the

heritage corridor project in the Champlain/Richelieu Valley.

Champlain/Richelieu Valley) is currently being studied by the
National Park Service (NPS). A heritage corridor includes sites

HERITAGE CORRIDORS: AN OVERVIEW

and landscapes that are both geographically and thematically

Throughout history, people have created routes that they have

related and provide unique frameworks for understanding the

used to explore new territories, move goods between different

historical, cultural, and natural development of communities

trading regions, conduct military expeditions, and settle com-

and their surroundings; its second8ry purpose is to enhance

munities. Some famous examples include the Silk Road of

the economy by encouraging tourism development. Linked

the Far East, the pilgrimage route from Rome to Lourdes, and

together, the rich cultural landscapes and historic sites in the

the Mayan Trail through Central America. River and lake sys-

Champlain/Richelieu Valley recount an important part of the

tems provide ready means of transport in and across many

formative history of the United States and Canada and the

countries. The Nile. the Jordan River to the Dead Sea, the

relationships among early French and English explorers and

Ganges, and the Danube are examples of water routes that

settlers, First Nation peoples, and the natural landscape.

play a· central role in the history and culture of societies.

Preliminary discussions regarding this cross-boundary ini-

In recent years, there has been a growing interest in recog-

tiative have met with great interest. Participants have included

nizing and preserving the natural and cultural values of these

U.S. federal officials, Canadian federal officials, state officials

linear landscapes and in linking together events and sites for

of New York Jnd Vermont, and officials of the Quebec govern-

a better understanding of history as a dynamic and interrelated

ment. The International Corridor initiative clearly has great

process. This interest is manifested in the increasing numbers

potential for improving the promotion and protection of

of heritage corridors that are being recognized in many parts

cultural and natural resources and further solidifying cross-

of the world and, more particularly, in North America.

boundary relations. However, before proceeding further towards

Heritage corridor designation is a relatively new concept in

formally recognizing a Champlain/Richelieu Valley Heritage

the United States. At present, a general congressional enact-

Corridor, several questions must be addressed concerning the

ment respecting heritage corridors and heritage areas does

process and protocol that should be followed in extending a

not exist. Draft legislation has been before Congress during

heritage corridor across international boundaries.

the past two sessions but has not yet been passed into law.

This report has three purposes. First, given that heritage

Yet since 1984, Congress has designated approximately seven-

corridor designation is a relatively recent program in the United

teen heritage corridors and heritage areas through the passing

States, and little has been written on the subject, I provide a

of specific bills for each designated area.

brief summary of the policy behind the program and the
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DEFINITION, GOALS, AND PROCEDURE

(2) the corridor is formally designated; (3) a management plan

Heritage Areas are defined in draft legislation pending before

is prepared and adopted; and (4} the plan is implemented

U.S. Congress as follows:

and on-going monitoring is put into place. The process used
in the United States to designate a heritage corridor is similar

A place designated by Congress where natural, cultural,

to the process used in Canada to designate a heritage river, as

historic, and recreational resources combine to form a cohe-

will be described below in more detaiL

sive, nationally distinctive landscape arising lrom patterns
of human activity shaped by geography These patterns

THE CHAMPLAIN/RICHEL!EU VALLEY REGION

make N;;Jtionaf Heritage Areas representative of the national

In North America, the great water system of the Hudson River,

experience through the physical features that remain and

Lake George, Lake Champlain, Richelieu River and St.

the traditions that have evolved in the areas. Continued

Lawrence may be considered North America's most signifi-

use of National Heritage Areas by people whose traditions

cant historic water highway. This large area _delineated for the

helped shape the landscapes enhances their significance. 1

purpose of the NPS Heritage Corridor study includes the Upper Hudson River, Lake George, Lake Champlain, an~ the ad-

This definition of heritage areas applies equally to heritage .. jacent counties in New York and Vermont, as indicated in the
corridors, which is a term generally used to describe historic

map below. Across the border, the corridor boundaries along

routes of transportation such as rivers or canals.

the Richelieu River to Sorel (or to Montreal) have yet to be

The policy underlying the creation of heritage corridors is

defined through further collaborations with communities, offi-

that the historical context and the interrelationships among

cials in Quebec and in the federal government. To be consis-

events and sites are as important, if not more so, than the

tent with the boundaries in New York and l{ermont, it may be

individual parts alone. To build the links among heritage sites,

appropriate to include the Regional Municipal Counties or

partnerships must be formed among the various public and

MRCs (municipalites regionales de comte}. Four ofthese MRCs

private entities holding an interest in these different sites.

would likely fall within the boundaries of a heritage corridor

Formal designation of a heritage corridor has. three broad

that follows the Richelieu River from Lake Champlain to the

purposes: (1) to enhance and protect cultural landscapes and

St. Lawrence River and includes the municipalities on either

historic sites; (2) to improve historical understanding and

side of the River. These MRCs are: (1) Li:I Vauee-du-Richel(eu,

heritage appreciation; and (3) to stimulate community and

(2) Le Bas-Richelieu, (3) Le Haut-Richelieu, and (4) RouviUe.

economic development.

The

cultur~l

resources iri U1is region, both on land and

Given the lack of a general. legal framework in the United

underwater, provide a tangible link to a rich and diverse past.

States, the process for designating heritage corridors is rela-

They include important sacred aboriginal sites dating from as

tively flexible. The Department of the Interior acting through

early as 10,000 B.C. Lake Champlain and its rocks are integral

the National Park Service is nqrmally involved at the outset to

to the AbenakLtraditions and are central to their creation sto-

study the proposal and remains involved for a period of time

ries. The Lake and its tributaries have long served as important

to provide technical assistance and financial support. In the

transportation routes for Abenakis, Mohawks, and Mahicans.

national program, Congress adopts a special bill that desig-

Samuel de Champlain sailed up the St. Lawrence and en-

nates a region as a "heritage corridor" and assigns a manage-

tered the Richelieu River in 1603. On a return voyage, he

ment entity to it. The management entity is charged with pre-

reached Lake Champlain in 1609. This marked the beginning

paring and implementing a management plan.

of European exploration and settlement that intensified over

/

The steps involved in the process may be divided into four

the next two centuries. 2 Forts, shipwrecks, and historic land-

stages: (1) a feasibility study and site inventory is prepared;

scapes throughout this region recount the history of French

APPENDIX E: SUMMARY OF REPORT "INTERNATIONAL CORRIDORS OF CULTURE:
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and English conflict in North America. This region may be

narrower than the watershed and reach farther north into

considered as the birthplace of the United States and Canada.

Quebec. Ideally, the boundanes for the corridor would include the

Infrastructures, such as mills, bridge, and railway stations,

resources that reflect the historical themes of significance that

represent early development of industry, transportation, and

are identified for the Champlain/Richelieu Valley Corridor.
On September 8, 1995, Senator Jeffords of Vermont intro-

recreation.
The designation and promotion of international heritage

duced the Champlain Valley Heritage Corridor Study bill to

corridors in other parts of North America, and, indeed, in other

Congress 3 Although the bill was never adopted, the Secretary

parts of the world, assist greatly in the development of heri-

of the Interior, acting through the National Park Service, re-

tage tourism. Coupled with measures to protect cultural and

ceived presidential authorization to conduct an mventory of

natural sites. designation of a heritage corridor in the

early settlement sites to determine whether heri!age corridor

Champlain/Richelieu Valley would help bring significant long-

designation is feasible. These include Native American sa-

term economic benefits to the region.

cred s1tes and the sites associated with American/Canadian
and First Nation peoples history of exploration, conflict, and

CROSS-BOUNDARY, RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

cooperation. Considering that the rich cultural heritage of the

Cross-boundary management of natural and cultural resources

Champlain/Richelieu Valley has local, regional, national, and

in the Champlain/Richelieu Valley is in its early stages follow-

mternational significance, Senator Jeffords has stressed the

ing the signing of a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)

importance of recognizing the common history shared among

by the Governors of New York and Vermont and the Premier

people living on both sides of the political border

of Quebec 1n 1988, which was renewed in 1992 and 1996.
This MOU provides, among other responsibilities, that the two

ADMINISTRATIVE & LEGAL FRAMEWORK IN QUEBEC

States and Province will coordinate planning and pollution

Several multijurisdictional issues are raised over the manage-

control to restore and protect natural and cultural resources

ment of cultural and natural heritage in the Richelieu River

in the Lake Champlain watershed. The 1996 Lake Champlain

and along its banks. This section is intended to help assist

Management Plan. "Opportunities for Action," was adopted

U.S. officials in understanding how heritage resource man-

following public consultations; the plan identifies specific goals

agement is organized in Quebec among the va,rious levels of

for managing recreational development and promoting and

government and through several programs created in Quebec

protecting cultural heritage resources.

and at the federal level.

Her1tage corridor designation of the Champlain/Richelieu

The federal government owns and manages a number of

Valley would complement the Lake Champlain Basin Program

historical sites a" long the river that would fall under the themes

and help in implementing certain goals specified in the Basin's

of military history, early settlements. and transportation. These

Management Plan. Heritage corridor designation, however.

sites 1nclude Fort Lennox. Fort Chambly, Fort St. Jean, and the

differs from the Lake Champlain Basin Program in several

Chambly and Saint Ours Canals. The federal government also

impor·tant ways. First, the rna in focus of the hentage cor-ridor

has jurisdiction over navigable vvaters. The Government of Que-

is cultural and natural heritage values, while the Lake

bec, regional, and local governments all have important roles

Champlain Basin Program has a strong scientific and envi-

and responsibilities in managing cultural and natural sites. Many

ronmental focus. Second, it is very likely that the geographi-

sites in the Richelieu Valley are classified as Historic Monu-

cal boundaries of an eventual heritage comdor would not be

ments under the Quebec Cultural Property Act, including the

the same as the basin program, which is defined

Maison Nationale des Patriotes and the Lacolle BJockhaus

1n

terms of

the Lake Champlain watershed. The boundaries of the heritage

Two programs created by the Quebec government may apply

comdor remain to be fixed, but it is likely that they would be

in the implementation of a heritage corridor in the R1chelieu
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Valley. The first program, the "politique culturelle" (cultural

dance with their respective jurisdictions and in association

policy) is, in many ways, similar to the Certified local Govern-

with the local interests.

ment {CLG) Program in New York and Vermont. It is available

The park region includes only Quebec public lands and

to both the MRCs and local governments in Quebec. As in the

covers the entire bed of the Saguenay River from Cap a I' Est

case of the CLG Program, the politique culturelle program

downstream, and the northern half of the St. Lawrence estuary

works through the development of a partnership between the

located between Gras Cap

local or regional level and the Quebec Ministry of Culture and

limit is determined by the high water mark (excluding flood-

Communications (the counterpart being the States Historic

ing). A Harmonization Committee, made up of representatives

Preservation Officer in New York and Vermont). The elabora-

of the Quebec Ministry of the Environment and Wildlife and

a I'Aigle to Point-Rouge. The shoreline

tion of a politique culturelle involves six steps: (1) organiza-

the Federal Heritage Ministry, is established to ensure that

tiOna I framework; (2) diagnosis and priorities; (3) public con-

the regulations, activities and programs respecting park plan-

sultaflons; {4) draft cultural pol"lcy plan; (5) adoption of plan;

· ning and management are harmonized between the

and (6) implementation and followup.

4

governments. The government partnership works closely with

A second program that was launched in February 1998

local, regional, and First Nation communities to incorporate their

and is also available to both MRCs and local government is

interests in park planning and increase public awareness and

called "Vi lies et villages d'art et de patrimoine" (Art and Heri-

appreciation of the region. A Coordination Zdne comprised of

tage in Our Cities and Towns)." Under this program, the Min-

several local municipalities bordering the Marine Park has also·

istry of Culture and Communications and the Ministry of Mu-

been established to ensure appropriate use and development

nicipal Affairs have made available $6.5 million for cultural

in relation to the park. To coordinate the activities of all the

and heritage projects. An individual, funded and specifically

participants from riverfront communities, the two governments

trained under the "Vi lies et Villages" program, acts as a facili-

have established a nine-member Coordinating Committee.

tator over a period of three years in those region wishing to

This collaborative approach to natural and cultural resource

protect and b8tter manage their cultural resources and de-

area management provides an instructive model for an eventual

velop cultural tourism activities. The Vi lies et Villages program

Champlain/Richelieu Valley International Heritage Corridor,

and the politique culturelle both serve the same ends: the

which, if realized, would be strengthened through the collabo-

preservation of heritage sites and local community develop-

ration of multiple' levels of government.

ment. Both programs require partnership development.

Another program, the Canadian Heritage Rivers System
(CHRS) was established in 1984 by the federal, provincial,

PARTNERSHIP MODELS IN QUEBEC

and territorial governments to give national recognition to the

The existing precedent in Quebec for shared management of

important rivers of Canada, to conserve the best examples of

cultural and natural resources with the federal government is

Canada's river heritage, and to encourage the public to lear.J:l

examined in this Report. Similar arrangements between the

about and appreciate Canada's rivers. The system recognizes

two governments may be made for a future Champlain/,

natural and cultural heritage values and aboriginal interests.

Richelieu Valley International Heritage Corridor.

CHRS is, in many ways, similar to the Heritage Corridor Program

In May 1998, legislation was adopted in the House of

in the United States and the American Heritage Rivers Initiative

Co.mmons in Ottawa and in the National Assembly in Quebec

that was announced in the 1997 State of the Union Address.

City to inaugurate the joint Provincial/National Park in thE:!

A board comprised of representatives appointed by each

Saguenay/St. Lawrence region of Quebec. The··Saguenay-St.

participating government oversees CHRS. Parks Canada and

Lawrence Marine Park is the first park to be comanaged by

the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Develop·ment

both the federal and provincial levels of government in accor-

represent the federal government on this board. There is no

APPENDIX E: SUMMARY OF REPORT "INTERNATIONAl CORRIDORS OF CULTURE:
ESTABliSHING A HERITAGE CORRIDOR IN THE CHAMPLAIN/RICHELIEU VAllEY"

transfer or loss of resources to the federal government through
CHRS membership.

The St. Croix River forms 110 miles (180 km) of the Canadian/U.S. border between Southwestern New Brunswick and

Designating a Canadian Heritage River ts a two-stage pro-

Northeastern Maine. In 1986, the Premier of New Brunswick

cess. First, a river must be nominated. River nominations may

and the Governor of Maine signed a Memorandum of Under-

only be submitted to the board by participating government

standing {MOU) which recognized the St. Croix River as an

agencies. Pri\late citizens and groups are invited to present

International Waterway and provided for the establishment of

submissions to the respective provincia\ or territorial member

a joint commission to oversee its management and protection.

for their consideration. Public consultations normally take place

Legislation enacted in 1987 on both sides of the border trans-

prior to nomination and also once a "short list" of potential

lated the MOU into law. The management entity tor St. Croix

heritage rivers is developed. The area that may be covered in

River, the St. Croix International Waterway Commission, is

.!he nomination is not restricted to the river itself but may, in

composed of eight members.

addition, include the adjacent land. Increasingly, CHRS is

A binational heritage corridor, Los Caminos del Rio ("the

adopting a watershed approach in delineating heritage river

road along the rivers"), was established in 1992 and extends

boundaries. After a management plan is completed by the

200 miles along the Lower Rio Grande River from Laredo to

applicant agency and approved by the board, the second step

Brownsville, Texas, and from Colum~ia to Matamoros, Mexico.

in the Process is the formal designation of the river. In this·

In 1990, the Los Caminos del Rio Heritage Project (CRHPl

respect, CHRS differs from an U.S. Heritage Corridor as for-

was created to promote the development Of the Texas/Mexico

mal designation in Canada only comes after the management

international river corridor. CRHP is part of the Texas Historical

plan is submitted and approved.

Commission, the state agency for historic preservation, which

The Quebec Government is in the process of creating its

works closely with the Secretarfa de Turismo and the lnstituto

own Quebec Heritage River System. It is unlikely that the pro-

Nacional de Antropologfa y Historia in Mexico. Twin regional

vincial system will be launched before the year 2000. The

nonprofit organizations with local inhabitants sitting on their

Province of British Columbia (8C) has already established a_

boards oversee the project under a management plan entitled

provincial Heritage Rivers program that is similar to the fed-

"A Shared Experience." In 1991, the Republic of Mexico en-

era! regime. This separate provincial regime does not preclude

dorsed the Los Caminos del Rio International Heritage Corridor

designating a river under the' national system. ln fact, the Fraser

project and assigned coordinators to tie the two sides together.

River in BC was nominated a Canadian Heritage River in'1997

The Kennebec-Chaudiere International Corridor extends

after it had been included under the provincial system. The

from Quebec City to Bath along Route 173 in Quebec and

BC Minister felt that by putting the r"1ver on the national stage,

Route 201 in Maine which run parallel, respectively, to the

its importance would be reinforced to all levels of government,

Chaudiere and Kennebec Rivers. On May 1, 1998, Premier

business, and community groups.

Bouchard of Quebec and Maine's Gove'rnor King announced the
creation of the Chaudiere-Kennebec International Corridor. The

INTERNATIONAl CORRIDOR MODELS

primary purpose of the corridor is to strengthen Quebec/Maine

To date, few international heritage corridors exist in North

relations and stimulate local economies through tourism de-

America, and there \s no set formula for the establishment of

velopment. An interim committee was formed with public and

an international heritage corri.dor. Three alternative approaches

private representatives from Quebec and Maine. This interim

are considered in this section, including a discussion of their

committee is composed, on the Quebec side, of provincial

respective advantages and weaknesses: { 1) the St. Croix Inter-

government officials in the Ministry of Culture and

national Waterway & Historic Site; {2) Los Caminos del Rio;

Communications, International Affairs, and the Regional Tour-

and (3) Kennebec/La Chaudiere International Corridor.

ism Association, and local representatives. Representatives
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from Maine incfude State officials, representatives from edu-

MOVING FORWARD

cational and cultural institutions, heritage professionals, and

Preserving and promoting the cultural and natural heritage

citizen volunteers. The Chaudil2re-Kennebec International

sites in the Champlain/Richelieu Valley and linking pieces of

Corridor is in its early formative stages. A funding commit-

history together across international borders is no small chal-

ment from the respective governments has not been made,

lenge. The challenge lies in the development of a meaningful

and a permanent management entity has not been established.

partnership among the d!fferent levels of government in New

The examples of international corridors described above

York, Vermont, and Quebec and among the people living in

illustrate that there are several approaches to establishing such

the diverse communities in the region.

cooperative frameWorks. International corridors range from the

There is a need to develop a Champlain/Richelieu Valley

relatively formalistic, legislative model of the St. Croix Interna-

Corridor identity, both from within the region and from outside

tional Waterway Commission to the loose partnership formed

the region, which would appear to be lacking at present A

over the Chaudiere-Kennebec, which, in effect, was made

sense of belonging or a corridor community identity will help

official by a handshake between Premier Bouchard of Quebec

ensure that the proposed international corridor is perceived

and Governor King of M~ine. Los Caminos may be characterized

to-and will in fact-serve a useful role in r~gional develop-

as

a

hybrid model with strong national involvement

on the

ment, which is one of the primary objectives of the corridor.
Building community support is based on four main elements:

Mexican side of the border and a State supported grass-roots
organization ·In Texas.

commun·lcation, education, d"1rect commUnity ·Involvement,

In considering what may be an appropriate process and

and partnerships. For each, strategies and specific actions

management structure for an eventual Champlain Valley/

may be conceived which would work towards building

Richelieu River International Heritage Corridor, we can learn

community sUpport and opportunities for collaboration and

a great deal from the other models.

development. Existing international corridor rllodels provide
several examples of actions that may be taken to this end.
These examples may b~ tailored to respond to the particular
geographic and social circumstances of the Champlain/
Ricflelieu Valley.

Endnotes
1

H.R. 3005. a draft bill to establish guidelines for the dl:lsignation of National
Heritage Areas. Although Congress has not passed this bill, rt provides a useful
working definrtion for the concepts of heritage areas and heritage corrrdors

2 William Haviland and Maqone f'ower, The Origma/ Vermonters{1981). Samuel
Eliot Morrison, Samuel de Champlain: Father of New France {1972)
3

4

l04th Congre%. 1st Session,§ 1225

Gouvernement du Quo§ bee. Guide d'tlaboration et de mrse en oeuvre d'une
politrque culturelle munrcipale 0997)

5 Gouvernement du Qu4bec, Vriles et vrllages d"art e! de patrimoine: Oocllment
d'inlormation {Fevrier 1998}.
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QUINEBAUG AND SHETUCKET RIVERS VALLEY NATIONAL

Managing the Corridor

HERITAGE CORRIDOR

Incorporated in 1995, Quinebaug-Shetucket Heritage Corridor,
Inc., evolved from the original grassroots committee that
worked for federal and state designation. Its mission is to assist

NORTHEASTERN CONNECTICUT

in the development and implementation of heritage-based
programs (for land use, economic development, tourism,

The Last Green Valley

agriculture, recreation, historic and cultural resources, and

Designated in 1994, Quinebaug-Shetucket National Heritage

natural resources) as defined in the corridor's Cultural and

Corridor is a twenty-five town area measuring 540 squ&re miles

Land Management Plan, required by the federal legislation.

in northeastern Connecticut. Quinebaug-Shetucket Heritage

A full-time executive director and a part-time assistant staff

Corridor, Inc., a nonprofit organization designated by the gover-

Quinebaug-Shetucket Heritage Corridor, Inc.; it also receives

nor of Connecticut to manage projects and to receive the corridor's

technical assistance from the National Park Service and the

federal funding, manages the corridor. The organization's vision

University of Connecticut Cooperative Extension. It has no regu-

for the corridor is "to preserve its natura!, historic, and cul-

latory authority. The thirteen board members include citizens

tural assets white its residents enjoy a quality of life based on

from throughout the corridor and eight ex officio members from

a strong, healthy economy compatible with its character."

the Connecticut departments of agriculture, environmental protection, economic and community development, and tourism,

Getting Started

the historical commission, and the regional chamber of com-

In 1988, a grassroots citizens committee from the Quinebaug

merce and planning agency.

River Association, working in cooperation with Congressman
Sam Gejedenson, sponsored regional workshops to explore

Funding

public interest in and support for heritage preservation and

Quinebaug-Shetucket National Heritage Corridor's legislation

national designation. The workshops were complemented by

authorized $200,000 for FY 95 and $250,000 annually for an

a series of National Park Service technical assistance demon-

additional seven years. Federal funding requires a nonfederal

stration projects designed to raise awareness of the region's

match of at least 1:1. To date, the corridor has received $600,000

natural, cultural, and historic resources. The demonstration

plus $200,000 in National Park Service technical assistance

projects included: a "Walking Weekend," guided walks of his-

prior to federal designation. Funds are transferred to the non-

toric sites and trails; greenways mapping of hiking trails and

profit via cooperative agreement with National Park Service.

wildlife cor:_ridors; an inventory of historic sites; community
design charrettes

to develop multiuse trails; and publications-

Partnership

a greenways vision map, a driving tour of historic textile in-

The organization's partners include the National Park Service,

dustry sites, and a guide to river access.

the Connecticut Humanities Council, the state historical com-

In response to the demonstration projects and public work-

mission, and departments of environm-ental protection and

shops, citizens, local governments, regional and state agen-

transportation, the regional planning and tourism agencies,

cies, and businesses expressed a desire to wGrk cooperatively

and local economic development commissions. Partnership

to preserve and enhance the region's heritage resources and

projects cover a wide range: visitor publications, cost-sharing

accomplish better planning. Five years later, the corridor re-

for publicity, development of multiuse recreation trails, adap-

ceived its state and federal designation.

tive reuse of mills, landscaping and facade improvements to
businesses in historic districts, and commissionmg folk songs
based on oral histories from the valley.
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Measuring Impact

BLACKSTONE RIVER VALlEY NATIONAL HERITAGE

Although the corridor is relatively new, there are already tan-

CORRIDOR

gible benefits; the most significant have been the adaptive
reuse of mills and recreatiOnal development. In the public

MASSACHUSETTS/RHODE ISLAND

workshops prior to designation it was widely recognized that
finding new uses for the valley's 19th-century mills would be

America's First Industrialized Wate!Way

pivotal to reviving the region's economy and enhancing its-

Located along the 46-mile Blackstone River through twenty-four

livability. The River Mill project in North Grosvenordale, for

communities in Massachusetts and Rhode Island, Blackstone

example, brought renewed energy and jobs to a depressed

River Valley National Heritage Corridor was federally designated

mill village. The focus of this comprehensive rehabilitation

in 1986. The corridor is managed by a nineteen-member, bistate,

project extended beyond the mill structure to include the mil\

federally appointed commission, which includes the National Park

housing complex, a new community center/library, and a river

Service, three state agency and four local government represen-

greenway connecting the mill to local ballfields and a lakeside

tatives, and two others nominated by each governor. The

r?creation area.

commission's working agenda is: "to reinvest in the ~a/fey's his-

Enhancing recreation facilities, such as cycling and walking

toric, cuftural, and nEf[ural resources; tell the industrial history

trails, which connect scenic areas and commercial centers as

story to a national audience; build local constituencies through

part of the regional greenway, was also recognized as providing

heritage partnerships; carry out demonstration projects that en-

strategic opportunities for merging quality of life and economic

courage those partners; and continue coordination between state

benefits. The new trail in Danielson has reconnecte-d the local

and federal agencies which share aspects of its mission."

commercial center to the banks of the Quinebaug River via a
pocket park and an attractively landscaped river promenade.

Getting Started

Other newly developed trails iriclude the Norwich Heritage

In 1983, the National P~rk Service was asked to assist Massa-

Walkway, Putnam River Trail, and reconstruction of the twenty-

chusetts and Rhode Island in developing a linear heritage park

six-mile, state-owned Air Line Trail, which forms the spine of the

system along the Blackstone River from Worcester, MA, to Provi~

region's growing greenway system of protected farmlands and

dence, Rl. The National Park Service provided technical assis-

open space. A less tangible, but no less important, heritage corri-

tance in interpretive planning, historic preservation, and canal

dor benefit is a stronger sense of r~gional identity. New highway

restoration, and issued a report outlining strategies for the cre-

signs, publication of the corridor's National Park Service bro-

ation of a regional park. Recognizing both the national signifi~

chure, and ~he annual Walking Weekend, which hosted over

cance of the Blackstone Valley's historic resources and the diffi-

4,000 participants in 1997 r have all enhanced the region's image.

culties of creating a traditional park unit to protect them, the
National Park Service recommended designation of the entire

The appeal of the Heritage Corridor has always been its

region as a national heritage corridor. In the two years preceding

flexibility ancf room for real creativity, but it wi/1 not be the

federal designation in 1986, Massachusetts and Rhode Island

solution to all the probfems of this region. With the Bright Site

continued state-level heritage park initiatives: a $1 million bond

program and activities such as the Walking Weekend, we have

supported preliminary design and land acquisition in Massachu~

made the first steps in helping to improve the quality of life in

setts; in Rhode Island, voters passed a similar bond to create

our region.

Blackstone River State Park. At the local level, regional chambers

John Boland, Secretary,
Quinebaug-Shetucket Heritage Corridor, Inc.

of commerce in both states nurtured public support for national
heritage designation.
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The Blackstone River Valley National Heritage Corridor Commis-

Over the last ten years, the commission's activities have made a

sion was established by the federal legislation creating the corri-

significant impact on the people of the Blackstone Valley. The

dor; it provides the framework for planning and implementin?

distinctio~ of the region's designation as

the corridor's cultural, historical. and natural resource manage-

ridor, and the presence of a federal commission and uniformed

ment programs. Fourteen hired staff, including an executive di-

National Park Service rangers, have collectively improved the

rector, a deputy director, and six National Park Service interpre-

region's self-image and stimulated regional thinking about re-

a national heritage cOr-

tive rangers, carry out the work of the corridor. The commission

sources. The commission's most effective tools in creating this

is a federal agency with the authority to enter into cooperative

shift in regional attitude have been threefold: public education,

agreements with state and local partners and temporarily hold

which reaches out to the grassroots level; partnerships, which

real estate. It has no land use regulatory authority.

pool local and national resources; and targeted investments, which
focus scarce public and private dollars on highly visible projects_

Funding

Highlights of the corridor's successes include three visitor cen-

The initial legislation authorized $350,000 annually for ten years

ters, with a fourth in the planning stage; a corridor-wide signage

for operation of the commission plus $3 million for

and identity program; a wide

off~ring

of year-round interpretive

cultural and environmental education programs; it was subse-

programs led by rangers and a growing cadre of volunteers; the

quently amended for an additional ten years at $650,00 per year

Blackstone Valley Expforer, an excursion boat which is also a

for operations plus $5 million for programs. In practice, the com-

popular venue for interpretive tours; development of the inter-

mission currently receives an annual appropriation of

state Blackstone Bikeway·, and local "visioning" workshops, which

approximately $1 million, split between operations and programs.

have encouraged Blackstone Valley communities to take a more

The federal funds are transferred directly to the commission from

proactive stance to land-use planning and site design issues.

the National Park Service and require a 1:1 match from nonfederal
funding sources.

The unique cultural and natural resources of the Blackstone
Va!fey are as important to our national heritage as battlefields or

Partnership

the homes of presidents. Yet, focated as they are amid a lfving

As the second oldest national heritage corridor, Blackstone River

community; many of these resources cannot and should not, be

VaHey has an impressive record of achieving heritage preserva-

managed or cared for in isolation from the communities of which

tion through partnership: the 1997 Amendment to the Cultural

they are a part. Consequently, Congress came up with the Na-

Heritage and Land Management

Pl~n

acknowledges over 250

tional Heritage Corridor designation as the right way to protect

partners, including businesses, museums, academic institutions,

the Valley's s1gnifl'cance. Blackstone River Valley Nationaf Heri-

conservation groups, and the media. The commission's key part-

tage Corridor provides an unparalleled opportunity for both the

ners include the environmental management agencies and his-

Valley and the Nation. This new, more ambitious plan represents

torical commissions of Massachusetts and Rhode Island and the

a revolutionary departure from the traditional concept of national

twenty-four local governments within the corridor. In 1997, in

parks. The Corridor seeks to preserve nationally s1gnificant cul-

partnership with the City of Woonsocket, Woonsocket Business

tural and natural assets where the people of the Blackstone Val-

Association, Rhode Island Historical Commission, and others,

ley actually live and work.

the commission dedicated the Museum of Work and History, one
of four corridor visitor centers.

Richard Moore, Past Chairman
Blackstone River Valley National

Heritage Corridor Commission

----~-------------------------------------------------------------
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LOS CAMINOS DEL RIO: A BINATIONAL HERITAGE

bilities for Los Carninos Del Rio, Inc., and creation of a federal

CORRIDOR

interagency advisory committee to assist in project impler:nentation. Following publication of the report, political opposition

TEXAS/MEXICO

from property rights advocates surfaced in Texas and effectively stopped further progress toward federal designation.

A Land Between Two Nations
Los Caminos Del RiO (The Roads Along the River) is a natural

Managing the Corridor

and cultural binational heritage corridor that extends 200 miles

Originally established by the Meadows Foundation as the pri-

along the Lower Rio Grande from Laredo to Brownsville, Texas,

vate sector counterpart to an anticipated federal commission,

and from Columbia to Matamoros, Mexico. Managed by los

Los Caminos Del Rio, Inc., has continued its mission of pro-

Caminos Del Rio of Texas, Inc., and Mexico, A. C., a binational

mating public awareness of the region's heritage and conduct-

nonprofit organization, the corridor draws on the strength of

ing heritage-related projects on both sides of the border. It is

the region's long history of cultural unity to foster historic pres-

currently organizing the second los Caminos Del Rio Summit;

ervation, economic development, environmental restoration,

an international forum convened for academic researchers

and binational cooperation. With a strong emphasis on eel-

and heritage corridor activiSts. A full-time executive director,

ebrating the region's folklife and folk art, los Caminos Del Rio

historical architect, and administrative assistant serve as staff

is based on the premise that the untold story of the lower Rio

for the nonprofit. Its eight board members include represen-

Grande can be used to combat negative irilages and enhance

tatives from local communities and businesses in Mexico and

quality of life.

the United States.

Getting Started

Funding

In 1990-1991, agencies in Mexico and the United States col-

The Meadows Foundation has been a major supporter contrib-

laborated on an inventory of the region's historic and cultural

uting over $2 million during the project's startup and planning

resources. The resulting binational publication, A Shared Heri-

phase. With the failure to achieve federal designation, foun-

tage, was the first assessment of twenty significant architec-

dation support for Los Caminos Del Rio, Inc., has waned, but

turallandmarks and the region's arts and crafts that had ever

local support continues; the nonprofit receives approximately

been conducted. It provided the framework for a heritage

$150,000 in annual funding from ..ihe-local communities for

initiative and challenged the two countries to cooperate in

staffing and operations and technical support from the Texas

addressing critical resource protection issues facing the region,

Historical Commission.

A ground breaking achievement, A Shared Heritage was the
catalyst for the creation of a state task force by Governor Ann

Partnership

Richards; a multiagency federal committee by Mexico's Sec-

Since the inception of the project, the Meadows Foundation

retary of Tourism; and major foundation support from the Texas-

and Texas Historical Commission have been key partners,

based Meadows Foundation, which helped to organize Los

contributing funds and technical assistance. Other partners

Caminos Del Rio, Inc. Together these interests were able to

include the local communities, Texas state departments of

gain technical assistance from the National Park Service to

commerce, parks & wildlife, and transportation, U.S. Fish &

coordinate a two-year planning effort for the heritage project.

Wildlife Service, National Park Service through the Palo Alto

In 1994, the Los Caminos Del Rio Heritage Project Task

Battlefield National Historic Site, the Institute fa; Texan Cui-

Force completed its report, recommending binational federal
designation for the region, expanded staffing and responsi-

tures, and the Conservation Fund.
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DELAWARE & HUDSON CANAL HERITAGE CORRIDOR

As with other heritage areas, the corridor project has bolstered
the region's self-image and community spirit Even without

ULSTER COUNTY, NEW YORK

forma1 designation, heritage-based efforts have made progress
on several fronts. With assistance from the Meadows FoLJnda- ·

Preserving a 19th Century Technological Triumph

tion and the Texas Historical Commission, a training program

Constructed in 1824, the 108-mile Delaware and Hudson

specializing in the preservation of historic structures was es-

(O&Hl Canal was a major feat of engineering that provided

tablished for carpenters and others in the building trades. The

transport for coal, cement. and other goods between Penn-

plaza in the historic district in Roma, Texas, was one of many

sylvania, the Hudson Valley, and New York City. In the early

endangered architectural sites in the corridor that underwent

20th century, the canal was abandoned and came into the

major restoration. The Texas Department ofTransportation has

public domain in Sullivan and Orange counties, where it was

begun installation of heritage corridor directional and interpre-

subsequently preserved for recreation. In Ulster County, the

tive signage, and the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service has continued

challenge of preserving the canal was more difficult since

adding !ands to its over 100,000-acre wildlife corridor along

much of the canal's thirty-five miles went to private land-

the Rio Grande.

owners. The D&H Canal Heritage Corridor Alliance-a coalition of historical societies, museums, conservation groups,

We feel that the Los Caminos Def Rio Heritage Project has

and trail advocates-has taken up this challenge. The alii-

served as a catalyst that has helped the communities tore-

ance mission is to promote greater appreciation, protection,

member their history The heritage corridor idea has increased

and beneficial use of the Corridor's natural, historic, and rec-

their understanding of the importance that the preservation of

reational resources in ways that recognize and respect the

their past can have in their future.

rights and interests of private property owners.

It has been a great learning experience for us in the public
agencies to recognize how urgent it is for the communities

Getting Started

and their inhabitants to be able to voice their opinions. They

In 1988, the New York Parks and Conservation Association

are the ones who are directly involved. It is essential that their

assembled a group of local citizens in Ulster County to consider

ideas, stories and cultural values be heard, for, as they ex-

ways of preserving and enhancing the D&H Canal. The Na-

press them, they area/so the first to hear their own voices and

tiona I Park Service was asked to assist the group in building a

recognize at! that they have to offer to the outside world. With-

local consensus for conservation projects that did not infringe

out this cultural awareness, we will simply continue to make

on the rights of local landowners along the canal. Working

each place identical to the next, without the possibility of dem-

with the local citizen committee, the National Park Service

onstrating the unique character of each locality

helped design and distribute a survey for landowners. Its pur-

Margarita Robleda Moguel
Assistant Secretary of Tourism, Mexico

pose was to assess their attitudes and to begin to elicit their
interest in the project. Concurrently, a series of workshops
was also held to encourage the participation of the wider community in preserving the canal. These workshops, together
with the results of the landowners survey, were the basis for a
Handbook for Action, a detailed five-year plan produced by

the committee and t\1e National Park Service for a thirty-fivemile heritage corridor highlighting multiuse trails, museums,
and historical landmarks.
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In developing their plan for the heritage corridor, the com-

Measuring Impact

mittee carefully considered, but decided not to seek, national

Although still in its infancy, the alliance has many achieve~

designation. The committee's focus was limited to the canal'::>

ments to its credit. The alliance helped Ulster County and three

thirty-five miles in L!lster County, and national designation

towns secure close to $300,000 in matching grants from the

would require consideration of the entire canal length. In ad-

state to develop two linear parks along seven miles of theca-

dition, since canal ownership in the Ulster County section was

nal corridor and bargained successfully with a savings bank

almost entirely private, it seemed likely that a private, non-

and a public utility for another three miles of trail along an

profit effort, patterned after the approach used by the Catskill

adjacent rail right-of-way. It has also worked with the New York

Center for Conservation and Development in the nearby Catskill

Department of Transportation to create three miles of paved

Forest Preserve, would be-less threatening to property rights

linkage and negotiated trail use agreements with landowners

advocates and, consequently, could be more politically suc-

and towns. Finally, a recent alliance proposal to replace. a sixty-

cessful in the long run.

foot bridge has been funded by the Central Hudson Gas and
Electric Company.

Managing the Corridor .

Overall, the project has brought a more coordinated

In 1992, following release of the Handbook for Action, the

approach to management of the canal and related sites. How-

New York Parks and Conservation Association helped the com-

ever, the private-sector approach does have its shortcomings.

mittee formally incorporate the D&H Canal Heritage Corridor

The absence of designation and formal boundaries renders the

Alliance as a nonprofit organization. Since the alliance has no

alliance more susceptible to a project agenda that is at times

paid staff, it relies on its volunteer members and on project

based more on volunteer interests than the original mission. The

funding from its partners. The alliance also participates in a

lack of formal authority has also made.the goal of establishing

new coalition of organizations that represent other segments

a corridor-wide signage system difficult. Nevertheless, the al-

of the D&H Canal and connecting corridors in New York and

lia'""nce and its local partners continue to be effective in a re-

Pennsylvania.

gion that tends to be wary of government land use regulation.

Funding

The National Park Service helped us a lot with mapping

As a private, self-designated heritage corridor initiative, the

and inventory of the old canal and railroad, but what was most

alliance receives no state or federal funding. In lieu of funding,

exciting was the way they helped get everyone involved in an

the alliance has been creatively opportunistic in attracting fund-

open di{Jiogue: community leaders, private property owners,

ing from its partners and others for heritage projects.

environmental enthusiasts, and trail users. That really helped
to set our agenda, and the dialogue is still going.

Partn.ership
Of necessity, the alliance has had to work in partnership to
accomplish its agenda. Key partners include the New York
Parks and Conservation Association and the National Park
Service, along with corridor museums, town and county governments, and local businesses.

Sheldon Quimby, Past President
D&H Canal Corridor Heritage Corridor Alliance
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(Excerpt from report prepared by Philip B. Huffman in associa-

period o1 time in (1) coordinating a deeper examination of

tion with Heritage Partners, fnc., for the National Park Service,

potential management entities; (2) identifying the most ap-

1999.)

propriate entity(ies) for long-term management; (3) developing broad support for that conclusion and for the heritage corridor concept more generally; and (4) obtaining and distributing

NATIONAL HERITAGE CORRIDOR ALTERNATIVE

resources to support ongoing heritage-related initiatives. This
would set the stage for a later transfer of long-term manage-

Overview

ment authority to the identified organization(s) subsequent to

Several types of coordinating entities could be considered for

the sunsetting of the incubator.

implementation of a national heritage corridor des!gnation in
the Champlain Valley. These fall into two general categories:

Existing Entities

existing entities (including nonprofit organizations, the Lake
Champlain Basin Program, state agencies, and other ongoing

Option #1: Nonprofit Organization_

regional initiatives) that could encompass a heritage corridor

In a number of n~tionally designated heritage corridors/areas

initiative within their current activities; and new entities (such

(particularly among those established most recently), existing

as a federally established commission or a new regional, non-

nonprofit organizations have been speci1ied as the managing

profit organization) that could be created specifically for such

entity. Examples include the Ohio & Erie Canal Association for

a purpose. Each of these options is discussed below. For each,

the Ohio & Erie Canal National Heritage Corridor (Ohio); the

a brief description of the concept is provided, followed by an

Steel industry Heritage Corporation, Inc., for the Steel Indus-

analysis of its advantages and disadvantages.

try American Heritage Area (Pennsylvania); and the Greenway

For nationally designated heritage corridors/areas, the

Conservancy for .the Hudson River Valley, Inc., which is

coordinating entity typically must be able to satisfy several

comanager with a state agency for the Hudson River Valley

requirements. These include having the legal ability to:

National Heritage Area (New York).
The study area for the Champlain Valley Heritage Corridor

D receive federal funds;

Project (CVHCP) is home to an impressive collection of local,

It disburse federal funds to other organizations and units of

regional, and national nonprofits that are focused on various
aspects of heritage resource conservation/p(·eservationfinter-

government;
& account for all federal funds received and disbursed; and
• enter irito agreements with the federal government.

1

pretation, tourism promotion, and economic development.
Despite this concentration, most of these existing organizations
\lave a very specific geographic and/or thematic niche, and

All of the options presented below meet these basic criteria,

therefore do not appear to be appropriate for consideration as

either directly or through existing partnership arrangements.

possible coordinating entities for a broadly inclusive national

Also, at a meeting with core project advisors held ·In

heritage corr'1dor in the region. Among the non profits that have
me~tioned

Middlebury, Vermont, on July 19, 1999, it was suggested that

been

as possible candidates by regional experts

any of the entities described below could serve as a temporary

are the Lake Champlain Maritime Museum, located in Basin

management "incubator." Under this scenario, the designated

Harbor, Vermont; the Essex County Visitors Bureau in Crown

incubator would play a central role for a specified, limited

Point, New York; the Fort Ticonderoga Association in "Ticonderoga,
New York; the Adirondack North Country Association in

1 H.R. 1301, Sec 107(a){2); 1ntroduced March 22, 1995.
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Saranac Lake, New York; and the Lake Champlain Committee
and the Lake Champlain Regional Chamber of

Commerce,

both headquartered in Burlington, Vermont.
Some of the general arguments for and against using an

existing nonprofit group are presented below, along with a brief

• May require less overhead for program administration, potentially making a greater percentage of funding directly
available for projects. (Quinebaug-Shetucket Heritage
Corridor, Inc., reports that 85% of its funding goes directly
to programs.)

summary of some advantages and disadvantages of the Lake
Champlain Maritime Museum (LCMM), which was identified

• Several recently established national heritage corridors/

as perhaps the most viable nonprofit managing entity. A more

areas (see above) have used existing nonprofits as manag-

detailed evaluation of LCMM or similar examinations of the

ing entities.

other candidates mentioned above would require additional
research beyond the scope of this report.

• "Economies of scale" may be achievable by using existing
staff to assist with implementation of heritage program.

General Advantages of Using an Existing Nonprofit
~ Entity already

exists-would not require establishing a new

institution.

General Disadvantages of Using an Existing Nonprofit
• Among non profits that are presently active in the study area,
there is no perfect fit with respect to geographic and/or

• May be less threatening to landowners and residents than
a more government-oriented option.

thematic focus; none combines the broad scope of activities
likely to be encompassed in a national heritage corridor (e.g.,
heritage resource conservation/preservation/interpretation;

• May be less threatening to other existing non profits than
the creation of a new regiOnal, umbrella nonprofit.

tourism promotion; economic and community development)
with an established presence throughout most or all of the
study area.

• May be more versatile/agile in fundraising from various
sources (government, foundations, corporations, and indi-

• By identifying one organization to play the lead role, rivalries/

viduals) to supplement initial governmental appropriations

jealousies may be created or intensified among the region's

than government-based coordinating entities.

extensive nonprofit community.

• Likely to be less dependent on political patrons than legislatively created entities such as a federal commission.

• May be less effective in garnering support and buy-in
(political and financial) from government (local, state, e~nd/
or federal) than a more government-oriented approach.

• By being perceived as more politically benign than governmentally established entities (e.g., state agencies, Lake

Specific Advantages of Lake Champlain

Champlain Basin Program, new federal commission), a non-

Maritime Museum

profit may be better able to establish effective partnerships

• One of the broadest cultural institutions in the Champlain

with a broader range of organizations.

• Without the encumbrances of governmental bureaucracy,

Basin.

• Active and well-respected in both states.

a nonprofit may be able to begin corridor implementation
sooner in the critical period following designation than governmentally established entities.

• Good educational capacity, including on-site and school
programs.

--·------------------------------------------------~------------------
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l! Strong interest in developing more unified interpretation and
marketing of Basin's fleritage resources.

York) comanage the Hudson River Valley National Heritage
Area in New York.

Specific Disadvantages of Lake Champlain

Option #2: lake Champlain Basin Program (lCBP)

Maritime Museum

The LBCP is a cooperative, regional effort among all levels of

l! Some possible components of heritage corridor initiative

government, private organizations, and individuals to coordi-

(e.g., economic/community development) are outside

nate and support activities, which protect and enhance the

LCMM's core expertise or areas of interest.

Lake Champlain Basin's environmental, recreational, and cultural resources. Established in 1990 through an act of Con-

II Although active in boUt states, LCMM is perceived as being

gress and funded through federal appropriations (USEPA)

primarily a Vermont organization, largely due to its base of

since that time, the program focuses on the priorities and ac-

operations at Basin Harbor.

tions identified in its basin management plan "Opportunities
1or Action," completed in 1996. The LBCP is overseen by the

l! Some jealousies may exist already about the amount of

Lake Champlain Steering Committee, established in 1988

funding LCMM recei'lles through the Lake Champlain Basin

through a Memorandum of Understanding signed by the Gov-

Program

ernors of New York and Vermont and the Premier of Quebec.
The Steering Committee includes representatives from relevant

Option #la: Two nonprofits as comanaging entities

agencies in all three jurisdictions, local officials, federal

G'1ven the potential for a b'1state heritage corridor· in the

environmental officials, the chair of a Technical Advisory Com-

Champlain Valley, it is conceivable that a nonprofit from each

mittee, and the chairs of Citizens Advisory Committees from

state could be designated to serve as comanaging entities.

New York, Vermont, and Quebec (which prov·lde representa-

Under this scenario, each of the organizations would have

tion for residents, nonprofit organizations, and other interests).

primary responsibility for coordinating heritage corridor activities and distributing funds within its respective state. The two

Advantages

groups would coordinate and ensure consistency in imple-

~

Established, comparatively well~known entity would avoid

mentation across the entire corridor through a mechanism

potential confusion/duplication/competition that could arise

created for this purpose. This approach could be politically

with the creation of a new regional entity to manage the

attractive in providing a way to "even the playing field" be-

heritage corridor initiative

tween the two states and facilitate tailoring implementation to
suit the particular needs in each state. However, it likely would

~ Existing partnership with participation from many of the

make administering the heritage corridor as a unified initia-

interests (e.g., state and local government, nonprofit orga-

tive somewhat more complicated, time-consuming, and costly,

nizations, academic institutions, tourism and economic

and achieving consistency in implementation across the whole

development groups) that would be central to a heritage

area cou\d prove difficult.

corrldor initiative.

Although no existing national heritage corridor/area has two
(or more) nonpro1its as its comanaging entities,_ the concept

l Covers entire Lake Champlain watershed-New York, Ver-

of shared management is not without precedent. The Greenway

mont, and Quebec; has broadest geographic scope and re-

Conservancy for the Hudson River Valley, Inc., (a nonprofi~

gional perspective of any initiative in the CVHCP study area.

public benefit corporation) and the Hudson River Valley
Greenway Communities Council (an agency o1 the State of New
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• Existing involvement of Queb~c interests could facilitate

II Successful implementation of a heritage corridor initiative-

eventual expansion of heritage corridor designation acroSs

with its attendant benefits to local residents and communi-

international boundary if so desired.

ties in the form of economic and community development,
heightened regional pride, etc.-through the LBCP program

• Established mechanism exists (through New England Interstate Water Pollution Control Commission) to receive

could enhance public support for other aspects of the
Program's agenda (e.g., environmental quality).

substantial federal funding (-$2 million/year from USEPA),

much of which is subsequently dispersed to local govern-

D Serving as heritage corridor coordinating entity-could also

ments and nonprofit groups in both New York and Vermont.

appeal to LCBP's core constituents who are focused on its
environmental quality aspects, because it would help to ai-

D Through FY 98, precedent existed for federal funds to be

leviate competition for USEPA funding from the LBCP

passeO through the National Park Service (Rivers, Trails

program's cultural and recreational components. This is a

and Conservation Assistance Program) to support the Basin

significant issue now that fl;lnding through the NPS Rivers,

Program's cultural and recreational components.

Trails and Conservation Assistance Program has ended and
the cultural/recreational programs are being funded in part

t Existing Citizens Advisory Committees for New York, Vermont,

with EPA dollars.

and Quebec provide a well-structured mechanism for receiving public input from throughout the basin on a regular,
ongoing basis.

t "Economies of scale" may be achievable by using existing
LCBP staff to asSist with implementation of the heritage
· program.

t Has existing cultural and recreational resource programs
that could provide a footing for a heritage corridor initiative.

Disadvantages
t LCBP's first priority is environmental quality (water quality,

~

Sometime this year, LCBP cultural resources staff expects to

taxies, and nuisance nonnative aquatic species), and that

resurrect the cultural resources working gr.oup that advised

is what it is best known for.

and helped oversee its cultural resources program until
1997. This working group could provide the nucleus f~r a

t Because of its primary focus on environmental quality, the

new Champlain Valley Heritage Corridor Committee (or Con-

LPCB governing board:-the Lake Champlain Steering Com-

sortium) that could be formally established and responsible

mittee--does not include a sufficiently broad representation

for overseeing implementation of the heritage corridor

of heritage resource interests and expertise

initiative.

in its current

form to effectively implement. a broad-based heritage initiative such as a national heritage corridor.

t. Identifying LCBP as coordinating entity for a national heritage corridor could strengthen and help perpetuate the

t The Steering Committee also currently has more limited rep-

lBCP program by diversifying its funding sources and bol-

resentation of community interests (e.g., local government,

stering parts of its programming (cultural and recreational

nonprofits, residents and landowners) than the administer-

resources) that have particularly strong connections for the

ing bodies for most existing national heritage corridors.

public.
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• LCBP's geographic scope is limited to the Lake Champlain

Advantages

watershed . which does nOt include parts of the CVHCP study

• May be perceived as less threatening than certain other,

area in the north and south that encompass historic and

less familiar options such as a new federal commission ("it's

cultural resources central to the themes of the proposed

better to know your devil").

heritage area.

fl By bringing resources and recognition into state agencies,
• Potential for political opposition in New York, where general resistance to the basin program has been strongest

could help to generate political support from Governors and/
or state legislatures.

and where concern has been expressed about the Program
~ "Economies of scale" may be achievable by using existing

growing too large..

state agency staff to assist with implementation of heritage

t LCBP's direction for cultural and recreational resources (as

program.

articulated in "Opportunities for Action") may not be sufficiently
broad to encompass the full range of national heritage corridor goals and potential programs.

2

D Precedent has been established by the recently created

national heritage corridors/areas (see above) that use state
agencies as their managing entities.

t LBCP's environmental constituents could perceive establishing LCBP as managing entity for the heritage corridor

Disadvantages

as a distraction or detraction from, its environmental quality

t Because jurisdiction over heritage-related resouroes and
issues (e.g., historical, cultural, natural, and recreational

focus.

resources; tourism; economic and community development)

Option

~3:

State Agencies:

is distributed among several agencies in each state, it could

In certain instances, state agencies have been identified as the

be difficult to single out one from each to serve as lead

managing entity for recently established national heritage corri-

managing entity. If more than one agency from each state

dors. Examples include the West Virginia Divisions of Tourism

were deemed necessary as comanaging entities, coordina-

and Culture & History for the National Coal Heritage Area; the

tion and allocation of federal resources to the project could

South Carolina Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism

become quite cumbersome.

for the South Carolina National Heritage Corridor; the Augusta
Canal Authority for the Augusta Canal National Heritage Area in

J Carries the baggage of "government."

Georgia; and the Hudson River Valley Greenway Communities
Council for the Hudson River Valley National Heritage Area (New

t1 By relying on agencies from each state, it could be more

York). In the Champlain Valley, if both New York and Vermont

difficult to achieve a truly regional perspective in program

choose to participate in a national heritage corridor, one or more

development and implementation through this option than

agencies from each state likely would need to be identified as

through other more regionally based ones (e.g., Lake Champlain

comanaging entities to ensure equal representation and par-

Basin Program or new regional nonprofit organization).

ticipation in corridor implementation.

The recommendations

1n

"Opportunities for Action" are subject to reassess-

ment and updating every two years by the Lake Champlain Sleenng Committee.
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t May be less versatile/agile than a nonprofit organization

~

Integrates many of the aspects that a national heritage

(existing or new) in fundraising from diverse sources (i.e.,

corridor might also encompass (e.g., linking economic

other than federal ·appropriations and state/local govern-

development and tourism with the recognition, conserva-

ment matching fundsL

tion, interpretation, and promotion of local heritage and
natural, cultural, and recreational resources).

• Likely to be less responsive to the needs and desires of
local communities than more locally based- management

• Covers most of the geographic area included in the Champlain

options (e.g., existing or new nonprofit organization).

• Key stakeholders and general public in Champlain basin may

Valley Heritage Corridor project (eight of ten counties).

~

prefer to have heritage initiative managed by an organiza-

Administrative network among the participating counties is
established and functioning.

tion or program that is specifically focused on the designated
area, rather than being tucked within agencies that have

Disadvantages of lake Champlain Byways

broader, statewide purviews.

~

Current funding for program expires in fall, 1999.

~

Does not include Warren & Saratoga Counties in New York.

~

Program is perceived as pr'1marily promoting economic

Option #4: Other Existing Regional Initiatives
Two other existing initiatives in the study area deserve consideration as possible managing entities for a national heritage

development and tourism, with resource conservation/

corridor in the Champlain Valley: the Lake Champlain Byways
Program, and the Champlain Valley Heritage Network.

preservation/interpretation/stewardship as related but sec-

Lake Champlain Byways is a regional planning project

ondary elements.

funded by the Federal Highway Administration's National Scenic Byway Program and implemented largely through Local

~

Program is not officially incorporated as a nonprofit or for-

Advisory Committees that have been established and staffed

profit organ·lzation. Since funding, staff hiring, and other

in each of eight counties around Lake Champlain {three in

fiscal aspects are handled through a few participating or-

New York, five in Vermont). The program, described as "a

ganizations, if Byways were designated to manage a new

new approach to economic development through the recog-

heritage corridor, one or more of its participating organiza-

nition of local heritage and resources," seeks to use a

tions would have to provide those functions (which would

"grassroots process [to] identify ways to balance economic

likely be at substantially increased levels).

development and tourism with stewardship of the resources."
A Steering Committee comprised of representatives from many

~

Current oversight body (Byways Steering Committee) does

of the participating organizations oversees the progran:; this

not include representation from the full spectrum of inter-

committee advises the Lod:!l Advisory Committees and en-

ests that might desire to be included in the oversight of a

sures that the project meets its grant requirements and

national heritage corridor.

workplan.
The Champlain Valley Heritage Network (CVHN), based in

Advantages of lake Champlain Byways

Crown Point, New York, describes itself as "a coalition of local

~ Excellent model of a broad regional initiative that empha- "- organizations dedicated to local resource enhancement." The
sizes local-level implementation (through Local Advisory

Network is an unincorporated collaboration of conservation,

Committees).

business, tourism, agriculture, and civic organizations and
government agencies working in a nine-town region along the

-

----------------

------------------------------------------~
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western side of Lake Champlain in Essex County. CVHN works

ally avoided hiring additional staff so that as much funding

to raise awareness among both local residents and visitors of

as possible can be applied directly to projects.)

the natural beauty, cultural heritage, and recreational opportunities, in part to build local economic opportunities and

POSSIBLE NEW ENTITIES

stimulate regional pride.

Option #5: New Regional Nonprofit Organization
Advantages of Champlain Valley Heritage Network

In at least two national heritage corridor/area designations,

~

Existing activities similar to those typically involved in na-

new nonprofit organizations have been created specifically to

tional heritage corridor initiatives (i.e., blend of voluntary

serve as coordinating entities: (1) the Quinebaug-Shetucket

conservation/economic developmenVinterpretation/heritage

National Heritage Corridor in Connecticut, where the nonprofit

resource promotion and other projects that respond to

Quinebaug-Shetucket Heritage Corridor, Inc., grew from the

local needs).

original grassroots committee that pushed for state and
national designation and was subsequently named by the Gov-

• Recognized as innovative and effective, despite limited re-

ernor to manage implementation and receive federal funding;
and (2) the Essex Nat1onal Heritage Area in Massachusetts,

sources and staffing.

where the Essex National Heritage Commission, Inc., has re• Excellent model of a diverse coalition within one county that

cently been established as the managing entity and successor

has come together to pursue projects of mutual interest

to the original unincorporated organizing force in the region,

and benefit-a possible model for county-by-county imple-

the Essex Heritage Ad Hoc Commission.
Following on these models, a new nonprofit organization

mentation of a heritage corridor initiative.

could be created specifically to manage a heritage corridor

Disadvantages of Champlain Valley

Heritag~

Network

designation in the Champlain Valley (for instance, a "Champlain

t Activities are focused in nine communities along or near

Valley Heritage Coalition, Inc."). Such an organization likely

Lake Champlain in Essex County, New York. CVHN has in-

would be most effective if it included a cross-section of rel-

tentionally resisted previous appeals to expand to a broader

evant interests-including regional experts in heritage resource

geographic area; for this reason, currently would not be

conservation/interpretation/promotion, tourism, and economic

appropriate as a primary managing entity for a broader,

development from government agencies, other non profits, and

bistate heritage corridor.

regional organizations (e.g., chambers of commerce)-directfy
in its management structure, i.e., as members of its board of

& CVHN has chosen not to incorporate officially as either a

directors/advisors. This would help to ensure that the activities

nonprofit or for-profit organization. It prefers to function as a

of the new organization were well-directed to avoid overlap or

loose coalition of interested organizations, with funding, staff

duplication with the wide range of ongoing initiatives in the

hiring, and other fiscal aspects handled through member

region and reduce the likelihood that it would become a com-

organizations; therefore, if CVH N were tapped to manage a

petitor with existing organizations.for scarce financial

new heritage corridor, one or more of its member organiza-

resources.

tions would have to provide those functions.

The new organization's primary focus presumably would
be on the area and suite of sites/resources/interpretive themes

t With only a half-time coordinator at present, CVHN has lim-

identified in the national designation, but the group also could

Ited capacity to handle the larger mission encompassed in

include representation from and/or maintain working relations

a national heritage corridor. (To date, CVHN has intention-

with relevant interests outside that immediate area. This approach
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would have short-term benefits in promoting linkages among

tation sooner in the critical period following designation than

relevant sites, even if they were not all included within the

governmentally established entities.

designated heritage corridor, and would facilitate expansion
of the corridor if some of the interests not initially included

t As a new entity, a start-up nonprofit would not have any

chose to participate at some point in the future. (Perhaps the

historical baggage to overcome, and perhaps could be

m·ost extreme example of this need for adaptability would be

tailored to fit the region's needs more precisely than could

expanding the nonprofit into an international organization

be achieved by re-tooling an existing organization.

should heritage interests in Quebec elect to participate and/or
if the designation were formally expanded through binational

governmental action to include relevantareas in Quebec.)

t May require less overhead for program administration, potentially making a greater percentage of funding directly available
for projects. (Quinebaug-Shetucket Heritage Corridor, Inc.,

Advantages
~

reP.orts that 85% of its funding goes directly to programs.}

As a nongovernmental body, a new nonprofit likely would

be less threatening to landowners and residents than
government-based management options (e.g., federal com-

• Many recently established national heritage corridors/areas
have used non profits as the managing entity.

mission), and therefOre might be more acceptable to local
interests across a broader cross-section of the study area.

Disadvantages
t There is no strong existing coalition/working group focuSed

• May be more versatile/agile in fundraising from various

on heritage resources across the study area that could serve

sources (government, foundations, corporations, and indi-

as the foundation for building a new organization; such an

viduals) to supplement initial governmental appropriations

effort would have to start more or less from scratch.

than government:based coordinating entities.

t Some experts conclude that the study area already has
t May be less dependent on political patrons than legislatively Created entitles such as a·federal commission.

a sufficiently dense concentration of good non profits
and doesn't need a new one prior to national designation
(unlike the situation in some designated areas, such as the

t As a new, nongovernmental entity, a new nonprofit might

Quinebaug-Shetucket National Heritage Corridor).

be fnore responsive to the needs and desires of local/
regional citizens and stakeholders in its structure and
a~roach.

t Could generate resistance from existing non profits due to
concerns about increased competition for scarce financial
resources.

D By being perceived as more politically benign than governmentally established entities (e.g., state agencies, Lake

t Could generate opposition from those individuals who don't

Champlain Basin Program, new federal commission), a new

want any further cluttering of the institutional landscape

nonprofit may be better able to establish effective partner-

("Not another new entity!").

ships with a broader range of organizations.
t Existing nonprofits could become concerned that a new
t Without the encumbrances of governmental bureaucracy,
a new nonprofit may be able to initiate corridor implemen-

regional organization might overshadow or supercede their
existing activities.
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D Could generate concerns that the organization would

This type of federal commission would not be an entirely

become susceptible to domination/control by the National

new concept in the Champlain Valley; it would be a very close

Park Service.

analogy to the Lake Champlain Management Conference (later
known as the Lake Champlain Basin Program), established

D Although new non profits worked well in certain other national

by Congress in the 1990 Lake Champlain Special Designation

heritage corridor/area designations within a single state (e.g.,

Act. Clearly, the Management Conference had a somewhat

Quinebaug/Shetucket and Essex), this option could be more

different purview (with-its primary focus on developing a pol-

difficult to implement effectively in the Champlain Valley,

lution prevention, control, and restorat'1on plan for.-the lake)

given the potential and desirability of encompassing parts

and different composition (because of its purview) than a heri-

of both New York and Vermont in a heritage designation.

tage corridor commission would have. However, the basic
concept is the same: a federally established body comprised

J Organization would need to pass legal/fiduciary require-

of representatives from relevant public/nonprofit/for-profit!

ments for incorporation as a nonprofit. (This would be

academic organizations at the local/regional, state. and national

further complicated if it were desired to have the

levels, with clearly defined authorities and responsibilities.

organization's purview include heritige resources in Quebec,
thereby necessitating binational nonprofit incorporation.)

Advantages
~

Provides a relatively straightforward mechanism for ensur-

Option #6: Federally Established Commission

ing that significant stakeholders in the region will have direct

Commissions that were created by Congress in the authorizing

representation in the_ managing entity.

legislation for the area manage several exist"mg national heritage corridors/districts. The composition of these commissions

~ By providing a strong, highly visible, prestigious forum

typically is established in the legislation, allowing

wherein key interests can come together to pursue common

Congressional sponsors from the region in question to ensure

goals, federal commissions can be very effective, particu-

that important stakeholders are represented (e.g., landowners

larly in bistate situations, where otherwise it may be difficult

and residents; local, state, and federal agencies; conservation

to ensure that the relevant parties (including both states and

and recreation groups; business and industry; tourism and eco-

the federal government, as well as core local/regional inter-

nomic development officials; etc.). These commissions gener-

ests) sustain their participation and commitment over time.

ally are established as independent agencies of the federal government, but are driven by interests of the regional stakehold-

1 High visibility also ca·n be helpful in creating a unified re-

ers that comprise the lion's share of the membership. Such

gional identity and understanding that transcends political

commissions typically have the authority to hire their own staff,

boundaries and in leveraging funding for projects that cross

receive and distribute federal funds, and enter into agreements

boundaries.

with other governmental units and nongovernmental organizations. Any other authorities also are clarified in the authorizing

~

As a new entity, a commission would not have any historical

legislation (e.g., preclusion of any land acquisition or land use

baggage to overcome and perhaps could be tailored to fit

regulatory authority). Examples include the Blackstone National

the region's needs more precisely than could be achieved

Heritage Corridor Commission (Massachusetts and Rhode Is-

by retooling an existing organization.

land), Delaware and Lehigh Canal National Heritage Corridor
Commission (Pennsylvania), and Shenandoah Valley Battlefields
National Historic District Commission (Virginia).
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Disadvantages

Champlain Valley heritage corridor could be established legis-

) Probably more likely than other options to generate political

latively, either as the first component of a state-wide program

opposition among residents and local officials due to fears

or as a single, stand-alone designation.

that the commission could be or would become a vehicle

Most of the preceding discussion of potential coordinating

for the federal government to play an undesired strong role

entities that could be used for a national heritage corridor

in the region.

designation would be relevant to a state-level-designation as
well, with the following exceptions/additions:

t Could generate opposition from those individuals Who don't
want any further cluttering of the institutional landscape
("Not another new entity!").

• Given the lack of congressional action, Option #6-a federally established commission-obviously would not be
available.

t The trend among recently designated national heritage
corridors/areas (with the exception of Shenandoah Valley

• The coordinating entity would not necessarily need to meet

a

Battlefields National Historic District, established in 1996)

the same requirements as those necessary for

federal

has been to employ other types of coordinating entities (e.g.,

designation (i.e., the ability to receive, disburse, and account

state agencies, existing nonprofit organizations) rather than

for federal funds, and to enter into agreements with the

to establish new federal commissions.

federal government).

•, May be less versatile/agile than a nonprofit organization (ex-

I Should both New York and Vermont proceed with a state-

isting or new) in fundrqising from diverse sources (i.e., other

level designation and choose not to use one of the potential

than federal appropriations and state/local government

-coordinating entities discussed in Section II, the Governors/

matching funds).

Legislatures could create either (1) separate oversight
bodies to implement the designation in each state, or (2) a

COORDINATING ENTITY OPTIONS FOR

joint oversight body to implement the designation across

OTHER ALTERNATIVES

the entire region. Precedent for the concept of a joint oversight body exi_sts in the ongoing Lake Champlain Steering

State-Designated Heritage Corridor

Committee, which was established by the two Governors

A second alternative under consideration. in the Champlain

(and the Premier of Quebec) in 1988 and now has been

Valley Heritage Corridor _Project is the possibility oJ a heritage

given responsibility for implementation of the pollution pre-

corridor designation accomplished through state action in New

vention, control, and restoration plan created by the Lake

York and/or Vermont, rather than through federal legislation.

Champlain Management Conference. A similar joint over-

In fact, New York currently has two relevant initiatives. One is

sight body tailored for a heritage corridor designation would

a state-level Heritage Area System, administered by the Office

likely be much more effective in achieving a unified regional

of Parks-, Recreation and Historic Preservation; three heritage

approach to implementation than separate entities fcicused

areas have been established through the System (Whitehall,

only on their respective states. However, any such new en-

Saratoga, and Hudson-Mohawk). The second is a recently estab-

tities could generate opposition by further cluttering the

lished maritime heritage area for Long Island Sound, created

institutional landscape in the designa,ted area.

by state legislation and administered through the Department
of State (Coastal Zone Management program). Vermont does
not have a parallel state-level heritage area system, but a

-

-·------------------------------

APPENDIX G: COORDINATING ENTITY OPTIONS

t Should only one of the states proceed with a state-level

ments for and against each option would be much the same

designation and choose not to use one of the potential co-

as those provided in that section. 3 However, the political vi-

ordinating entities discussed in Section II, the Governor/

ability of using a federally established bistate (or international)

legislature could create a new oversight body to implement

comriiission may be somewhat stronger for a commemoration,

designation in that state. Precedent for this approach exists

in part because similar commissions were used effectively in

in New York State with the creation of the Mohawk Valley

1909 and 1959 to celebrate the 300th and 350th anniversaries

Heritage Corridor Commission, a public benefit corporation.

of Champlain's arrival. 4 Given those precedents in the region

Again, the creation of this type ot new coordinating entity

and the possibility that a ·'commemoration commissionn would

could generate opposition by further cluttering the institu-

be perceived as less threatening than a "national heritage

tiona! landscape in the designated area.

corridor commission," this option may be more politically acceptable for the commemoration alternative than for national

A state-level designation would have certain other implica-

heritage- corridor designation. 5

tions for management of the corridor, as well. For example, it

There are also more r·ecent precedents from other parts

is unlikely that federal appropriations specifically targeted for

of the country in which federally established commissions

implementation of the heritage corridor designation would be

have been used to manage celebrations/commemorations.

forthcoming. However, federal funding through existing

The DeSoto Expedition Trail Commission was established in

programs presumably would continue to be available. Also,

the Department of the Interior in 1990 to encourage and

National Park Service participation in implementation would

direct research and coordinate the distribution of interpre-

be limited to existing programs, rather than a greater level of

tive materials to the public regarding the DeSoto expedition,

assistance and resources that might be available under a na-

the native societies the expedition encountered, and the ef-

tional designation. The National Park Service presumably

fects of that contact Appointed by the Secretary of the Inte-

would not have representation on any oversight/managing

rior, the Commission included scholars, resource specialists,

entity, unless specifically requested by the state(s).

a representative from the Smithsonian Institution, and the
Superintendent of the DeSoto National Monument. In 1992,

Quadricentenniat Commemoration

the Jefferson Commission was established by Congress to

The final alternative under consideration in the Champlain

commemorate the 250th anniversary of Thomas Jefferson's

Valley Heritage Corridor Project is the possibility of a multiyear

birth. The Commission, which inciuded eleven citizens ap-

commemoration of the 400th anniversary of the arrival of

pointed by the President and representatives of the execu-

Samuel de Champlain in the lake Champlain/Richelieu region.

tive, legislative, and judicial branches of government, was

For this alternative, any of the possible coordinating entities

charged with planning and developing appropriate programs

presented in Section II also could be employed, and the argu-

and activities for the event

The Lake Champla111 Byways program has recently embraced the idea of a

4

It should be noted that federal Involvement 111 those earlier celebrations was

400th anniversary commemorallon as the core ol1ts economic and tounsm

coordinated through the State Department due to the internat1onal nature of

deveropment strJtegy, Jnd is 111 the early stages of explor1ng how this strategy

ltie events; !he NatiOnal Park Service was not involved

might be best managed and ·rrnplemented. Should a commemoration be identified as the preferred outcome of the CVHCP, clearly tfle two elforts shourd be
Integrated into one cohes1ve Initiative

5 Despite the precedents 1n 1909 and 1959, it should be kept in mind that
much has changed 1r1 the reg,on since those times (e.g., regulatory battles in
the Adirondack Park: the inflammatory battle over establishment ol the
Champlain-Adirondack Biosphere Reselve}, and, as a result. a federal commemoration commission may be less palatable to local interests now than
previously_
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Another model that merits examination is the "Celebration

created three working subcommittees~Programs & Events,

2007" initiative currently underway in Virginia to commemo-

Marketing & Finance, and logistics-to prepare a master

rate the quadricentennial of the founding of Jamestown. The

celebration plan. In addition to these state-level activities, a

Virginia General Assembly designated the Jamestown/Yorktown

parallel federal ~ommemoration commission is being consid-

Foundation, a state agency, to plan and coordinate the cel-

ered that would help to generate broader national and inter-

ebration, which is envisioned as a statewide, national, and

national awareness and interest in the event and serve as a

event The Foundation subsequently established

conduit for federal resources (funding and technical assis-

a high-profile Steering Committee to oversee the effort; this

tance). A similar approa.ch with parallel state and federal

Committee has twenty-four members, including a number of

commissions was used for the 350th anniversary of the

international

state politicians, Foundation Board members, Native Ameri-

Jamestown settlement in 1957, and was successful in lever-

can and African American representatives, and designees from

aging substantial federal contributions for new infrastructure

the Governor's office, historic preservation groups, and the

(for instance, two new visitors centers were constructed, and

National Park Service. The Steering Committee, in turn,- has

the Colonial Parkway was completed).

APPENDIX H: SOCIOECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS

(Report prepared by the Office of Thomas J. Martin in associa-

dent research effort, general knowledge of the industry, and

tion with Heritage Partners, Inc., for the National Park Service,

consultations with representatives of the client. No responsi-

1999.)

bility is assumed for inaccuracies in reporting by the client, its
agent and representatives, other consultants, or any other data
source used in the preparation of this study. No warranty or

SECTION I: INTRODUCTION

representation is made that any of the projected values or.
results contained in this study will ac!ually be achieved. There

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the economic impact

usually will be differences between forecasted or projected

ot the Champlain Valley heritage presentation options. This

and actual results, because events and circumstances usually

report documents tlle characteristics of the Champlain Valley

do not occur as expected, and other factors not considered in

Study Area, as defined by the National Park Service, the

the study may also influence actual results.

current visitor activity in the region, the four options being

This report will be presented to third parties in its entirety

considered by the National Park Service, and the estimated

and no abstracting of the report will be made without first

economic impacts from each of the options.

obtaining permission of the Office of Thomas J. Martin. This

This report contains the following data and analyses:

report may not be used for any purpose other than that for
which it was prepared. This report was prepared during March

Champlain Valley Heritage Corridor Project Description:

through May 1999. It represents data available at that time.

a definition of the study area, and a brief discussion of the
proposed project.

Baseline Analysis: identification of the size, c:haracteristics, and activity of available markets and analysis of travel

SECTION !!: CHAMPLAIN VALLEY STUDY AREA
TOURISM BASELINE

pattern indicators for the region.

Framework for Evaluation: a discussion of the four options-

The purpose of this section

of our

report is to document the

1) continuation of current activities 2) provincial and state

characteristics of the Champlain Valley Study Area as defined

heritage corridor 3) national heritage corridor 4) quadricenten-

by the National Park Service and to establish a baseline of the

nial commemoration-and assumptions about timing for each

current visitor activity and tourism infrastructure in the region.

of the options.

The following topics are included:

Economic Evaluation of Options: a discussion of economic

Champlain Valley Study Area Project Description-a defi-

impacts of each option wiHl an emphasis on new visitation to

nit"lon of the study area a.nd a brief discussion of the proposed

heritage corridor communities and economic activity associ-

project;

ated with new visitation.

Champlain Valley Study Area Tourism Infrastructure-a review of tourism infrastructure in the region;

Assumptions

\

Baseline of Tourism in the Champlain Valley Study Area-

In preparing this study, the following assumptions were made.

documentation and review of tourism indicators in the lake

This study is qualified in its entirety by these assumptions.

Champla·ln region (Vermont, New York, and Quebec).

Every reasonable effort has been made in order that the data
contained in this report reflect the most accurate and timely
information possible, and it is believed to be reliable. This study
is based on estimates, assumptions, and other information
developed by the Office of Ttwmas J. Martin from its indepen-
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THE CHAMPLAIN VALLEY HERITAGE CORRIDOR PROJECT

Table 11-1
Champlain VaHey Study Area Estimated Resident Population

The Champlain Valley Region is steeped in both natural and
cultural history, and accordingly its many natural and historic

New York

sites are popular destinations for tourists throughout the year.

Clinton

76,500

The focal point of the Champlain Valley Region is Lake

Essex

38,200

Champlain, the sixth-largest freshwater lake in the United States,

Warren

extending for 120 miles alOng the borders of New York and

Saratoga

Vermont, between the Adirondack and Green Mountain ranges.

Washington

Total

In an effort to recognize the Region's historic resources,
Senator James Jeffords of Vermont asked the National Park

61,800
196,200
61,000

(33,700

Vermont

Service to assess the suitability of heritage corridor designa~

Franklin

tion in the region. The purpose of the NPS study is to evaluate

Grand Isle

whether the resources of the Champlain Valley merit addi-

Addison

43,900
6,100
34,700
62,300

tiona! National Park Service involvement in their protection

Rutland

and interpretation.

Chittenden

143,000

Total

290,000

For the purposes of this socioeconomic evaluation, the

Quebec

Chfmplain Valley Study Area includes:

Le
New York-Clinton, Essex, Warren, Saratoga, and Wash~

ington Counties
Vermont-Grand Isle, Franklin, Chittenden, Addison, and

Bas~Richelieu

94,871

Rouville

28,700

Le Haut-Richelieu

82,401

Total

Rutland Counties

53,530

La Vallee-du-Richelieu

259,502

Quebec-Le Bas-Richelieu, La Vallee-du-Richelieu . Rouville,

Total Population

and Le Haut-Richelieu Regional Municipal Counties

Although the area is geographically vast, the resident

p~pu

983,202

Source: Safes and Marketing Management, 1998 Survey of

the

Buying Power, and Anne Drost, International Corridors of

resident population of the area encompassed by the Champlain

Culture: Working Towards a Heritage Corridor in the Champlain!

Valley Study Area.

Richetieu ValleY, 1998.

lation of the area is fairly small. Data in Table 11-1

show

TOURISM INFRASTRUCTURE IN THE CHAMPLAIN
VALLEY REGION
This section of the report discusses the existing tourism infra~
structure and current heritage sites and attractions within the
study area. The purpose of this section is not to perform a[l
inventory of specific sites, attractions, and facilities, but rather
to profile selected attractions and infrastructure indicators. These

APPENDIX H: SOCIOECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS

data will be used to gauge the capacity of the region to support

mont attractions without excessive travel times. For those who

additional visitation and will guide and inform the assessment ot

prefer not to drive, several bus tour companies operate within

Champlain Valley heritage preservation options as proposed.

the Study Area and offer both heritage and natural attraction

itineraries. Also, Amtrak provides scheduled rail passenger

Infrastructure

service to both sides of the Lake.

Historically, tourism has been an important component of the

local economies in the regions of Vermont, New York, and

Heritage Attractions and Historic Sites

Quebec that fall within the study area. Today, tourism contin-

The Champlain Valley Region has numerous heritage attract'lons,

ues to play an important role, as access to rural areas has

from forts and battlegrounds to underwater archaeological sites.

improved, and more and more people are traveling.

While an inventory of heritage sites and attractions ·In the

The Champlain Valley is within easy access of the major

Champlain Valley has been completed by Associates in Rural

metropolitan markets of New York City, Albany, Montreal, and

Development, lnc., 1 data in Table 11-2 show characterist"1cs of

BO$ton, as Interstate 87 runs north/south through the study

some of the larger attractions within the study area.

area from New York City to Montreal, and Interstate 89 runs

Visitation and seasonality of these selected attractions

northwest from Concord, New Hampshire, to the border of

provide an indicator of the current level of infrastructure de-

Vermont and Quebec north of St. Albans. Both of these routes

velopment already exist"1ng within the study area.

carry high volumes of traffic through the Champla·ln Valley

Visitation and seasonal"lty of these selected attractions

Region. In addit"1on, t~e Lake Champlain ferries transport pas-

provide an indicator of the current level of infrastructure

sengers and vehicles across Lake Champlain year-round,

development already existing within the study area.

allowing touring visitors to experience both New York and Ver-

The data in the table indicate that most of the attractions

Table II-2
Attendance of Selected Heritage Attractions within the Champlain Valley Study Area

Attraction/ Location

Estimated Annual Attendance

Saratoga National Historical Park, Saratoga, NY

250,000 (battlefield)

Operating Season
Year-round

75,000 (visitor center)
Shelburne Museum, Shelburne, VT
Fort Chambly, Chambly, Quebec

150,000
133,93]2

May to October
March to November

Ft. Ticonderoga, Ticonderoga, NY

99,000

July to October

Wilson Castle, Proctor, VT

75,000

May to October

Shelburne Farms, Shelburne, VT

65,000

May to October

Fort Lennox, Saint-Paul-de l'lle-aux-Noix, Quebec

42,849

May to October

New England Maple Museum, Pittsford, VT

25,000

March to December

Lake Champlain Maritime Museum, Vergennes, VT

25,000

May to October

Ethan Allen Homestead, Burlington, VT

13,000

May to October (by appt.
in off-season)

Source: Champlain Valley Heritage Corridor Inventory, The Official Museum Directory,
AAM, Tourism Quebec, and the Office of Thomas J: Martin.
1

1998 Champlain Valley Heritage Comdor Inventory. Associates in Rural Development, Inc

2 _ Attendance

lor the monlhs of June, July. August a11d September only
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operate seasonally, as the most popular months to visit these

Table 11-3

regionS are in the spring, summer, and fall when the weather

Accommodations within the Champlain Valley

is warm. Visitation ranges from 13,000 at the Ethan Allen

Study Area

Homestead to 250,000 at the Saratoga National Historical Park.

Number of Properties

Most of the herit3.ge attractions and historic sites within the
corridor record modest visitation levels. Fort Ticonderoga is

Region

HotelfMotel

B&Bflnn

Camp

one of the most popular sites in the New York portion of the

New

538

146

25

study, area, with 99,000 annual visitors, while the Shelburne

Vermont 4

121

152

110

Museum is one of the most popular attractions in the Vermont

Quebec 5

60

34

29

portion of the Study Area, attracting 150,000 annual visitoys.

Totals

719

332

164

York 3

Vermont, New York, and Quebec have many smafl attractions,
such as town museums and historic houses that only attract a

Source: Vermont Lodging Directory, I Love NY Adirondack

few thousand visitors annually. Fort Chambly and Fort Lennox

Region Accommodations Guide. Washington County Chamber

are popular attra"ctions within the Quebec portion of the Study.: of Commerce Accommodations Listing. Saratoga County
Area, attracting an estimated 134,000 and 43,000 visitors

Chambei of Commerce 1998 Accommodations Listing Tourism

respectively, during the four-month period, June to September.

Quebec, Tourist Guide to Monteregie and Eastern Townships.

These moderate levels of visitation to the region's historic sites
and attractions suggest that visitors to and residents of the

Lake Champlain· Ferries

region·already have substantial interest in heritage tourism.

The Lake Champlain Ferries provide the only transportation
link across the Lake between New York and Vermont for nearly

Accommodations

70 miles, between the bridge north of Alburg, VT southward

Within the Cham"plain Valley, accommodations are abundant,

to the bridge at Crown Point, New York. Three ferries run year-

ranging from bed and breakfasts and inns to budget hotels/

round from Pla!tsburgh, NY to Grand Isle, VT (twelve-minUte

motels to upscale lodges to campgrounds. The New York par-

crossing time), Burlington, VT to Port Kent, NY (1-hour cross-

tion of the study area offers by far the greatest number of

ing time), and Essex, NY to Charlotte, VT (20-minute crossing

accommodations the majority of which are hotels or motels; how-

time). Data in Table 1\-4 show Lake Champlain Ferry fares for

ever, Vermont has the greatest number of bed and breakfast

1998-1999.

accommodations. Campgrounds are abundant throughout the
'study area, particularly in New York. The presence of several
national hotel operators indicates a well-developed tourism
economy. Data in Table 11-3 show the type of accommodations
in the region and provide a listing of national hotel ope(ators.
The type of national hotel operator provides an indication of
the target market. The farge number of budget hotel/motel
chains indicates that the market is geared toward families and

3

tourists with moderate income. Conversely, the presence of more
up-market chains such as Sheraton and Hilton, indicates that

Hotel chains include: Best Westem, Comfort ln11, Days lnrt, Econo Lodge,
Holiday Inn, Howard Johnson, Radisson, Ramada, Sheraton, Super 8,
Travelodge.

4

Hotel chains include: Best Western. Budgetel, Comfort Inn, Days Inn, Econo

there is substantial business travel in the region, and that the

Lodge, Hilton, Holiday Inn, Howard Johnso11, Quality Inn, Ramada 11111, Super 8,

tourism market is geared toward all income levels.

Travelodge.
5

Hotel chai11s include: Comfort Inn, Days lnrt, Holiday Inn, Ramada

-

-

-

-----
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Table U-4

t

1998 -1999 Round:-Trip Lake Champlain ferry Fare

S~lopping

and pleasure driving were the two most popular

tra'VeHelated acti'Vities that passengers participated in while
on their trips (30.7 percent and 25.1 percent participation,

Car and

Adult

Driver

Passenger

$23.00

$5.75

$2.25

Grand Isle/Plattsburgh $12.25

$3.25

$1.00

$12.25

$3.25

$1.00

respectively). Visiting museums and ~1istoric sites was also

Child
(6-12)

popular (14.2 percent participation).

ferry
Burlington/Port Kent

Charlotte/Essex

Source: 1998, Lake Champlain Transportation Company

•

The Burlington/Port Kent ferry is more likely to serve pleasure
travelers than the Grand Isle/ Plattsburgh and Essex/Charlotte
ferries that serve more business and commuting travelers.

t New York residents of the region ride the Grand Isle/
Plattsburgh ferry more often than Vermont residents of the

The ferries transport an estimated 500,000 people a year
between New York and Vermont.'5 In 1996, the School of Natu-

region, and Vermont residents ride the Charlotte/Essex ferry

more frequently than

New York residents of the region do.

ral Resources at the University of Vermont conducted a study
of the Lake Champlain ferries. Following is a summary of some
of the key findings from the study:

D The Ferries carry approximately 200,000 tourists across the
Lake annually.

t Vermont passengers are less interested than New York passengers in heritage and agricultural tourism and factory tours.

Marketing/Regional Awareness
Despite the relatively high volume of visitors to the region
annually and the well developed infrastructure in terms of

~

Over one-third of ferry passengers are tourists on a multi-

access, accommodations, and transportatio"n, several of the

day vacation to the region.

studies that were reviewed indicate that there is a need for
enhanced advertising and marketing efforts by regional at-

9 Although most passengers {70.2 percent} use the ferries

tractions. Both the Ambrosino Research, Inc .. study for the

tor local transportation, 29.8 percent use the ferries as a

Adirondack Regional Tourism Council and the MarketReach,

through-link to destinations beyond the greater· Lake

Inc., study for the Lake Champlain Basin Program conclude

Champlain Region.

that visitors to the region lack awareness of specific attractions and that word of mouth is one of the most important

t The most popular heritage tourism attractions visited bY ferry

ways visitors learn about the region and specific attractions.

passengers were the Shelburne Museum (14.6 percent),

In the Executive Summary of the Lake Champlain Economic

and Ft. Ticonderoga ( 10.1 percent).

Database Project, Homes and Associates and Anthony Artuso
conclude: "there is an obvious lack of a Lake Champlain focus

J The majority of passengers are on one-day trips (59.8 per-

cent) of which 7 percent were on pleasure drives.

in tourism information, research, planning, or development;
also, ther·e is little coordination between tourism entities in
New York, Vermont, and Quebec. The MarketReach, Inc., study
also concludes that H1ere is little cross-promotion of sites and
that only six percent of heritage site visitors in the area learned
about the site by visiting another site. Further, only eleven

6

1996 Lake Cll_amplain Ferr1es Study, UVM School of Natural Resources

percent of site visitors learned about the site through advertising.
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TOURISM BASELINE IN THE CHAMPLAIN VALLEY
STUDY AREA

to Vermont seek out historic and natural attractions all across
the state; however, the Central and South Central Mountain

regions of the state appear to be most popular with visitors
This section of the re[Dort identifies t0e size and characteris-

during all seasons of the year. The Champlain Valley and South-

tics of available tourism markets for the Champlain Valley Study

ern Regions of Vermont are also popular. The least visited

Area. As is typical in assessing tourism markets, there is no

regions of the state include the Northeast Kingdom and the

definitive estimate of the number of tourists to the region. When

Capitol Region. Vermont's tourism industry is primarily regional,

reviewing the various available indicators of tourist activity, care

drawing heavily from New York, Massachusetts, Connecticut,

must be exercised to avoid double counting of visitors or of

and New Jersey markets, in addition to attracting visitors from

including the activities of the local population as tourist activ-

the provinces of Quebec and Ontario.

In 1994, there were an estimated 21.2 million trips to the state,

ity. Ultimately, several sources have been utilized to gauge the
level of tourism activity within the study area.

with

a total

of 11.5 million day trips, 7.9 million total overnight

Although no economic studies to date have focused exclu-

trips, and 1.8 million pass-through trips (where visitors passed

sively on the Champlain Valley as defined by the National Park

through Vermont on their way to other destinations). 8 On aver-

Service, there have been a number of studies that have fo-

age, summer/fall 1996 visitors spent approximately four nights

cused on tourism activity within the Lake Champlain Basin

in Vermont during their trip, while winter 1996 visitors spent on

(LC8), a region similar in geographic area to the study area.

average 3.76 nights. Not surprisingly, many Vermont visitors have

Much of the data in this report is drawn from the LCB studies;

been to the state on a previous visit, and some estimates of re-

however, other regional sources have been used to investigate

peat visitation run as high as 80 percent of visitors, as indicated

activity in the regions that diUer between the Lake Champlain

by the 1996 Summer/Fall UVM Tourist Inquiry.

Basin and the Champlain VaUey study area. Tourism indicators
such as current levels of visitor volume, trip expenditures, and

Trip Purpose of Overnight Travelers

trip duration documented in this rePort will be used as a

Visitors to Vermont come to the state for many reasons. Data

baseline for analysis of the heritage preservation options.

in Table \1-5 show the trip purpose for overnight travelers to

The follOwing discussion reviews the general tourism char-

Vermont.

acteristics of Vermont, the Adirondack Region of New York,

As indicated by data in Table 11-5, Vermont relies heavily on

and the Province of Quebec, followed by a detailed examination

the touring visitor segment, as 18 percent of all overnight visi-

of tourism activity within the Lake Champlain Basin.

tors are on touring vacations. 9 Touring vacationers generally
cover. a lot of ground while in the state and take in many dif-

Vermont Tourism

ferent types of attractions: Vermont touring vacationers tend

Vermont is lauded for its natural beauty and tranquility, year-

to be older and often retired, with an average age of 49, and

round recreational opportunities, and traditional New England

are more interested in history and culture. These visitors also

way of life. Accordingly, tourism is the second largest industry

plan ahead, using auto clubs, magazines, and state and local

in the State, generating over $2 billion in annual revenues

tourism bureaus extensively to assist in trip planning. 10

and over $77 million 7 in rooms and meals tax alone. Visitors

il

Vermont Department of Travel and Tour1sm a11d Vermont Ski Areas Association,

1994 and 1995 fravel Statistics.
9 longvvoods !ntemational 1994-1995, Vermont Cvslomer Research.
7

FY9B, Vermont Department ol Taxes

lO Longwoods !nlernationa/ 1994-'1995, Vermont Customer Research
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Table II-5

Table II-6

Trip Purpose of Overnight Travelers to Vermont

Vermont Tourism Expenditures

Estimated
Percentage of Total

Percent

Travelers By

of Total

Trip Purpose

Visit Friends & Relatives

39%

3,08!,000

Retail

30%

Touring

18%

1,422,000

Lodging

24%

Ski

10%

790,000

Food and Restaurants

24%

Outdoors

8%

632,000

Local Transportation

10%

Special Event

7%

553,000

Skiing

Country Resort

4%

316,000

SightseeingJRecreation/

Business/Pleasure

3%

237,000

Entertainment

Other Pleasure

4%

316,000

Total Pleasure

93%

7,347,000

7%

553,000

100%

7,900,000

Trip Purpose

Business

Total Travelers

Expenditures (0/o)

Sector

6%

6%

_

Source: Longwoods International 1994-1995, Vermont
Customer Research.

When travel and tourism expenditures are segmented by

Source: Longwoods International 1994-1995, Vermont
Customer Research.

county, Rutland and Chittenden counties show the highest
expenditures in 1994-1995. Data in Table 11-7 list total travel
and tourism expenditures in the counties within the Champlain

Vermont Taxable Room Rental Receipts

Valley Study Area for 1994-1995.

The total taxable room rental receipts of the counties that fall
within the Champlain Valley Study Area were in excess of $80

Table II~7

mill'1on dollars in fiscal Year 1996-1997. Chittenden County's

Travel and Tourism Expenditures by County,

receipts alone were in excess of $40 million, highest of all

1994-1995

Vermont counties. Rutland County also had high tax revenues

Expenditure (millions of dollars)

from room rentals Can estimated $28 million), most likely

County

associated with Rutland as a winter ski destination. 11

Rutland

$ 375

Chittenden

$ 338

Visitor Spending

Addison

$

51

Data in Table 11-6 segm~nt the $2.08 billion travel and tourism

Franklin

$

33

expenditures in Vermont in 1994 by sector.

Grand Isle

$

13

Source: Longwoods International 1994-1995, Vermont
Customer Research.

11 VT Department of Employment and Traming, Vermont Travel and Tourism
Activity, 1996-1997
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The following discusses tourism in the Adirondack ..Region of

Primary Trip Purpose

New York State.

As the Adirondacks are primarily a wilderness setting, the
majority of both winter and summertime visitors indicated that

Tourism in the Adirondack Region of New York

their primary trip purpose was "outdoor recreation." Data in

New York State ranked fourth among all states for total travel

Table 11-8 show the primary trip purpose ofvisitors by season.

in 1997, receiving 4.2 percent of all US travel. 12 Although much
of the travel in the state is geared toward New YOrk City, the

Tablell-8

Adirondack Region is a popular destination for many travel-

Trip Purpose of Adirondack Visitors

ers. The Adirondack Region of upstate New York is vast and
includes eight counties; 13 the Adirondack Park alone encompasses over six million acres. While the region is primarily

Trip Purpose

favored for its wilderness setting and abundant recreational

Summer

Winter

Visitors

Visitors

Outdoor Recreation

69%

69%

and nature-based opportunities, the area' is also steeped in

Entertainment

25%

26%

history and includes .a former Olympic site. Based on a study

Visit Friends/Relatives

14%

21%

conducted during 1992-1993 for the Adirondack Regional
Tourism Council by Ambrosino Research Inc., over nine million

Source: NYS Adirondack Regional Marketing Research Project,

people are estimated to visit the Adirondack Region annually.

Ambrosino Research, Inc.

This is likely a very conservative estimate, given that the Warren County Department of Planning and Tourism estimates

·Note: Multiple responses.

that from 1997-1998 there were over 8.9 million visitors to
Warren County alone, 52 percent of whom were day-trippers. 14

Length of Stay

The inconsistencies may result from the uSe of different

The Ambrosino Research, Inc., study reports that visitors to

methodologies in arriving at estimates of visitor volume. The

the Adirondack Region have average trip durations of 4.5 days

Ambrosino study uses telephone and on-site interviews to

in the summer and 3.6 days in the winter months.

project visitation, while the Warren County study uses actual
attend.ance at campgrounds and hotels and motels. The fol-

Accommodations Use

lowing discussion highlights other Adirondack Region tourism

Reportedly, an estimated one-third of all visitors to the region

characteristics based on findings from the 1992-1993

stay in either a hotel or motel, one-tenth stay with friends or

Ambrosino Research, Inc., study for the Adirondack Regional

relatives, and one-quarter of summer visitors camp. Data in

Tourism Council.

Table 11-9 show the types of accommodations used by both
winter and summer visitors to the Adirondacks. The data are
segmented by residence of visitor, United States versus Canada.

12
13

1997 New York State Domestic Travel Report. D. K. Shifflet and Associates
Three out of eight of these count1es are within the Study Area. including Clint011,
Essex and Warren Count1es.

14

Non-resident Population Estimates of Warren County, Warren County Depart·
ments of Planning and Tourism.
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Table 11-9
Accommodations Used by Visitors to the Adirondack Region
Winter

Summer
Accommodation Type

US Residents

Canadian Residents

US Residents

Canadian Residents

Hotel/motel

25%

47%

30%

38%

Campsite

26%

22%

13%

14%

13%

5%

13%

2%

Cottage

9%

5%

9%

3%

Resort

5%

12%

7%

5%

Camper

4%

6%

5%

0%

B&B

5%

1%,

3%

2%

Vacatlon Home

4%

2%

10%

1%

Housefcondo rental

2%

0%

6%

1%

Other

8%

5%

7%

11%

Home of friend or relative

Source: NYS Adirondack Regional Marketing Research Project, Ambrosino Research, fnc.

Note: Multiple responses.

Trip Expenditures

Quebec in 1998, up 6.8 percent from the previous year. Ap-

The average trip expenditure reported by visitors who were

proximately 70 percent ot these tourists were Americans. An

surveyed about their trip to the Adirondacks was $406 for

estimated 60 percent of American tourists to Quebec arrive

winter visitors and $434 for summer visitors, including food,

by car from the New England States. 15 In addition, in-person,

lodging, and "other" trip expenses. These expenditures trans-

e-mail, and telephone inquiries at information centers in

late into a per day expenditure of $113 tor winter visitors and

Quebec were up approximately 4 percent from 1997 to 1998.

$96 for summer v·1sitors.

Tourism continues to grow in Quebec. The Richelieu Valley
area of Quebec, included as part of the NPS Study Area, con-

The folloWing discusses tourism trends in Quebec.

tains several popular historic sites and attractions. Although

Tourism in Quebec

attendance at all t~urist attractions within the regions included

Each of Quebec's nineteen tourist regions has its own appeal,

within the Champlain Valley increased from 1996 to

ranging tram nature, to history, tO recreation. Tourism Quebec

attendance at two of the mOst popular historic sites, Fort Lennox

est"1mates that over 2.4 million international tourists entered

and Fort Chambly, decreased from 1996 to 1997. 16

1997,

15 Anile Drost, '"International Corr1dors of Culture Working Towards a Heritage
Corridor in the Champla111-Richel1eu Valley'". 1998.

' 6 .Tourism Quebec-le Bulletin Touristique-attendance a\ tourist a\tractior~s by
tourist reg1on in June through September 1997.

,--
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Tourism in the Lake Champlain Basin

When comparing the number of visitors to Vermont sites

A tourism survey prepared by MarketReach, Inc., of Burlington,

who are residents of New York with the number of visitors to

VT for the Lake Champlain Basin Program, examined Heri-

New York sites who are residents of Vermont, it is interesting

tage Tourism in the Lake Champlain Basin. Following is a dis-

to note that there are nearly twice as many (16 percent) New

cussion of study findings. All data in this section are from the

York visitors to Vermont than there are Vermont visitors to New

MarketReach, Inc., study unless otherwise noted.

York (9 percent). It is also interesting to note that visitation to
LCB historicsites by Canadians is only 2 percentY

Origin of Heritage Tourists in Lake Champlain Basin
Overall, it was found that the most frequent v'tsitors to Lake

Visitation Frequency

Champlain Basin (LCB) heritage sites are local residents; how-

Overnight visitors are more likely to be on their first visit to the

ever, visitors to major heritage sites, such as Fort Ticonderoga,

LCB, while day-trip visitors are more likely to be repeat visitors

come from the greatest distances. Data in Table 11-10 show

to the heritage sites in the region. Data in Table 11-11 show

the orig·1ns of vis'1tors to the LCB.

vis'1t frequency to the LCB.

Table l!-10
Origin of Visitors to the Lake Champlain Basin

Percentage of Visitors

Visitors at
Residence
of Visitors

Total Visitors

NY site wjo ·

Visitors at

Visitors at

Ft. Ticonderoga

Ft. Ticonderoga

Vermont Sites

lake Champlain Basin

30%

37%

12%

37%

VT

25%

9%

7%

41%

NY

32%

63%

39%

16%

US - not NY or VT

38%

26%

52%

41%

2%

2%

2%

2%

<1%

1%

1%

1%

Canada
Other Countries

Source: 1996 Lake Champlain Basin Cultural Heritage Tourism Survey and Marketing Plan, MarketReach, Inc. Note: Percentages
may not total to 100% due to rounding and if questions were left unanswered.

17

The Canadian sites were not inventoried in the MarketResearch study;
therefore, there is no estimate of the origins of visitors to Quebec sites
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Table 1!-12

Visit Frequency of Lake Champlain Basin Heritage Site

Length of Visitor Stay
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Visitors
Average Length

Overnight
Day Trippers

Visitors

Frequently

62%

10%

Visitors to Lake Champlain Basin

More than once per year

10%

13%

Visitors to New York Sites

12.0

Once per year

6%

17%

Visitors to Vermont Sites

7.8

Every 2-4 years

4%

12%

Every 5-10 years

2%

5%

Source: 1996 Lake·Champlain Basin Cultural Heritage Tourism

Each generation

0%

3%

Survey and Marketing Plan, MarketReach, Inc.

10%

15%

5%

24%

Visit Frequency

Sporadically
First and only visit

Location/Area

of Stay (Days)

7.4

Visitor Interests
Although some visitors to the region were motivated to visit

Source: 1996 Lake Chainpfain Basin Cultural Heritage Tourism

heritage sites by special interests in specific historic places,

Survey and Marketing Plan, MarketReach, Inc.

most (71 percent) of all visitors were motivated by general
interest in the site. Data in Table II 13 show visitor motivations

Length of Stay

for visiting LCB heritage sites.

Although the average length of stay of all visitors to the Lake
Champlain Basin is 7.4 days, length of stay varies by location

Table 1!-13

of the sites being visited. In general, visitors to New York sites

Motivation of Heritage Site Visitorsl 8

(excluding visitors to Fort Ticonderoga) tend to stay longer in

Reason

Percent

Vermont sites with a mean length of stay of 7.8 days. These

for Visit

of Visitors

trends reflect the fact that more visitors to New York sites stay

Genera! Interest

71%

with friends or relatives or in a vacation home than Vermont

Interest in specific historic period or event

29%

visitors do (50 vs. 28 percent), while Vermont visitors are more

Interest in specific historic place

22%

apt to stay in hotels/motels or bed and breakfasts than New

Interest in architecture, visual arts

12%

the region (average of twelve days), as compared to visitors to

York visitors (41 vs. 21 percent). Data in the Table 11-12 show
visitor length of stay.

Source: 1996 Lake Champlain Basin Cultural Heritage Tourism
Survey and Marketing Plan, MarketReach, Inc.

Note: Multiple Responses

18 Note that categories choser1 by less than 10% of VISitors are om1tted from
the table
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Method of Learning about Cultural Tourism Sites in Lake

is higher than that of residents of states other than New York

Champlain Basin

and Vermont (22 percent versus 1'0 percent). Residents of

Word of mouth, genera\ knowledge, and travel brochures are

the other states are

the most popular ways visitors to the LCB learn about the

through travel brochures and guidebooks than are residents

region's heritage sites. Given the small advertising budgets of

of the LCB and other areas of Vermont and New York. Data in

many of the area's smaller and midsize.attractions, it is not

Table 11-14 show how visitors to the LCB region learned about

surprising that advertising awareness of residents of the LCB

the area's historic sites.

more

apt to learn about regional sites

Table II-14
Method of learning of lCB Historic Sites Segmer1ted by Visitor Residence
US, not
Method of learning

AU

LCB

Vermont

New York

Vermont or

about lCB sites

Visitors

Residents

Residents

Residents

New York

General Knowledge

49%

60%

59%

51%

42%

Word of mouth

33%

38%

36%

35%

29%

Travel Brochure

. 20%

12%

12%

19%

25%

Guidebook

18%

9%

7%

14%

28%

Ads

14%

22%

20%

15%

10%

Road Sign or Map

14%

12%

14%

12%

15%

By Chance

7%

6%

7%

6%

8%

Other historic sites

6%

7%

6%

8%

6%

Internet .

1%

0%

1%

1%

2%

Source: 1996 Lake Champlain Basin Cultural Heritage Tourism Survey and Marketing Plan, MarketReach, Inc.
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The Market Reach, Inc. study found the following:

Transportation to LCB Heritage Sites
Reportedly, 91 percent of all visitors arrive at the area's heritage sites by automobile, motorcycle, or recreational vehicle,

while only 3 percent of the visitors arrive via

busY1

~ Overnight visitors spend $390 per trip versus the day-trip

The

visitors' who spend $60 per trip.

MarketReach, Inc., report indicates that July is the month with

• Visitors living in the United States, but outside of New York

the greatest number of bus tours to the region and that buses

and Vermont, spend $427 per trip versus $92 spent by

originate in the Lake Champlain region or in New York· State:

LCB visitors.

• Visitors who are between the ages of 36 and 55 years spend

Visitor Spending
The MarketReach, Inc., study conclusions of visitor spending

$341 on a trip vers\)S $257 spent by those between the

patterns are based on a survey question that asked visitors at

ages of 19and 35 years.

heritage sites how much money they would spend on their trip
to the Lake Champlain area (excluding hotel expenses.) Over-

• By month of visit, August visitors spend $367 versus $177

night visitors estimated that they would spend $390 for the

spent by October visitors.

entire stay (excluding lodging), and day-trip visitors estimated
~ Visitors who come to cultural and heritage sites in the LCB

that they would spend $60.
In 1995, Kuentzel and Valliere conducted a study of New York

once per year spend $411 {with a stay of 8.5 days) versus

and Boston residents who had responded to travel information

the $230 expenditure by those who come more than once

while planning a trip to the .area. It was found that an average

per year (with a total stay of 14.1 days).

trip to Vermont with

a duration of 4.43 days was estimated

to

cost a total of $1,096, or $247, per day including lodging/0
MarketReach, Inc., concludes that the differences between

•

Visitors who originate from areas outside the LCB spend
an average of $368.

the findings in their study and the Kuentzel and Va\\iere study
may be due to the fact that the samples were two very different audiences and that many of the heritage site visitors are

Data in Table 11-15 summarize estimated trip expenditures
in the Lake Champlain Basin.

staying in their own homes or with friends and relatives. In

The data below indicate that there is wide variation in re-

addition, the Kuentzel and Valliere study polled prospective

ported trip expenditures, depending upon whether or not lodg-

visitors, and the Market Reach, Inc., study surveyed visitors

ing is included within the expenditure estimate. Of those three

who were actually on their trip to Vermont.

estimates that exclude lodging, per visitor trip e5tpenditures
range from $232 to $390. These estimates based on surveys
of visitors while on their trips are likely to be more representative of actual expenditures than those reported by prospective visitors to Vermont, as in the Kuentzel and Valliere study.
A per visitor trip expenditure range of $232 to

$?90 (exclud-

ing lodging) will be used in the evaluation of Champlain Valley heritage preservation options.
19 1995 La~e Champlain Basin Cul1:ural Heritage Tourism Survey and MarXe!mg
Plan. MarketReach, Inc

° Kuentzcl and Vall1ere. 1996 Summer/Falllnqu1ry Study, UVM School of Natural

2
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Table 11-15

Estimated Trip Expenditures in Lake Champlain Region

Source

Average Per Visitor

Average

Trip Expenditure for

Length of

Overnight Visitors

Stay (days)

Notes

Daily Expenditure

MarketReach, \nc.2 1

1996 LCB Cultural

Heritage Tourism Survey

Excluding

$ 390

7.4

$52.70

Lodging

Kuentzel and Valliere,
1995 Summer/Fall Inquiry Study,

for the VT Dept of Travel and Tourism

Including
$1.096

4.43

$247.40

2.0

$116.00

Lodging

Institute for NH Studies, 1996,

Scenic and Cultural Byways Visitor
Survey, Connecticut RiVer Valley

Excluding
$ 232

Lodging

UVM 1996 Lake Champlain

Passenger Survey

Excluding
$ 254

N/A

N/A

Lodging

Source: 1996 Lake Champlain Basin Cultural Heritage Tourism Survey and Marketing Plan, MarketReach, Inc.

Tourist Group Composition

Table II-16

It is estimated that only 20 percent of the visitors to the LCB

Percentage of LCB Heritage Site Visitors Who Indicated

travel in groups. The MarketReach study indicates that of all

that They Would Return to the Region "Frequently" or

the visitors to the LCB heritage tourism sites:

"More Than Once"

» 10 percent traveled alone.

Visitor Type

Percentage of Total

Day Trippers

81%

Residents of Lake Champlain Region

86%

Vermont Residents

86%

New York Residents

56%

Canadians

37%

Repeat Visitation

Other US residents

23%

The percentage of visitors to the LCB indicating that they would

Visitors living in countries other than Canada

t 37 percent traveled as two adults.

, 33 percent traveled with children.

0%

return "frequently" or "more than once" to visit cultural heritage sites or historic districts in Vermont, New York, or Quebec

Source: 1996 Lake Champlain Basin Cultural Heritage Tourism

are represented in Table !1-16, segmented by visitor type.

Survey and Marketing Plan, MarketReach, Inc.

21 Note Day Tr1p ViSitors report spending al"l estimated $60 oR- their excursiol"l.
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Overall, day-trippers, residents of the Lake Champlain Region,

Champlain between New York and Vermont. With over 1,100

and Vermont residents are important candidates for frequent

properties containing more than 25,000 rooms and 17,000

or repeat visitation.

campsites, accommodations in the region are abundant, rangIng from camp grounds to budget hptels/motels to high-end

Economic Impact of Lake Champlain Basin Tourism

lodges. Attendance levels and characteristics of visitation at

A 1993 study of the economic impact of Lake Champlain Basin

some of the region's popular heritage attractions suggest that

tourism by Holmes and Associates and Anthony Artuso, for

May to October is the most popular time to travel in the region,

the Lake Champlain Management

Conference 22

concludes the

following:

and that·during this time of the year, the Champlain Valley
Region is visited by a high volume of tourists. Despite the welldeveloped tourism infrastructure, the high volumes of tourists,

b LCB tourism-related expenditures were estimated at $2.2

and the capacity of the region to be able to accommodate

billion in 1990 (71 percent attributed to Vermont and 29

additional visitors, there is a need for enhanced marketing, cross-

percent attributed to New York).

promotion, and advertising of the attractions within the region.
The Lake Champlain region's .historit sites are visited by

b Approximately $880 million or 40 percent of the total tourism expe_nditures in the LCB occur in shoreline towns.

million of visitors each year, many of whom originate within
the Lake Champlain region. Although the average length of
stay of all visitors to the LCB is 7.4 days, length of stay varies

b Expenditures of tourists living within the LCB were estimated

by relative location of the sites visited. 23 1t is also interesting to

at $968 million in 1990 and account for 44 percent of all

note that there are nearly twice as many New York resident

LCB tourism expenditures in that year.

visitors to Vermont as there are Vermont resident visitors to
New York. Visitors to Vermont sites tend to have shorter stays

• In fiscal year 1992, a total of 7.9 million non-US residents

while those visit1ng New York sites tend to have longer stays.

entered the United States through 14 points that serve

Per visitor trip expenditures in the region also vary widely.

the LCB.

Based on the sources reviewed in this report, per visitor trip
expenditureS in the LCB (excluding lodging) range from $232

Baseline Summary

to $390. Overall LCB tourism related expenditures were estimated at $2.2 billion in 1990. 24

As tourism has been an important component of the econo-

Ultimately, visitor characteristics and estimates of visitor

mies of ChampiEiin Valley towns since before the turn of the

volume, expenditures, and length of stay vary from study to

20th Century, the tourism infrastructure in the region is well

study, region to region. Accordingly, this baseline does not

developed overall. The region is easily accessed from major

attempt to quantify this data based on the definition of the

metropolitan markets including Montreal, Boston, and New

Champlain Valley Study Area and the available data. Rather,

York, via Interstates 87 and 89. Additionally, several bus tour

the discussion of the tourism indicators provided will inform

companies operate within the region, and the Lake Champlain

the assessment of Champlain Valley heritage preservation

ferries provide transportation east-to-west across Lake

options. based on the overall context of tourism in the region.

22 1993. Lake Champlain Econom1c Datatxlse Project. Holmes and Assoc1ates
and Anthony Artuso, Lake Champlain Basin Program, Techn1cal Report No
4A The Prov1nce ot Quebec 1s not addressed in this study

23 MarketReach, Inc
24 1993. Lake Champlain Econom1c Database Prowct. Holmes and Assoc1ates and
Anthony Artuso. Lake Champlam Basin Program. Technical Report ~<o. 4A
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SECTION Ill: CHAMPLAIN VALLEY STUDY AREA

Provincial and State Heritage Corridor Designation

FRAMEWORK FOR EVALUATION

Under this option, modeled after the St. Croix 'International

Waterway and Commission, the gove.rnments of Vermont, New
This section of the report outlines the economic impact evalu-

York, and Quebec would enact parallel legislation to establish

ation approach for the Ch~mplain Valley heritage preservation

a heritage corridor. A coordinating entity would be established

options.

for the purpose of preparing a heritage plan for the corridor.
In this option no additional federal involvement would be pur-

This section of the report contains the following information:

& Description of t~e options for the Champlain Valley study

'

sued. Again, the Park Service would not undertake any efforts
to~ establish

new funding or technical assistance programs to aid

area;

entities within the corridor. The benef)t of this option would be

Implementation timing Tor each of the optlons;

that management functlons would be centralized, allowing for

~ Framework for economic impact evaluation.

more effective communication among the states and Quebec,
avoiding replication of efforts, and providing cross-boundary

OPTIONS FOR HERITAGE PRESERVATION IN THE

cooperation and coordination. This could lead to more effective

CHAMPLAIN VALLEY

management and allocation of resources needed to preserve,
protect, and promote heritage tourism in the corridor.

The National Park Service CNPS) has developed four options
for approaching heritage preservation and tourism in the

National Heritage Corridor Designation

Champlain Valley Region, including: 1) continuation of current

Modeled after the Blackstone River Valley National Heritage

practices; 2) provincial and state heritage corridor designation;

Corridor in Massachusetts and Rhode Island and the

3) national heritage corridor designation; and 4) a quadri-

Quinebaug and Shetucket Rivers Valley National Heritage

centennial commemoration 9f Samuel de Champlain's arrival

Corridors in Connecticut, this option would establish a national

in the valley.

heritage corridor through Congressional legislation. A public/
private coordinating entity wo.uld be established by the legis-

.Continuation of Current Practices in the

lation for the purpose of preparing a heritage plan and imple-

Champlain Valley

menting the plan in accordance with other entities. Parks

In this option, no additional federal involvement would be

Canada would be represented on the coordinating entity and,

pursued and no new NPS programs would be established to

if desired, could enact parallel legislation to extend the corri-

provide technical assistance or additional funding to organi-

dar north of the international boundary. In this option, the

zations in the Champlain Valley. States, private foundations,

National Park Service (NPS) would provide technical assis-

and other organizations would continue to provide the primary

tance to the coordinating entity as requested. NPS could also

source of funds for the protection of heritage resources in the

be called upon to assist in estab1ishing an interpretation and

corridor and the continued development of tourism infrastruc-

identity plan for the Champlain Valley. This plan could include

ture. Regional and local initiatives, such as the Lake Champlain

the development of a consistent signage system, corridor-wide

Byways project and the Lake Champlain Basin Program, would

publications and maps, and "virtual visitors centers." The in-

continue unchanged. In addition, all land ownership, regula-

terpretation plan would serve to increase visitor awareness of

tion and policies would remain unchanged. Binational efforts

the heritage sites within the corridor. NPS would also assist in

between Canada and the United States would be limited to

developing visitor amenities and educational outreaCh activi-

periodic conferences focusing on tourism.-

ties if requested. An annual appropriation of federal funds
would be made to the coordinating entity for a period of ten
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years. Additionally, funds would be made available to organi-

IMPLEMENTATION TIMING FOR EACH OF THE OPTIONS

zations within the corridor under existing federal programs.

Each option presented has costs and benefits and has consequences in terms of timing of implementation and duration of

Quadricentennial Commemoration

benefits. For the purposes

of this economic impact evaluation,

This option would be initiated to commemorate the 400th

the timing of implementation ot options will be characterized

anniversary of Samuel de Champlain's arrival in the valley

on a continuum of immediate to delayed, and the impact of

during the years 2003 to 2009. The commemoration would be

each of the optiorls will be characterized on a continuum from

a binational effort that would be initiated

~hrough

legislation

finite to sustained. The following graphic characterizes the tim-

authorizing a body to oversee commemoration efforts. The

ing of implementation and duration of benefits from each

coordinating body would be a public/private partnership com-

option. Note that Option 1, continuation of current practices,

prised of a mix of federal, state, and provincial, nonprofit, and

is not included in the graphic, as there is no measurable im-

private entities. NPS would be involved through participation

pact associated with the option.

on the coordinating body and through technical assistance
upon request. The coordinating body would identify and imple-

lmpact of Options

ment the actions necessary to commemorate historic events in

Finite

the Champlain/Richelieu Valley. The effort would be finite, but
would provide additional fun"ding for the valley, and access to
federal technical assistance. This option would also provide

QuadriCentennial
Celebration

an opportunity for the valley to receive federal recognition. Al
least on a temporary basis, there would be increased crass-

Timing of Implementation

boundary cooperation and coordination.

Immediate

Future

National
Heritage
Corridor

Sustained

The diagram above shows that both national heritage corridor designation and pr.ovincial and state heritage designation
will tal\e place over a sustained period and will have sustained
impacts on tourism in the region, while the quadricentennial
commemoration will be an event that is finite in length and
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may or may not have sustained impacts. 25 However, it is pos-

FRAMEWORK FOR ECONOMIC IMPACT EVALUATION OF

Sible that the "hype" associated with a quadricentennial

HERITAGE PRESERVATION OPTIONS

commemoration will serve as a catalyst for future heritage pres-

SECTION IV: CHAMPLAIN VALLEY PRESERVATION

ervation efforts, thereby creating a sustained effect on tour-

OPTIONS ECONOMI.C IMPACT EVALUATION

ism in the region. In terms of timing of implementation, it is
likely that the national heritage corridor could be established

in a more timely fashion than a provincial and state desig-

Heritage
Preservation
Tourism Baseline

Option

Impacts

nated corridor, based on the NPS experience in establishing

heritage corridors in the Blackstone and Quinebaug-Shetucket

: ; Visitor Volume

River Valleys. Documentation of the lengthy process of establishing the St. Croix International Waterway supports these
assumptions. With NPS involvement and study of previous

Trip
Expenditures

models such as the commemoration of the 250th birthday of
Thomas Jefferson and'De Soto Expedition Trail Commission,

Visitor Volume

-()-

Length of Stay

Trip
Expenditures

Length of Stay

it is likely that a quadricentennial commemoration could be
implemented in an' efficient and timely fashion.
The purpose of this section is to discuss the economic impact

FRAMEWORK FOR ECONOMIC IMPACT EVALUATION

of the Champlain Valley heritage preservation options.

The framework for evaluation of the economic impact of each

The following information is included in this section:

of the proposed options is predicated on the baseline evalua-

~ Qualitative assessment of the impact of Champlain Valley

tion of tourism activity in the Champlain, Valley and a sefid

heritage preservation options;

understanding of the characteristics of each of the options
proposed. Although economic impact is a function of many
variables, this 'analysis focuses on potential increases in visitor

~ Orders of magnitude assessment of the impact of Champlain

Valley heritage preservation options.

volume, trip expenditures, and length of stay. The economic
impacts of each of the options are qualitatively characterized

This analysis focuses on economic impact as a function of

(small increase, moderate increase~ large increase), then quan-

four parameters: visitor volume in the region, number of day-

tified based on the estimates from the baseline analysis. The

trippers vs. overnight visitors, trip expenditures, and length of

following diagram represents the analytical approach to the

stay. The analysis examines orders of magnitude relative to

economic impact evaluation.

each of the options; it does not take into account indirect economic impacts (such as new employment opportunities) as a
result of the implementation of the optioils. The analysis works
off the baseline established for tourism in the Lake Champlain
Basin; it does not take into account potential impacts on the
nort~1ern and southern portions of the Study Area.

25 A National Hentage Corridor would have a ··sunset" clause 111 legislation, limiting NPS linariCial and tech meal ass1slance to a ten-year period. Designation.
however. 1s permanent
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QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT OF HERITAGE

trips or may visit the region more frequently. Trip expendi-

PRESERVATION OPTIONS

tures are likely to increase in all three scenarios as well, as
there may be increased spending opportunities associated with

For thi~ portion of the analysis, the potential impacts of each

merchandising of heritage corridor and quadricentennial com-

of the four options are described for each of three param-

memoration items and other spending opportunities. Overall,

eters-visitor volume in the region, trip expenditures, and

it is likely that each of the options could have a substantial

length of stay. The descriptors in Table IV-1 show the potential

ec9nomic impact on the region. Data in Table IV-2 show the

effects of each of the options. Since there are no changes

assessment of the estimated annual economic impact of each

associated with the continuation of current practices, the ef-

of {he three options on the Champlain Valley, based on as-

fects of this option on the three factors mentioned above are

sumptions regarding

assumed to equal the baseline described in Section II.

vi~itor

volume, percent of day trippers

vs. overnight visitors, length of stay, and trip expenditures.

It is assumed that all three options will result in an increase

The impact of each of the options on visitor volume, length of

in visitation to the region due to an enhanced product and

stay, and visitor spending will be discussed in turn. Note that

increased efforts to promote and market heritage attractions.

continuation of current practices will have no additional

These efforts may increase potential and actual v·lsitor aware-

impact on heritage preservation and on the overall tourism

ness of the many cultural attractions and recreational oppor-

economy in the region; therefore, this option is not shown in

tunities offered to them. Accordingly, v'1sitors may take longer

Table IV-2.

Table lV-1
Qualitative Assessment of the Impact of Champlain Valley Heritage Preservation Options

Provincial and

Visitor Volume

Trip Expenditures

Length of Stay

Total Economic Impact

National

Continuation of

State Heritage

Heritage

Quadri-Centennial

Current Practices

Corridor

Corridor

Commemoration

Baseline

Small to

Moderate

Large

Moderate

to Large

Increase

Increase

Increase

Baseline

Small

Moderate

Increase

to Large

to Moderate

Increase

Increase

Baseline

Small to

Small to

Small

Moderate

Moderate

Increase

Increase

Increase

Small to

Moderate

Baseline

Source: The Office of Thomas J. Martin.

Small to

Small to

Moderate·

Moderate

Increase

Increase
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Visitor Volume
Data in Table

IV~2

corridor designation will result in 75,000 additional visitor trips
show the impact of the options on visitor

volume as a function of additional visitor

trips 26

to the area per

per year, of which 35 percent will be day trips and 65 percent
of the additional trips will be overnights.

year over the baseline. All three options will have a positive

Although the balance between day-trippers and overnight

effect on visitor volume; however, the magnitude of additional

visitors will be similar for both heritage corridor designation

visitor volume differs by option. The quadricentennial com-

options (35 percent vs. 65 percent and 30 percent vs. 70

memoration may well attract more visitors to the area than the

percent, respectively), it is likely that national heritage corri-

other two options. This would occur as a result of the many

dor designation Will result in a greater percentage of overnight

ongoing special events and activities associated with the

visitors than would provincial and state heritage corridor des-

quadricentennial commemoration and the concentrated and

ignation. This effect would be a result of NPS experience in

focused efforts of partiCipating entities over a finite period of

marketing and promoting these types of projects and Of NPS

time. In the case of the quadricentennial commemoration, the

brand recognition

majority of these additional visitors are likely to be day-trippers
coming to special events.

on an international level.

The quadricentennial commemoration is a special case, as
activities associated with the commemoration would occur for

National heritage corridor designation is likely to attract more

a finite time period, while the other plans would create per-

additional visitors than would provincial and state corridor

manent expansion of interpretive and marketing programs.

designation. Brand recognition of NPS products and activities,

The mix of day versus overnight visitors at the quadricentennial

along with the development of additional visitor centers and

commemoration is likely to be skewed heavily toward day-

informational kiosks, underlies this assumption. In addition, NPS

trippers (65 percent of additional trips), as these types of com-

has significant experience in developing and implementing

memorations focus heavily on weekend, holiday, and week-

these types of projects, and visitors probably have visited or

day afternoon events. Promotion of events is likely to be more

have·heard of an NPS-managed facility in the past. Increases in

local than national or international, therefore attracting more

annual visitor volume of 75,000, 100,000, and _125,000 visitor

regional residents than long distance visitors. However, the

trips over the baseline represent a conservative, yet realistic,

events associated with the commemoration (primarily major

estimate, based on our experience with similar projects, a review

events such as an opening and closing ceremony in the years

of tourism research, and existing visitor volume in the Region.

2003 and 2009) will attract visitors from outside of the region.

Day-Trippers versus Overnight Visitors

Average Length of Stay

Baseline research indicates that 40 to 60 percent of all trips

Based on the findings of the 1996 Lake Champlain Basin

to the region are day trips. For this analysis the percentages of

Cultural Heritage Tourism Survey and Marketing Plan and a

day-trippers versus overnight visitors are estimated to be equal,

review of other tourism research reports focusing on the

with each representing 50 percent of the total number of visi-

Champlain Valley, the baseline estimate of average length of

tors. Just as visitor volume is likely to vary by option, so too will

stay of visitors to the region is set at 7.4 days. Due to a potential

the percentage of day versus overnight trips. Percentages . 'for increased visitor awareness of the region's cultural herishown in Table IV-2 relate to the number of additional trips.

tage opportunities and increased promotional efforts and events

For example, it is estimated that provincial and state heritage

associated with cultural heritage in the Champlain Valley, it is
reasonable to assume that both heritage corridor development

20

Visitor tnps does not equal vis1tors. The number of actual VISitors to the region

options could serve to increase y)sitor length of stay in the

may be less than the estimated number of visitor trips due to repeat visitation.

region by one day (over the baseline of 7.4 days.) It is also

particularly by the resident market

assumed that initiation of the quadricentennial commemoration
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Table IV-2
Champlain Valley Study Area
Estimated Annual Economic Impact of Heritage Preservation Options

Baseline

Provincial and State
Heritage Corridor

National Heritage

Quadricennential

Assumptions

Designation

Corridor Designation

Commemoration

Day Trip
Visitor Volume

Overnight Day Trip

0

Overnight Day Trip

Overnight Day Trip

100,000

125,000

75,000

Overnight

(additional trips
per year)
Percent Day vs.

50%

50%

35%

65%

30%

70%

65%

1

7.4

1

8.4

1

8.4·

1

$35

$ 100

$37

$ 105

$37

$ 105

$39

35%

Overnight (of
additional trips)
Average Length

. 7.4

of Stay (days}/l
Visitor Spending
(average per

$ 110

~

visitor per day)/2
llilpacV3-:-

$971,250

Total Impact

$34,758,750 $U10,COO $49,910,000 $3.168,750
$35, 730,CX::O

Source: The Offrce of Thomas ).-Martin

/1 Assumes provincial and state corr1dor designation w111 acfd one day to the
average length of stay, national corridor des1gnation will add one day, and the
quadr1cenntenial celebratmn will have no ellect on average length of stay.

12 Assumes 5% 1ncrease

1n

spending associated with both national and state

and provincial corridor designation and_lO% increases associated with
quadricenntenial celebration {estimate Includes lodging).

13 Assumes 20% of overnight v1s1tors stay with fr1ends or relatives and that the
daily expenditures of those visitors are the same as those of day-trippers.

$51,020,000

$28,831.250
$32.000,000
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will have no effect on average length of stay in the region, as

spending {over the baseline) associated with the development

the majority of the additional trips induced as a result of the

of the quadricentennial commemoration due to particularly

commemoration will be regional day trips.

gobd merchandising opportunities associated with the event.

Visitor Spending

Total Economic Impact

A baseline of visitor spending of $35 per day trip visitor and

Total economic impact as estimated in Table IV-2 is a function

$100 per overnight visitor per day (including lodging) is esti-

of visitor volume, the percentage of day trip versus overnight

mated. These are relatively conservative estimates based on

visitors, the average length of stay of visitors, and visitor spend-

our experiences with similar projects and a review of the tour-

ing. It is estimated that the potential direct economic impact

ism studies focusing on the region.

of the options on the region could range from $32 million to

tO

in-

$51 million per year. In addition to direct impacts, there will

creased sales opportunities due to merchand_ising associated

be indirect and induced effects of the proposed actions. These

with the heritage corridor or quadricentennial commemora-

will increase the total project impact. ,l\lthough other factors

tion and a proliferation of retail outlets such as additional or

not considered in this analysis might affect the impact and

The implementation of any of the options will lead

'

larger gift shops at attractions, vendors, new restaurants, etc.

suitability of implementing any one option, there are clear dif-

Our estimate of visitor spending assumes that there will be a 5

ferences in the estimates of economic impacts.

percent increase over the baseline associated with the na-

On an average annual basis, data in Table IV-2 show ,that

tional, provincial, and state heritage corridor designation. It is

national heritage corridor designation will have the greatest

assumed that there will be a 10 percent increase in visitor

impact ($51 million} followed by provincial and state heritage

Table IV-3

Champlain Vatley Study Area Ten Year Impact Projection

Year

2003

2004

Annual Growth

105%

104%

as a Percentage
of Estimated Annual
Economic Impact

-

2005

I'"~

{$ millions) 11

$37,516,500 $9,017,160 $ 38,266,830

Provincial and State
Heritage Corridor

$53,571,000 $ 5~, 713,8401$ 54,642,420

National Heritage
Corridor

105%
Celebration

104%

102%

$ 33,600,000 $ 33,280,000 $ 32,640,000

Quadri-centennial

I

l/ Growth 1s primanly a function of an Increasing number of annual
v1s1ts as awareness of heritage initiatives increase
Note: assumes all initiatives begm (or open) in 2003.

Source: The Office of Thomas

J. Martm

I
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corridor designation ($36 million) and the quadricentennial

presence in the Champlain/Richelieu Valley. After the initial

commemoration ($32 million). However, the quadri-centen-

excitement of the opening of the corridor or kick off of the

nial commemoration will occur over a set period, while the

commemoration, visitation is likely to decline during the sec-

corridor designation options would represent ongoing improve-

and year and then rise steadily as awareness of the initiatives

ments. Therefore, it is important to examine the effect of the

grows. Although the quadricentennial commemoration ends

options over time. Data in Table IV-3 show the ten-year im-

in 2009, the impacts may well continue as reflected by data

pact projection of each of the options.

in Table IV-3.

Although the "sunset" clause for a national heritage corridor

The order of magnitude of the cumulative economic im-

designation would limit federal funding and technical assis-

pacts of the three options after ten years are similar to the

tance, the designation is permanent. Therefore, it is assumed

order of magnitude of the estimated annual impact as shown

that- the heritage corridor designation and the subsequent

in Table lV-2. National heritage corridor designation has the

economic impacts will continue beyond ten years. The

largest cumulative ten-year impact ($557 million), followed

quadricentennial commemoration will be fin.lshed after seven

by provincial and state heritage corridor designat"1on ($390

years (although the publicity generated by the commemora-

million) and the quadricentennial commemoration ($266 mil-

tion and associated infrastructure development may have im-

lion.) Although other factors not considered in this analysis

pacts that continue beyond that time period). Annual growth

(such as cost of implementation of each of the options) might

percentages in Table IV-3 reflect estimated changing visita-

affect the relative attractiveness and impacts of the options,

tion patterns over time. Spikes in the years 2003 and 2009

this analysis concludes that all of the options will have a posi-

reflect special initiatives or events commemorating Champlain's

tive economic impact on the tourism economy or the region.

2006

2007

1103%

jl03%

J

2008

2009

104%

1110%

2010

! 104%

2011

2012

105%

105%

Cumulative
Economic
Impact

I

l!

$38.641,995

I
'

$ 38,641,995 $39,017,160

$41.268,150

i

!$ 55,178,130

$39,017.160

$39.392,325 $39,392,325
$ 56,249.550 $ 56,249,550

'

$ 390,171,600

I

$55,178,130 $ 55)13,840

$58,928,100

$ 55,713,840

103%

110%

50%

25%

$ 16.ooo,ooo

$ s.ooo.ooo

$557,138,400

I
1103%
!

$ 32,960,000

l

104%

$32,960,000 $ 33,280,000 , $35.200.000

I

25%
1$

l

8.ooo.ooo

$ 265,920,000
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APPENDIX I: SELECTED RESOURCES CONSULTED

This is a selected list of resources consulted. It does not

C§rpenter, Warvvick Stevens

inc!ude specialized journals or reports, or primary sources.

1914

The Summer Paradise in History. The Delaware and
Hudson Company, Albany, ,New York.

Allen, RobertS.
1993

His Majesty's fndian Affies. Dundurn, Toronto

Champlain Valley Heritage NetworK

1995

"Interpretive Sign System."

1992

"Mission and Goals Statements."

Anderson, Fred
1984

A People's Army: Massachusetts Soldiers and
Society in the Seven Years War. University of North

"Nature, History, Recreation Map Guide."

Carolina Press, Chapel Hill, North Carolina.

Argus Architecture & PreserVation
1995

Clifford, George
"The Lighthouses of lake Champlain."

"The lake Champlain Basin: Cultural Resources
Planning Needs Assessment."

Clinton County Historical Association
Associates in Rural Development in association with

1997

"The Antiquarian, Vol.14."

Heritage Partners, Inc.
1998

"Champlain Valley Heritage Corridor Inventory."

Cohn, Arthur B.

Prepared for the National Park Service.

1998

"A Case for the National Significance of Lake
Champlain's Submerged Cultural ResourceS."
Prepared for the National Park Service.

Bellico. Russell P.
1992

Sails and Steam in the Mountains: A Maritime and
Military History of Lake George and Lake Champlain.

Couchey, Sid

Purple Mountaif! Press, Fleischmanns, New York.

1964

"Our Champlain Story: Historical Cartoons
and Text." Plattsburgh Press-Republican,

1995

Plattsburgh, New York_

Chronicles of Lake George. Purple Mountain Press,
Fleischmanns, ·New York.

Countryside Institute

1998

"Submerged Archaeological Resources·of lake

1991

"Bouquet Valley Report." Report of the 1991
Countryside Stewardship US/UK Exchange.

George and Lake Champlain." Prepared for the
National Park Service.

1992

Countryside Stewardship: Report of the 1991
International Exchange. Executive summary of

Boisvert, Paul 0.

published report.

Lake Champlain: A Photographic Discovery. The
New England Press, Shelburne, Vermont.

Cuneo, John R.
Calloway, Colin
1990

The Western Abenakis of Vermont, 1600-1800.
University of Oklahoma Press, Norman, Oklahoma.

1997

Robert Rogers of the Rangers. Fort Ticonderoga
Museum, Ticonderoga, New York.
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Delgado, James P., ed.

Ga\lay, Alan, ed.

1997

1996

Encyclopedia. of Underwater and Maritime Archeology.
British Museum, london.

Colonial Wars of North America, 1512-1763.

Garland, New York.

Demarest, Amy B.

Graymont, Barbara

1997

1972

This Lake Alive! An Interdisciplinary Handbook for

Teaching and Learning about the Lake Champlain

The Iroquois in the American Revolution. Syracuse

University Press, Syracuse, New York.

Basin. Shelburne Farms, Shelburne, Vermont.
Higginbotham, Don
Drost, Anne
1998

1971

"International Corridors of Culture: Working Towards a

The War for American Independence. Northeastern

University, Boston, Massachusetts.

Heritage Corridor in the Champlain/Richelieu Valley."
Study prepared for the National Park ServiCe.

Hill, Ralph Nading.

1976
Elting, John R.
1971

Lake Champlain: Key to Uberty Foreword by Peter

S. Jennison, 1995 edition; epilogue by Arthur B. Cohn,

The Battles of Saratoga. Philip Freneau Press,

1~95 edition. The Countryman Press, Inc.

Monmouth Beach, New Jersey.

Woodstock, Vermont.

Essex County Department of Community Development and

Huffman, Philip B. in association with Heritage Partners, Inc.

Planning in Partnership with the Champlain Va!!ey Heritage

1999

Network

"Champlain Valle~ Heritage Corridor Project:

Management Entities.:.-Options and Recommenda-

"Champlain Valley Action Plan."

tions." Prepared far the National Park Service.

Essex County Department of Community Development and

ICON/Lane Frenchman

Planning

1997

"Essex and Clinton County Waterfront Revitalization

"Local Projects on Lake Champlain and the New

Project. Phase I Conceptual Plan." Prepared for the

York State Canal Recreationway Pian."

New York State Department of State with funds
provided under Title II of the Environmental

Fort Ticonderoga
1995

Protection Fund.

"A Fort Tico'nderoga Bibliography."

1997
Fort Ticonderoga Association
1995

"Essex and Clinton County Waterfront Revitalization
Project. Phase II Local Waterfront Demonstration

"Fort Ticonderoga Annual Report for 1995."

Projects." Prepared for the New York State
Department of State with funds provided-under

Fryer, Mary B.
1986

Title II of the Environmental Protection Fund.

Battlefields of Canada. Dundurn, Toronto.

Ketchum, Richard M.
1997

Saratoga: Turning Point of America's Revolutionary
War. Henry Holt, New York.
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Lake Champlain Basin Program

National Trust for Historic Preservation and National Park Service

1992

1997

"Summary Report: Conference of Champlain-Hudson

"Your New National Heritage Area: What Now?"
Prepared by Shelley S. Mastran, Rural Heritage

Valley Historic Sites, Societies and Museums."

Program.
Lake Champlain Bikeways
1994

"Directory of Bicycle-Friendly Accommodations and

r::Jew York State Department of Environmental Conservation,

Services in the Champlain Valley: New York,

& The Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation

Vermont, Quebec."

1997

"Conserving Open Space in New York State."

Lake Champlain Management Conference

Office of Tflomas J. Martin in association with Heritage

1994

"Draft Opportunities for Action: An Evolving Plan for

Partners, Inc.

the Future of lake Champlain." Prepared on behalf

1998

1996

"Socioeconomic Impact Analysis for Champlain

of the States of New York and Vermont and the US

Valley Heritage Corridor Project." Prepared for the

Environmental Protection Agency.

National Park Service.

"Opportunities for Action: An Evolving Plan for the

Ouellette, Susan

' Future of Lake Champlain." Prepared on behalf of

"Mobility, Class, and Ethnicity: French Canadians
in Nineteenth Century Plattsburgh."

the States of New York and Vermont and the US
Environmental Protection Agency.
1998
1996

"The Peopling of the Champlain Valley.'' Prepared
for the National Park Service.

"Background Technical Information for: Opportunities
for Action: An Evolving Plan for the Future of Lake
Champlain."

Pollard, Gorder) .
1998 -"Summary of Growth Industry in the-Champlain
Valley.'' Prepared for the National Park Service.

MarketReach, Inc
1996

"Lake Champlain Basin Cultural Heritage Tourism
Survey and Marketing Plan.'' Prepared by David

President's Committee on the Arts and Humanities

Schaefer & K. Celeste Gaspari for Lake Champlain

Exploring America through its Culture, Prepared

Basin Program.

by Bill Moskin and Sandy Guettler.

Minister of Public Work~ and Government Services Canada

Rolando, Victor

1997

1992

"The Canadian Heritage Rivers System: Annual

200 Years of Soot and Sweat: The History and

Report. 1996-1997." Published under the authority

Archeology of Vermont's Iron, Charcoal, and Lime

of the Minister of the Department of Canadian

Industries. Vermont Archeologlcal Society.

Heritage on behalf of the provincial and territorial
Ministers responsible for parks and tourism.

1998

"Technicallnnovations in the Lake Champlain Valley
Area of New York and Vermont." Prepared for the

Moore, Christopher.
1984

The Loyalists. Macmillan of Canada, Toronto.

National Park Service.
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Ross, Ogden, with essays by Art Cohn
1997

1985

Steamboats of Lake Champlain, 1809-1930. The

"Hamlets of the Adirondacks: Development

Strategies."

Champlain Transportation Company published the
first edition of the Steamboats of Lake Champlain

Trowbridge & Wolf, Landscape Architects and Planners

in 1930. Vermont Heritage Press Reprint Series.

1996

"Masterplan for the Lake Champlain Trail."

1996

"Proposed NYS Route 9 Pedestrian and Bicycle

Ruzow Holland, Ann
1998

"People and Their Influence on Settlement in the

Bypass." Submitted to NYSDOT for ISTEA Funding.

Champlain Valley Region of New York State."

Applicant: City of Plattsburgh, New York.

Prepared tor the National Park Service.
University of Vermont, Historic. Preservation Program

Starbuck, David R.

graduate class of 1996

1999

1996

The Great Warpath: British Military Sites from Albany

"Around the lake: Historic Sites OJl Lake Champlain."

to Crown Point. University Press of New England,
Hanover, New Hampshire.

University of Vermont, Consulting Archaeology Program
1992

State University of New York·. Urban and Reg"ional Planning

"4,500 Years at Gordon's Landing: Archaeology at
the Grand Isle Fish Hatchery."

Program, Department of Geography and Planning,
University at Albany

Vermont Department of Tourism and Marketing

-1998

1996

"Champlain Canal Trail Scenic Byway: Preliminary

"Cultural Heritage Tourism Taskforce Position Paper."

Study" and "Appendices."
"Three Hundred Things to See & Do in Vermont."
Steele, ian K.
1990

Betrayals: Fort William Henry and the "Massacres."

Westbrook, Nicholas and Westbrook, Virginia, editors

Oxford University Pr~ss, New York.

1997

The Bulletin of the Fort Ticonderoga Museum,

Volume XV, Number 6. Sharp Offset Printing,
Student Association and the Art Gallery of the State

Rutland, Vermont.

University College, Plattsburgh, New York
1975
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